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ABSTRACT 
Manufactunng enterprises need to have agile manufactunng automation systems that can be 
responsive to changes m demand and operate efficiently Within the context of a global 
business economy. Manufacturing automation systems that possess the capabilities to 
support flexibIlity, reconfigurabIlity and reusabIlity would enable enterpnses to have a 
competitive edge in their markets However, tradttional approaches to manufacturing 
automation systems development and unplementatIOn are typically rigId in nature and thus 
do not provide the capabilItIes to adequately support the reqUITed levels of agIlity. 
TIns theSIS has speCIfied and developed a paradigm for developing and unplementlng an 
agde manufactIrrmg automation system. The system, denoted as the component-based 
manufacturing automatIOn system (CB-MAS), conSISts of loosely coupled, autonomous, 
dlstnbuted automation components that can be developed mdependentiy and then integrated 
into the manufactunng automation system The approach draws inspIration from component-
based development concepts and utilises a dlstnbuted control methodology to encapsulate 
standard control functIOnalIty mto common automation elements known as components. 
ThIS enables a manufacturing automatIon system to be deSigned and developed around these 
components by configunng them to SUIt the required applicatIOn behavIOur, mstead of 
developmg applicatIOn speCIfic control program code for the system. An mtegratIOn 
framework is proposed to support the actiVIties mvolved in the development and 
implementation of component-based manufacturing automation systems. 
The applicabilIty and practIcality of the approach have been tested through the development 
and ImplementatIOn of two mdustrial automation systems for automotive manufacturing, one 
for engine assembly and the other for cylmder head machirung. These implementations have 
enabled the concept to be demonstrated, evaluated and analysed m the context of practIcal 
constrams and requirements. 
The research has generated new knowledge, concepts and methods by: 
• Proposmg a novel distributed control approach to application logic control for 
automatIOn systems. 
Page i 
• Developmg a component-based concept and system architecture for manufacturmg 
automation. 
• Speclfymg an mtegration framework to facIlitate the specification, development, 
ImplementatIOn and operation of the component-based manufactunng automatIOn 
system. 
• Demonstratmg and evaluatmg the practicality of the component-based automatIOn 
system m an mdustrial context 
Keywords: 
Distnbuted control, manufacturmg automation, mdustrial automatIOn, agile manufacturing, 
component-based development. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 THE NEED FOR AGILE MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION 
The globahsation of markets has dIrectly affected manufactunng enterpnses across the 
world Manufacturing enterpnses are facmg major pressures to operate in the light of fierce 
competitIon and unprecedented customer demands to manufacture products cheaper, better 
and faster. At the same tune, the rapid spread of mformation technology has led to mcreasing 
compleXity and the need for higher levels of technical knowledge in order to operate next 
generatIon manufacturing systems [1-4]. To survive and prosper m such a competItIve 
environment, manufacttmng enterpnses need to possess the capablhty to react quickly, 
responsively and effectIvely to changing markets [5-8]. 
The need to rapidly and cost-effectIvely manufacture products and production faclhtIes has 
led to the concept of agile manufacturing [5-7] An agile manufacturing system can be 
reconfigured to accommodate changes m the product and process. Aglhty also emphasises 
the reuse of knowledge and core competencies to reduce cost and Improve effiCiency [8]. To 
achieve agile manufacttmng, enterpnses have to bnng together a Wide range of knowledge 
and mformatIon encompassmg vanous stakeholders into the design and development of the 
product as well as the productIOn process [7]. 
Manufacturing automatIOn is the operatIOn or control of processes and equipment to make or 
process a raw matenal mto a firushed product. In response to the requirements for agIle 
manufacturing, there is a need for a manufacturing automatIOn paradIgm that can: 
I) ProVide the means and capablhtIes to support system flexibilIty, reconfigurablhty 
and reusabilIty. Such system charactenstIcs are essential to enable the launch of 
new product models to be undertaken quickly, and to support the rapid adjustment 
of manufacttmng system capacity to meet changes m market demand. 
il) Enable new functions and process technology needs to be rapidly integrated into 
eXisting manufacturing systems. 
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1.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION 
As mentioned in the previous sectIOn, manufactunng enterprises need to have agile 
manufactunng automahon systems In order to react to the unprecedented changes now 
occurrmg in the manufacturing environment. However, the traditional methods of 
manufacturing systems development and implementation cannot cope With such change 
effectively and efficiently. 
Traditional manufactunng automatIOn systems are often implemented in ngld, iuerarchical 
structures. SpeCification, development, unplementatlOn and validation of these automatIOn 
systems are complex and time-consuming tasks which rely heavily on the knowledge and the 
past expenence of the engmeenng teams involved. The control codes developed for such 
systems is often monolitiuc and unstructured, makmg them difficult to understand, modify 
and reuse. These charactenstics make future modification and reuse of the automatIOn 
systems very difficult and expensive. Currently, modificatIOns to manufactunng systems are 
usually tackled on a case-by-case basis by mtroducmg ad-hoc solutIOns These solutions are 
not only too expensive to create, but also cumbersome to mamtain [9]. 
In order to meet the reqUirements of agility, there needs to be a radical change in the way that 
manufactunng automation systems are developed and implemented. The engineering of such 
control systems should focus on developmg fonctional aspects of the system behaviour 
InStead of developing programnung mstructlOns for controllmg actuator/sensor units. The 
traditional progranurung approach requues that the control engmeer understands expliCitly 
what each entity In the programming structure means before reusmg the structure. This 
approach becomes unpractIcal With mcreasmg processes and eqUipment compleXity. In order 
to manage the mcreasing compleXIties m current and future automation system engineering 
processes, low-level Implementation details of the control elements (actuators and sensors) 
need to be encapsulated to enable system mtegrators to develop and Implement automatIOn 
systems at a higher level of abstractIOn. 
1.3 SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
The pnmary aim of this thesis IS to create an approach to the control, development and 
implementation of manufacturing automatIOn systems capable of better supporting the 
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reqUirements of agliity. A system developed usmg this approach should be inherently 
modular and reconfigurable so that It can be quickly developed, implemented and modified 
in a tImely and cost-effectIve manner. In order to achieve thIs goal, It is necessary to look at 
the issues and problems that manufacturing enterpnses face during the lifecycle (I.e, 
development, ImplementatIOn and operation) of manufactunng automation systems. Trends 
m the control architeclIIre and development paradigms are exanrined. Inspiration IS drawn 
from the areas of distnbuted networked control and component-based development, 
exploring alternative automation control approaches and system engineering paradigms. 
The research rnscussed here IS lImited pnmanly to the development of a control 
methodology and architeclIIre for manufactunng automatIOn systems. It IS targeted mainly in 
the domain of automotive manufaclIInng. However, the control plulosophy and engineering 
methodology descnbed should be generally applicable across a Wide range of rnscrete 
automatIOn applicatIons. 
1.4 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 
The thesis is orgarused as follows: 
Chapter 2 reviews the current trends m manufaclIInng automatIOn and discusses the 
particular problems faced m the automotIve productIOn domain. A set of requirements for 
future manufactunng automation systems are then derived. Chapter 3 details how the 
research has been carned out. Chapters 4 and 5 explore the concept of a component-based 
paradigm and propose a component-based distributed control architeclIIre for manufactunng 
automatIOn Chapter 6 describes the development of the component-based manufacturing 
automatIOn system and proposes an mtegratlOn framework to support the actlVltIes involved 
in the development and ImplementatIOn of the system Chapter 7 reports the ImplementatIOn 
of the component-based approach m two industnal manufacturing automation systems, one 
for automotIve engme assembly and the other for cylinder head dedicated macluning. 
Chapter 8 discusses and analyses the component-based approach. Chapter 9 concludes the 
thesis and includes suggestIOns for further work. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Manufactunng enterprises are facmg unprecedented and abrupt changes m market demands 
[2,6, 7] Several factors contnbutmg to these changes include globahsatIOn of the economy, 
mcreasing demands of customers and rapid advances in process technology [6, ID]. The 
impact on manufactunng automatIOn brought by the changes can be generalised as follows 
[3,6-8, lJ, 12]' 
Reduced product time-to-market. In order to maintain a competItIve edge m today's 
market, manufacturing companies need to introduce new products at increasmgly shorter 
time mtervals. As a result, the lead-time from product design to production is shnnking. In 
order to satIsty tlus requITement, manufacturing enterpnses carmot afford a long, drawn out 
sequentIal approach to product design and manufactunng [13]. As opposed to the traditIOnal 
sequential product and process development procedure as Illustrated in Figure 2.1, 
manufactunng enterprises have adopted a Simultaneous Product and Production Engineenng 
practIce - commonly known as Simultaneous or Concurrent Engmeenng (SE/CE) - to 
develop product deSign concurrently With the production machmery and process m the 
attempt to reduce product time-to-market [14]. The baSIC approach in Simultaneous 
Engmeenng is working with multl-dlsclphnary project teams m parallel These teams are 
usually formed by people from different departments of different manufacturing companies, 
working together from the begmning of product development. 
Increased product and process complexity. The need to manufacture many products 
vanants to satlsty the market requirements directly leads to mcreased levels of compleXity m 
the productIOn process. 
Globalisation of the workforce. Manufacturing enterpnses and facilities are now 
commonly distnbuted over Wide geographical areas to explOit local market condition, 
politIcal and economiC situation and vanations in labour costs and skills. Globallsation 
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presents challenges III ensuring effective commumcatIon across the dlstnbuted enterprise for 
example due to differences III skills, cultural, tIme zone and language. 
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Figure 2.1 Reduced time-to-market through simultaneous engineering [151 
2.2 ENABLERS FOR AGILE MANUFACTURING 
A great deal of effort has been invested by both industry and acadenua to explore 
manufacturing concepts that could effectIvely cope With the manufactunng compleXities 
brought by the current challenges outlined above. The concept of agile manufacturing has 
been viewed as the way to rapidly and cost effectively develop product and productIOn 
facilities [5, 7, 8]. Agile manufacturing can be defllled as the capability of enterpnses to 
survive and prosper III a competItIve environment by reactlllg qUickly and effectively to 
contllluous and unpredictable changes [8] An initiative known as Next Generation 
Manufacturmg System (NGMS) [6] was launched to provide a viSIOn for future 
manufacturmg and recommend actions that manufacturmg enterpnses should adopt to 
remain competitive. The enabling factors of agile manufacturmg and next generation 
manufacturing highlighted by this Initiative are sununansed as follows: 
Responsive manufacturing process. Manufactunng processes need to be responsive to the 
market changes. Accordmg to Monfared [14], the responsiveness of a manufactunng process 
can be Viewed III terms of change capability and change capabilIty rate. In order to have a 
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high degree of change capability and change capability rate, manufactunng equipment and 
processes need to possess an mherently flexible structIrre that enables them to be rapidly 
reconfigured and installed with mmimum resource, time and human intervention. 
Knowledge capitalisation. It is crucial for manufacturing enterpnses to have the capability 
to reuse knowledge and experience acquired from past projects effiCiently and effectively. 
Knowledge and know-how capltahsation IS therefore an important enabler. Knowledge, 
expertise and best-practIces related to the product, production process and production 
eqUipment has to be structIrred and saved m a universal fonnat so that It can be readily 
accessed throughout the productIon hfecycle and be reused for futIrre projects. 
Teaming of core competency. Global project partners and enterprises have to fonn 
temporary alliances so that they can contnbute their respective knowledge and expertise 
towards a common goal. With the increasmg compleXity of products and the associated 
manufacturing processes, It is very Uidlkely that a single company can possess all the 
reqUired expertIse to completely deSign, develop and manufactIrre a given product [2]. 
Therefore, m order to take advantage of a specific busmess opporturuty, partners have to 
pool their resources and expertise to achieve their busmess objectIves. As such, enterpnses 
have to have a better understandmg of their indiVidual core competencies and explOit them to 
mamtam their competitive edge. 
Modularisation of product and production. Modulansation has been identified as a means 
of handlmg the compleXItIes and changes in manufactunng [16, 17] It has been frequently 
assocIated WIth the manufactunng concept of mass customisatlOn of products [18]. A wide 
vanety of products can potentially be produced by combirung a lirruted number of modules. 
The concept of modulanty can also be applied to the development of productIon maclnnery, 
where a complex automatIOn system can be bUilt from standard, common automation 
components The objective IS the development of system capabilities for so called ''plug-and-
play' I manufactunng, where production units can be rapidly mterchanged and reconfigured 
ModularisatlOn in an automation system and process can be achieved by mcreasing the 
I "Plug-and-play IS a technical standard tenn used m the computer field that allows a penpheral deVice to be 
connected to a computer and to operate Immediately without the need for the user to alter the system's 
configuratIOn files The tenn IS most associated with MICroSOft®, who started usmg It m reference to their 
Wmdows 95 product The mstallatlOn and configuratIOn of peripheral deVice IS handled transparently WithOut 
the user's mterventIon, through the use of standard mterface and protocol 
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degree of autonomy of a production unit, WIth loosely coupled, dlstnbuted co-operatIve 
mtelltgent components in contrast to tradItional centraltsed hierarchical command-response 
methods [19]. 
Utilisation of modern technology. The role of informatIOn technology in achievmg the 
busmess goals of a manufacturing enterprise has become cntical Large and complex 
production systems cannot be efficiently managed WIthout the use of modem computer and 
informatIon technology. Management of knowledge and real-time mformatIon, mtegratlOn 
WIth condItion monitoring and plant maintenance, lugh availability and fleXIbility of 
upgrades and lIfe-cycle support are examples of key requirements. The avallabiltty of high-
speed commurucations make It pOSSIble for factones to become dlstnbuted physically but 
stIll acceSSIble from any location 
2.3 ANALYSIS OF REQUIREMENTS IN AUTOMOTIVE 
MANUFACTURE 
2.3.1 Overview of manufacturing automation pyramid 
It is necessary to have a basic understandIng of the automation system structure in order to 
appreciate the fundamental problems of manufactunng automatIon systems and challenges 
of tlus research In general, modem manufactunng systems are commonly represented by an 
automatIOn pyraund compnsmg of a luerarchy of levels WIth different automation functions 
at each level [20] (Figure 2 2). 
At the top-most level IS the management level. The responsIbilIty of the management level IS 
to manage enterpnse-Ievel finance and human resource planmng, order management and 
fulfilment, manufactunng resource planning and dlstnbution The process control level IS 
primarily concerned about the monitonng of the automatIOn process at the field level and 
operatIOn planrung such as manufactunng resource allocatIOn, detaIled scheduling, document 
control, manufacturing data collectIon and acquiSItIOn, qualIty management and order 
trackmg. 
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Management level 
Process control 
level 
Field level 
Actuator-
sensor-
level 
[ Control ) 
BD 
Figure 2.2 Manufacturing automation pyramid [201 
The field level accommodates all tasks needed for processing measured values from the 
process and directly influencing the process [3] . At field level, control decisions influencing 
the industrial manufacturing process at the physical plant are being made. Typically 
automation computers like programmable logic controllers (PLC) and micro-controllers are 
used. Control logic and production sequences are programmed into the controllers to 
coordinate the production process. In addition the process can be influenced using 
monitoring and operating consoles. The actuator-sensor level (also called device level), the 
lowest level in the hierarchy, comprises of automation devices such as sensors and actuators 
that interact with the physical manufacturing environment and perform basic data acquisition 
and control. At this level, physical process variables are measured by sensors and 
manufacturing operations are realised through actuators, e.g., transfer arms, clamps and 
servo drives. Devices at the actuator-sensor level are connected to automation computers at 
the field level through industrial networks or fieldbuses. The control requirements at the 
lower level of the pyramid (actuator-sensor level and field level) are typically characterised 
by short data length and short response time, while the higher level of the pyramid involves 
higher communication bandwidth but slower and non real-time responses [21]. 
The scope of this research described in this thesis centres on activities (control of 
manufacturing automation systems) at the field and actuator-sensor levels in the domain of 
automotive production. 
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2.3.2 Automation in the domain of automotive production 
Automotive production IS the largest and one of the most complex manufactunng sectors m 
the world. Vehicle development is expensive, tIme-consummg and a high-nsk mvestment 
[22]. The manufacturing of vehicles mvolves a range of industries - from the design, 
productIOn, and assembly of vehicle components, to the design, development and 
Implementation of the production machmery use to create and assembly these components. 
SlIrular to other manufacturing enterpnses, the automotive productIOn mdustnes are 
constantly subjected to changes attnbuted to globalisation, reduce product tnne-to-market, 
product differentiation and cost pressures [23]. In order to stay ahead of competitors, 
automotive manufacturers need to satlsty varymg demands across global markets, i.e., 
consumers constantly seekmg a Wider range of vehicle models The demands of product 
diversity, coupled With manufactunng challenges related to more stnngent regulatIOns, new 
technologtes, safety and quality are drivmg technological changes that impact on the 
productIOn and assembly of vehicles [24] 
2.3.3 Automotive manufacturing: Iifecycle and process activities 
The stakeholders mvolved in the process of deslgtUng and developmg automotive 
manufacturing systems can be categonsed into tlnee mam groups - the end users, machme 
bUilders and component suppbers [14]. 
End users are compames that design, build and distnbute new automotive vehicles. Machine 
bUilders, also known as ongmal equipment manufacturers (OEMs), are tler-l suppliers, 
responsible for deSigning, developmg and mstaIIing productIOn machinery for the end users. 
Component suppliers are producers or vendors of control hardware, such as PLCs, servo 
dnves, hydraulic and pneumatic actuators and sensors to the machme bUilders to be installed 
into the automation systems Component suppliers are commonly referred to as tJer-2 
suppliers. 
The diagram in FIgtlIe 2.3 shows an example of the typical high-level interactIOn that occurs 
between the stakeholders, in tenns of resource and mfonnatlon flow, during the development 
of automotive production machinery. 
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End User - DPI 
Ford 
Component Dodder - DP3 
Figure 2.3 Interaction between stakeholders [141 
Machine Bmlder- DP2 
A typical example of the hfecycle for the development of the machme IS Illustrated m Figure 
2.4, VIa the process activIties from the perspective of the maclune bUilder. 
The development cycle of an automotive productIOn maclune typically takes 50 to 52 weeks2 
[25]. Pnor to the beginnmg of tlus development cycle, the stakeholders will typically have 
already been involved in a simultaneous engineenng (SE) process, where product 
development and manufactunng process specificatIOn take place concurrently. By 
developing the product concurrently with the productIOn process, problems due to product 
design, number of parts and manufactunng processes that might arise later m the lifecycle 
can be Identlfied at an early stage. Subsequently, pre-engmeering Will follow where 
productlon requuements and specificatIOns are finahsed. TIns infonnation IS used for 
purchasmg, engineenng and design sub-contractmg (If any). During these processes, details 
such as designs, part hsts, purchase hst and final drawmgs are prepared. Subsequently, 
components are purchased or manufactured by component bUilders. Next, the assembly of 
the maclune commence. 
2 Th,s figure vanes between manufacturers and depends on machme type It 18 also related to the respecllvely 
automollve product development cycle 
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Sub-assemblIes of mecharucal parts might be sub-contracted to other suppliers If necessary 
before they are brought together to be assembled III the shop floor of the machme builder. 
After the necessary electrorucs, hydraulics, pneumatics are added, control software IS 
Illstalled Next, the machllle is tested and adjusted until It has achieved the specification 
required by the end user. After final acceptance, the machme is disassembled, packaged and 
shipped to the productIOn site to be re-assembled and re-commIssioned. 
It IS eVident from the process model that the development phases follow the classic waterfall 
engllleering cycle, where actiVIties occurs III a sequential manner - from productIOn system 
specification, deSign, ImplementatIOn, valIdatIOn and delIvery to mallltenance. 
An expanded view of the activIties Illvolved III the assembly and COmmIssIOning process is 
shown III Figure 2 5. It can be observed that the actiVities have to be carried out III a stnctly 
sequential order - the mechanical framework such as bases and fixtures have to be 
assembled first (mechanical assembly), e1ectncal winng and hydraulic Piping are then 
Illstalled (electrical/hydraulic assembly), followed by the assembly of control components 
such as controllers, actuators and sensors (control assembly), the control software IS installed 
last. It IS only after this stage that the automatIOn system can be validated by operatlllg the 
system irutlally, WIthout any productIOn parts (shakedown). Finally the productIOn parts (e g. 
for maclurung or assembly dependlllg on the type of machine) are introduced into the 
maclune and the system performance IS assessed (e g. accuracy, cycle time) 
It IS obvIOUS from the Illustration that any unforeseen delays that occur dunng these actiVities 
would indeed result III the delay of succeedlllg actiVIties and pOSSibly hold-up the system 
delivery date. Therefore, there IS tremendous pressure, especially on the control system 
engllleers, to get the unplementahon nght the first time. 
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2.3.4 Identification of problems and issues 
Extensive mtervlews With partners conducted during the course of the research study have 
Identified the followmg common problems and Issues encountered throughout the hfecyc1e 
of automatIOn systems. 
Late changes in the product design and the production process 
In order to reduce product tIme-to-market, Simultaneous engineermg (SE) IS conducted by 
the stakeholders. Tlus allows the finalisatIOn of the product deSign and the 
speclficatlOnldeslgn/build of the productIOn process to run concurrently It IS deSIrable to 
achieve the earliest possible agreement on the speCificatIOn and deSign of both the product 
and ItS assOCiated production machinery Any change m product or productIOn process is 
likely to increase the cost of production and delay the start of productIOn Unfortunately, due 
to the pressure to launch the product earlier to keep ahead of competitors, deSign of the 
product IS typically not finalised dunng SE. As a result, product designs are often Immature 
when the productIOn machinery design and bUild process begms Hence, changes to the 
deSign of the product frequently occur after the commencement of production system 
development The graph m Figure 2.6 tracks the product and process changes that occur 
throughout the project tImeline dunng the development of typical production machinery [26] 
(SpeCific names and tImescales have been Olrutted to respect partner confidentiality) It can 
be seen that slgruficant product changes stili occur late into the project tImelIne. This has 
tremendous Impact down the supply cham as machine bUilders and component suppliers 
have to adapt their machine deSign and development activities as the production requirement 
changes. The later a product changes occur, the greater the hkely cost and time implicatIons 
on the manufactunng machinery. Changes occumng late in the production hfecycle are 
usually costly to Implement and may put the machinery delivery date at nsk. The end-user 
(e g. Ford) IS therefore generally forced to live With any non-cntical design faults discovered 
late In the project so as not to comproITI1se the production start date. 
Nevertheless, it is antiCipated that such late changes are likely to become more common In 
future projects due to the demand for an ever shorter product tIme-to-market. Machine 
bUilders are currently being pressunsed to reduce the total deSign and bUild cycle for 
manufactunng machines from 50-52 weeks down to 42 weeks [27]. 
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Figure 2.6 Changes encountered during machine bnild (26) 
Lack of common standards in data representation 
There are no common standards for the representation or visuahsatIOn of production 
maclunes throughout the maclune hfe cycle [28] The present engmeenng process used to 
design and bmld production maclunery IS largely paper based, where indtvidual departments 
need to remterpret or translate a common set of design and specIficatIOn data into theIr own 
fonnat for them to input mto their tools. These data translation processes not only take up 
unnecessary resources, they are also vulnerable to misinterpretatIOn due to human error or 
loss of accuracy dunng each translatIon process. 
For instance, dIfferent nanIing conventions are often used to identIfy the same equipment 
across mechamcal, electrIcal and control departments TIns may lead to rrusunderstandtng 
and errors which may go undtscovered untIl late m the project. 
Fragmented use of heterogeneous tools 
There IS no common set of tools between stakeholders and even withm departments of the 
same company Each group typIcally has ItS preferred representation of data that IS of mterest 
to them. For mstance, process speCIficatIons are passed from the end-user to the mechamcal 
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department of the machine bUIlder usmg tnning-charts. The same mfonnation IS then re-
expressed as a textual descnptlOn and passed over to the controls department m Microsoft 
Excel fonnat. The control engineer uses this descriptIOn to generate an eqUIvalent control 
timing-dIagram, winch is then re-expressed as Ladder Logic Diagram for the PLC program 
software. Each translation is both time consuming and error prone. 
Experience-based design and implementation 
The process of designing and developing an automatIOn system is Inghly experience-based. 
It relIes on the expertise of those who have participated m prevIOus siIrular projects Due to 
the Ingh-mvestment nsk, the machme development approach remams largely SimIlar across 
projects and radIcal changes are often aVOIded between consecutJve proJects. Therefore, 
engmeers who are farmlIar With preVIous projects typically reuse much of the existing deSign 
and specificatJon through "cut-and-paste" - plecmg the new applIcation descnptJon together 
by combming fragments often from a number of sources from prevIOus projects 
Lack o/remote diagnostics and support 
The abilIty to remotely support, mamtain and diagnose faults m an automatIOn plant during 
the operatIOnal phase usmg suitable onlme morutoring and dIagnostic tools IS highly 
deslfable but seldom effectively achieved 
Currently, machine builders typically need to deploy thelf engineers on the end-user's 
production site for up to a year following delIvery of a new maclnne This IS required to aid 
the transfer of skill to the operators and mamtenance engmeers as well as to iron out any 
rmnor problems that go undetected dunng system commisslOrung. 
Thereafter, whenever there IS any problem in the production process that the end-user cannot 
solve, the machme builder will need to send thm engmeers to the site (winch may be located 
far away in another countnes). Very often, the engmeers Will go on site without an accurate 
picture of the problem, as It IS often very difficult to accurately describe the problem through 
a telephone conversatIOn Although currently PLC incorporates the abilIty for remote 
viewing and edltmg of ladder logiC program, they are unable to provide a way for the 
engmeer to visualIse the physical maclnne on the remote productJon site. Therefore, the 
engineers find It dIfficult to accurately diagnose the remote machine based on the ladder 
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logic program. Machine bUilders recognise that the use of a robust remote support tool to 
enable remote monitonng and illagnostlcs would be extremely useful. In this case, engineer 
could try to diagnose and, If possible, solve the problem remotely. Even If it were still 
requrred to go to the production site, the engmeer will now have a better knowledge of the 
problem so that he could tackle It lffiffiedlately on amval. The capability of remote support 
can reduce costly production downtune 
Difficulties in the update of documentation 
Consistent and venfiable documentatIOn of the system IS reqUired dunng machme delivery to 
ensure all necessary knowledge is accurately transferred to the end-user. However, this 
process is error prone. System changes constantly occurs throughout the maclune 
development lifecycle. Because the documentation process IS not integrated With the 
deSIgn/development process, which is often carried out by different departments, changes are 
often ITIlssed and go undocumented. 
Rigid system development process 
The current development process IS lughiy ngld. An automatIOn system cannot be 
Implemented, reviewed and venfied incrementally. Therefore, even If a new system IS 
essentially Identical in charactenstlcs to previous projects, It does not imply that the system 
integrators Will have full confidence that the new system will operate correctly before 
verification 
Late verification of automation system 
The development of automatIOn systems currently follows a rigid waterfall engmeering cycle 
as illustrated in Figure 2.7. ValidatIOn of a system cannot be carried out until the 
cOffilTIlsslOning phase when all the mecharucal, electrorucs and control software elements 
have been integrated. Time is often short at tlus stage due to the knock-on effect of delays 
earlier in a project. Since control software can only be downloaded and tested after the 
phYSical machine is bUilt and assembled, It is very Important to get the control nght the first 
time. At the time of the wntmg, there IS no mdustrially established way to verifY the control 
behaviour of an automation system Without ItS phYSical realization and testing. Hence, It 
depends heavily on the control engmeer's expenence to deSign the control software to 
operate as deSired. 
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Figure 2.7 Waterfall development Iifecycle 
Diversity and complexity of automation peripherals 
The equipment wluch has to be mtegrnted into a machine control system is typically 
becommg much more diverse and complex. TIns IS commonly due to the mcrease m the 
number of product vanants that production facilities have to handle and, more stnngent 
requirements to make production facilities more environmentally fuendly. Therefore, the 
traditional practice of speclfymg a Illmted range of automatIOn eqlllpment from as few 
vendors as pOSSible and applying tlus limited range to the entire productIOn Ime m order to 
reduce the Implementation compleXity is now seldom pOSSible. 
TraditIOnally, automatIOn penpherals consist of simple actuators and sensors which can be 
mtegrated With controllers (e g. PLCs) With relative ease Currently, such penpherals often 
have their own processor for local control which need to be mtegrnted to the master 
controller through propnetary mterfaces and protocols. Some typical examples are servo 
drives (configured Via senal mterface using their own proprietary software programs and 
then interfaced for control purposes via parallel mterfaces), proportIOnal valve for controlling 
hydrauliC actuators (configured via senal interface usmg own propnetary software 
progranune, analogue interface to controller), or ultrasomc sensor (senal mterface to 
controller, propnetary data protocol) The added complexity of this equipment therefore 
requires addltional effort to mtegrnte the electncal interconnection and develop the 
applicatIOn programmable mterface to mtegrnte with the system. 
Lack of tool sets to aid operator training 
Currently, the earliest opportumty for productIOn operators and mamtenance engmeers to 
receive trainmg regardmg the operation and mamtenance of the productIOn machinery is 
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when the machines have completed conurussIOnmg phase on the machine builder's shop 
floor (typIcally after week 40 in the development hfecycIe, see FIgure 2 5). The aVaIlabIhty 
of a toolset to emulate the automation system would allow traImng to be conducted even 
before the machine IS bUild In addItion, machine emulatIOn would also enable staff traImng 
programmes to be more effective by creatmg operatmg scenariOS that are not pOSSIble WIth 
real machines, such as the injectIOn of faults aIld vanous faIlure cases. 
Process simulation/validation 
Currently, the entue production machmery has to be assembled, installed aIld validated at the 
machme bUilder's location After aIly faults have been rectified, the system then undergoes a 
series of trial production nms WIth all increasmg batch SIze of parts to ensure that It is 
operating accordmg to the end-user's speCIfication. The machine IS then disassembled aIld 
shipped to the end user's production site aIld then re-assembled. TIns IS a costly aIld tmIe 
consurrung process as there IS no rehable way to test the system by vaIidatmg individual sub-
, 
assembhes. SImulation IS seldom rehable because the behavIOur of a vIrtual system, whIch is 
constructed separately based on a dIfferent mtemal model to the target system, IS unlIkely to 
accurately mIrror the true system behaVIour. 
MachIne bUilders aIld end user acknowledge that the use of simulation aIld 3D VIsualisation 
tools could help them achIeve a common understanding of the system aIld its associated 
problems. However a virtual model requires extra effort on the part of the machine bUilder to 
develop, whIch the end user is unwIlhng to pay for, especIally gIven the mabIhty of such 
systems to accurately reflect true system behavIOur. 
Fragmented control software development process 
The software functionahty required for a typical machIne control system encompasses:-
I) the Implementation of process control sequence aIld interlock, 
2) the nnplementation of error haIldling aIld dIagnostic routine, aIld lastly, 
3) the implementation of hum all machine mterface (HMI) functIOnality. 
The control sequence aIld mterlock that haIldles the process sequence of fue machine 
operations are implemented first. Next, error aIld dIagnostic routines are added to haIldle 
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exception events and to provide a recovery route for the maclune to return to a known, safe 
state after process errors have occurred. HMI functIOnality are implemented finally to 
present the operation of the system m a human-readable form for the operator to understand 
and interact With 
Updates and changes made to the control sequence and interlock logIC would normally 
reqUire alteratIOn to the error handlmg routmes and the HMI functIOnality respectively in 
order to mamtain the overall mtegnty of the system. However, these requrrements are often 
forgotten or mcorrectly Implemented during updates, resultmg In mconslstency and 
abnormal system behavIOur. Although these errors can be largely mlnlnuzed t1rrough the 
mtroductiOn of structured progranuning languages as will be discussed later (§2.4 4.1), 
control engmeers would still prefer an applicatIOn oriented system development approach 
that focuses on defmlng and developing the application problem instead of coding and 
checking the consistency of the low-level control programnung codes. 
2.4 MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION: STATE-OF-THE-ART 
2.4.1 Review of emerging manufacturing paradigms 
It has been established that future manufactunng paradIgms should have dlstnbuted, self-
organising and co-operative organisational structure in order to cope with the dynamic 
system changes [29-31]. Such systems would be composed of dIstnbuted, autonomous units 
which operate as a set of cooperatmg entities to provide high operational fleXibility and 
change capability to the system. New manufacturing paradIgms that support such 
reqUirements are Holonic Manufactunng System, BIOnic Manufactunng System and Fractal 
Manufactunng 
In holomc manufactunng, complex systems are formed by intermediate stable forms known 
as holons. A holon IS an autonomous and co-operative entity of a manufactunng system 
wluch IS capable of performing speCific task to achieve an indiVidual goal Manufacturing 
goals can be accomplished t1rrough the cooperation of different types of holons, such as 
product, resource and order holons [32] 
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Bioruc manufacturing draws inspiratIOn from bIOlogICal systems and proposes manufactunng 
systems that are bUilt upon open, autonomous, co-operative and adaptIve manufacturing 
entities that can evolve and be combmed together to proVIde a particular function. A bionic 
factory will consIsts of distrIbuted machme components that can make control declSlons 
themselves and commurucate and share knowledge and informatIOn [33]. 
The fractal manufactunng paradigm proposes that manufactunng companies be composed of 
small components or fractal objects that have the capability to react and adapt to changes. 
The main characteristics of such fractal systems are self-organisation and self-optinusatIOn, 
where fractals may choose their own methods to Improve the process The overall objective 
is accomplished through the processes of participatIOn and coordmatIOn among the fractals 
[34]. 
A comprehenSive comparison of these manufactunng paradigms (i e. Holomc, Bionic and 
Fractal manufacturing) reveals that these concepts are urufied in proposmg distributed, 
autonomous and adaptive systems that support structures within manufacturing systems that 
are less ngid and more reconfigurable than those currently used [35]. However, available 
literature descnbing the applicatIOn of these manufactunng concepts IS IInuted to the 
management and process control levels m systems. (e g. PABADIS project [36]). The author 
has found no example of the application of such distrIbuted control paradigms in the 
actuator-sensor level. At the lugher level, e.g. management or process control, common 
hardware such as standard personal computers or servers and Internet networking eqUipment 
are used. Enterpnse software such as Microsoft COMlDCOM, Java, and RMI are employed 
to lmk distrIbuted software applicatIOns together However, the limitations m processmg 
power, memory and communicatIOn bandwidth and reqUirements for faster communicatIOn 
responses have IInuted the scope of these technologies in manufacturing automatIOn systems. 
2.4.2 Control systems: architectures and trends 
Rapid advances m information technology have enabled the evolution of a Wide range of 
control arclutectures to suit different system reqUirements. DIlts et. al have claSSified them 
mto four baSIC forms centralised, proper hierarchical, modified hierarclucal, and 
heterarchical, respectIvely [37] 
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CentralIsed control architecture is characterised by a maIn computing urnt that is responsible 
for processing all control decisions for the automatIon of the system TIns central unit IS 
connected phYSically to the actuators and sensors located over the entire production machine. 
The central control urnt receives morutonng Infonnation from the sensors and then makes its 
global control decisions which are transferred Into phYSical operatIons on the production 
parts via the actuators 
Automation systems Implemented USIng centralIsed control arclutectures can stIll be found in 
older automotIve manufacturing facIlities Figure 2 8 shows a transfer-line machimng system 
for engIne blocks, implemented USIng such control arclutecture The machirung system 
COnsiSts of a central transfer station flanked by a number of maclurung statIOns, commonly 
known as WIng-bases. Raw engme parts are transported from one end of the transfer statIons 
and passed through each macluning statIon sequentIally. At each statIOn, machlmng 
operatIng such as nullmg and dnlling are perfonned. On a typical transfer Ime maclune, 
there nught be 10-12 statIOns With thousands ofI/O pomts [38] All the 110 IS wired back to a 
centralIsed PLC where the control logic for the entrre machine operatIon resides. 
sensors/actuators elements 
connected mdlvldually to PL 
Centrat 
PLC 
Figure 2.8 Transfer line machining employmg a centralised control architecture 
The centralised control approach enables access to complete global infonnation from a single 
source. The relIance on one control urnt makes the system vulnerable With a single point of 
failure. Most importantly, unless there is a stnctIy enforced structured decomposition of the 
system dunng initIal rrnplementatlOn, modification or upgrades to the control software are 
tedIOUS [37]. 
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Accordrng to D!lts et. ai, the proper-hierarclucal arclutecture offers greater rnodulanty than 
the centralised arclutecture However, such arclutecture tends to be ngid and fixed rn the 
early desIgn stages, making it very llifficult to make future unforeseen mollificatIOns. In 
order to improve the ease of InIplementatIOn, debuggrng, testmg and marntenance, a 
reduction in compleXIty of proper-hierarchical architecture IS reqUIred where there IS a higher 
degree of modulanty and a lower degree of coupling between modules [39] These 
requirements lead to an evolutIOn of the hierarclucal architecture to a modIfied form, where 
control units at the same Iuerarclucal level can commurucate with one another. Such a 
control hIerarchy has been WIdely used in the current automotIve machimng and assembly 
rndustrIes FIgure 2.9 Illustrates a typical mollified hierarclucal control system 
implementation for modular transfer maclunes used for engrne block manufacture by Lamb 
Tecluucon Machining Systems3• Each maclnrInJg station compnses of a transfer statIon with 
modular maclurung statIOns (wrng-bases) dIstrIbuted along both SIdes of the maclune of the 
maclune. Each wrng-base IS rn charge of a specific maclurung operatIOn. PLCs are installed 
on each wmg-base to proVIde local control to the automatIOn eqUIpment (part sensors, 
lrnuted sensors, clamps and dnves) These PLCs are networked to a main PLC (master) that 
provIdes an overall control and sequencrng of the machirung operatIons. 
C 
(Win base) 
commUnicatIOn network 
sensors/ 
actuators 
elements are 
connected to 
local PLC 
'~'uifiml 
Main 
PLC 
Figure 2.9 Transfer line machining employing modified hierarchical control architecture 
3 Lamb Techmcon Machmmg Systems IS a world leader iD the deSign and productIOn of dedicated and 
flexible transfer-type special machme tools for worldWide automolIve, truck, and off-road vehicle mdustnes. 
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The mollified hIerarchIcal archItecture generally inhents the advantages of the proper 
hIerarchIcal architecture. In addition, local autonomy is mcreased, lealling to better system 
response time and perfonnance However, the modified hierarchIcal structure also mhents 
the disadvantages of any hIerarchIcal structure' the paralYSIS of levels below a failure m a 
hIgher level and the ngidity of the master/slave relationshIp [37] 
HeterarchIcal control archItectures mtend to completely remove the master/slave relationshIp 
of the hIerarchical structure by completely delegating full local autonomy to the control 
uruts There is no higher level of control m thiS archItecture. The control units operate in a 
cooperative manner to achieve a common system objective. This greatly mcreases the 
modulanty of the system as all the control entities are decoupled from one another. ThIs 
charactenstic enables modules to be encapsulated with genenc functionality and then 
''vanably configured to proVide a broad range of particular system requirements" [40] A 
fonn of heterarchical control architecture IS prevalent m assembly systems (Figure 2.1 0). 
Each assembly statIOn typically contams a PLC whIch has full local autonomy over the 
control and operatIOn of the respective station. 
commUnlCatlon network 
PLC dilfl I • 
sensors/ L! --;-' _/-:--:--:-__ ;:-/_/-;-~-,:'/_/.,---_-:-""":"""":"-:-_---:-_/'-'':''/'':''--'~:-:-'''!': .. 
actuators LJ/" , LJ/" 1 I J elements ',/ , ' / 
connected to I /< // r,', // 1 / 
local PLC r r 1 ~. 
statIOn 1 station 2 stallon 3 
FIgure 2.10 AutomotIve assembly automation system 
It has been reported by Lee from hIs study of several automated engme manufacturing plants 
that there is a trend towards more distnbuted control archItectures [41]. Control tasks 
traditionally managed by a large and expensive centralised control unit, typICally a PLC, 
have been llistnbuted into sub-tasks handled by smaller controllers. Senal commurucation 
networks known as fieldbuses have replaced the point-to-point cablmg connectmg 
controllers to field deVices such as sensors and actuators As more and more mtelligence IS 
mcorporated into field devices, instead of merely recelvmg actuatIOn commands from or 
sending sensor data to the master controller, intelligent actuators and sensors are able to 
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perfonn simple local operations, such as local feedback control or data condltlOrung, Without 
direct mtervention from the master controller. The master controller IS thus relieved from 
directly controlling the devices to focus on higher-level automation tasks such as process 
sequencmg, deVice mterlockmg, operating mode handling, error handling and human-
machine mterfacmg 
The distributIOn of autonomy to local machine controllers complies With the requirements for 
greater machine reconfigurabllity. However, this approach IS only suffiCient for the 
mtegratlon of machines With relatively ngid mtemal structlires The logical extension of this 
approach would be to attam a greater degree of modulanty, flexibility and reconfigurability 
by dlstnbutmg control autonomy beyond the boundary of machine to the level of 
sensors/actuators [42]. Hence, such intelligent automatIOn elements could be used as 
common bUlldmg blocks to compose a manufacturing system. 
The need for traditional machine controllers can be elllninated completely by distnbuting 
control to field deVices (see Figure 2.11). In this case, a heterarchical control architectlire IS 
adopted where there IS no master controller and field deVices distnbuted around the system 
communicate With one another. The automatIOn sequence logic and process control 
functIOnality IS totally distributed to the field devices. 
controller (PLC) controller (PLC) 
CHiiif r1iif11 
I. :IUlI .----"-.. I~UlI' ~ ~,/ fieldbu$ 
ODD ... 0 6 [5 6 6 
acluatorlsenSOfS 
centralised control 
actuator/sensors 
t:fNltraIlud control wIth 
distributed I/O 
actuator/sensors 
dIstributed control/ers 
with IocallntelJlgence 
Figure 2.11 Trend towards fully distributed automation 
fieldbus 6[52] .6 
actuatorlsens()($ 
fully distributed control 
Based on the requirement analYSIS of automotive manufactunng described in earlier section 
(§2.3), It IS believed that such a highly distnbuted, heterarchical control architectlire could 
improve the agility and responsiveness of manufactunng automatIOn systems This 
ImplementatIOn approach ensures the highest degree of decoupling between systems is 
achieved at the lowest level of granulanty. However, realismg such an approach reqUires 
enabling control technologies capable of supportmg low-level peer-to-peer commurucatlon 
m real-time. 
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In tins research, it IS envIsioned that by elinunating the need for a master controller and 
enablmg local control capabIlitIes Within each intelligent deVIce, there would be no need to 
develop conventional control programmes. The autonomous devices would have assess to 
the global states of the machine and react accordingly to sets of pre-configured conditIons 
that are defmed dunng system engmeering. 
Very little lIterature has been publIshed dlscussmg such a dIstributed control concept. Chew 
et al [43] and Lee et al [44] have proposed a peer-to-peer sequentIal control approach to 
achIeve simple sequentIal control WIthout the need of a central controller. However, the work 
dId not consIder the applIcabIlity of the systems in a practIcal mdustnal context where 
support for error recovery, fault dIagnostIcs and human-machine mterfaces are essentIal parts 
in automation systems. 
2.4.3 Industrial control: trends, concepts and technologies 
2.4.3.1 Distributed industrial control technologies 
A survey of popular fieldbus standards that are already widely used m automotive 
manufacturIng reveals that such systems are not capable of supportmg distnbuted control 
using a peer-to-peer networking architecture. Table 2.1 shows a summary of common 
fieldbuses used m automated manufactunng. DetaIled descriptions of these fieldbus system 
are avaIlable in the followmg literature [45-47]. 
Table 2.1 Summary of common fieldbus used IQ automotive mannfacturing 
Name Description Operational Topology 
characteristic 
Actuator Sensor Very simple sensor Master-slave (up to 31 Star, Lme, 
Interface (ASI) bus combming power slaves per master), Branch, free 
and data on the same AutomatIc address 
wires. DIrectly numbenng vIa bus 
connected slaves connectIOn 
Interbus-S Distnbuted, dump Master-slave reglster- Rmg 
input/output using insertIOn nng 
RS485 or oEtical fibre 
Control Area Multi-master usmg bit- Double-
Network (CAN) wise arbItratIOn via termInated 
programmed umque bus 
address ID 
Profibus DeSigned for Token passing Bus 
communication arbItration between 
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between PLCs and 
decentralised I/O. 
There are three 
vanants, Profibus-DP 
(DistrIbuted 
processing), Profibus-
PA (Process 
AutomatIOn) and 
Profibus-FMS (Field 
Messagmg 
SpecificatIOn) 
2.4.3.2 Ethernet-based networking 
multi-master by order 
of their logical 
addresses. All 
communication 
connections must be 
specified dunng 
program time 
The adoptIOn of distrIbuted, heterarclncal networking technologies is not uncommon in the 
corporate network envrromnent - Ethernet has been successfully used for mterconnectmg 
PCs and workstatIons m the office envrromnent for many years. Ethemet is a local-area 
network (LAN) architectIrre developed m the mid 1970's and later evolved into the IEEE 
802.3 speCification [48]. Ethernet IS based on the Open System InterconnectIOn (OSI) 
reference model developed by the International OrganisatIOn for StandardisatIOn (ISO) m 
1984 to descnbe how mfonnatlOn from a software application moves from one computer to 
the next. 
The OSI model divides the tasks mvolved With movmg mfonnation between networked 
computers into seven sub-tasks winch IS then aSSigned to each layer (Table 22) [49]. 
Ethernet only defines the phYSical and data link layers of the OSI model. Data transnusslOn 
over the Internet and across local area networks (LAN) IS achieved pnmary through 
TransmiSSIOn Control ProtocollInternet Protocol (TCPIlP) and User Datagram Protocol 
(UDP) at the network and transport layers. 
Layer 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
Name 
ApplicatIOn 
layer 
PresentatIOn 
layer 
Session Layer 
Transport Layer 
Network Layer 
Table 2.2 The OS! 7-layer model 
Description 
ApplicatIOn programs that use the 
network 
Standardises data presented to the 
applicatIOns 
Manages sessIOns between applications 
ProVides error detectIOn and correction 
Manages network connectIOns 
Protocol 
FTP,HTTP, 
SMTP, 
SNMP, Telnet 
TCP, UDP 
IP 
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2 Data Link Layer Provides data delivery across the Ethemet 
--:-__ -::-:-_--,-,::--__ --.t:ph:oy'::s::!i:::;ca::l:...:c:.::o~nn=ec:::;t:::io"'n_':_--_:_-_:_:_-- hardware 
I Physical Layer Defines the physical network media 
At the application layer, common protocols like Distributed Common Object Model 
(DCOM) or Remote Procedure Call (RPC) [24] enable applicatIOns to communicate directly 
across computers m a peer-to-peer architecture Without going through a central server. 
Recognising that Ethemet has become the de-facto networking solutIOn for the business and 
office environment, many mdustry organisations have nugrated the use of Ethemet 
technology into industrial control systems networkmg. This technology is commonly 
referred to as Industrial Ethernet 
Accordmg to Bothamey et. al. and Volz, current Industrial Ethemet ImplementatIOns can be 
broadly classified into three concepts [50, 51]'- encapsulation concept, Gateway and Proxy 
concepts, and real-Ume middleware services. 
Encapsulation concept. This concept encapsulates the application-layer protocols or 
services of eXisting fieldbus networks into the data portIOn of Ethemet TCPIIP or UDPIIP 
message (Figure 2 12). This ensures that origmal fieldbus applicatIOn knowledge and 
technology mvestment is bemg preserved. Typical examples of this approach are EthemetlIP 
[52], which was developed by Rockwell AutomatIOn and the ODVA (Open DeviceNet 
Vendors AssociatIOn), the High Speed Ethemet (HSE) technology [53] from the Fieldbus 
FoundatIOn and Modbus-TCPIIP [54, 55] from Group Schneider. 
These protocols are mainly used to complement existing systems by provldmg a vertical 
integration path for deVice-level automatIOn system to interoperate With process control and 
management level manufacturmg applicatIOns. 
-------Ethemetdata'------_ 
_ ---__ IPdata _____ _ 
_ --TCP/UOPOata,--_ 
Application Data 
_ eXisting fieldbu$ protocol _ 
encapsulated mto application data 
Figure 2.12 Porting of existing fieIdbns bus protocol into Ethernet 
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Gateway and Proxy concept. This concept integrates standard field bus segments into 
Industrial Ethemet segments via a gateway or proxy. The gateway/proxy serve as an 
interpreter to translate and route the control messages between the fieldbus and Ethemet 
networks. 
ProfiNet is a new Industrial Ethemet protocol that utilises the gateway/proxy concept. It was 
released at early 2000 by Profibus User Organisation (PNO) 4 Profibus as well as other 
legacy automation systems based on any standard device or fieldbus - can be integrated into 
ProfiNet architectures through proxy servers (Figure 2.13). Access through Ethemet to field 
devices is handled by the proxy using remote procedure calls and DCOM. 
Figure 2.13 ProliNet integration framework 1561 
Currently, ProfiNET is considered functionally similar to the above-mentioned industrial 
Ethemet protocol that seeks to complement existing fieldbus networks. However, at the time 
of writing, an updated version of ProfiNet is due to be released that adds real-time 
functionality via a real-time channel that bypasses the TCPIIP stack [56]. Plans to provide 
real time capabilities for motion control are also being make for future releases of Pro fiN ET. 
These capabilities will allow ProfiNet to be connected directly to automation devices at the 
I/O level and enable distributed field-devices to be implemented in a true peer-to-peer 
fashion using Ethemet as the common communication backbone. 
Real-time middleware services. A completely new approach has been adopted by Interface 
for Distributed Automation Group (IDA) [57) to encompass all levels of the automation 
hierarchy, including the device level, using Ethemet. This strategy differs from other 
competing protocols that have an accompanying, existing non-Ethemet-based fieldbus 
network. IDA uses the NDDS real-time conununication tecJUlology developed by Real Time 
, Full ProliNet specification was first published in 2003 
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Innovatton On top of adopting the full sUite of Ethemet services, the communication 
protocol incorporates a real-ttme pubhsh/subscnbe (RTPS) ITIlddleware protocol that is built 
on top ofUDP protocol layer to proVide real-ttme communicatIOn services (Figure 2 14). 
Data dlstnbutlon 
services 
control application 
Event notrfJcabon 
S8MCQS 
On-demand data 
exchange services 
IDA Objects 
Remote Method 
Invocation (RMI) 
RTPS (Real-lime publish subsCribe) services 
UDP 
IP 
Ethernet 
Figure 2.14 IDA Real-time communication services [57) 
2.4_3.3 LonWorks - Local Operating Networks 
LonWorks (Local Operatmg Networks) IS a control technology which ongmated outSide the 
industnal automatIOn domam LonWorks was developed by Echelon CorporatIOn and 
standardised later as ANSVEIA 709 [58]. Although it was not historically tailored for any 
specific application area, It has been pnmarily adopted for home and bUildmg automation. 
Unlike most fieldbuses which are fundamentally based on a master/slave control and 
communicatton relationship, LonWorks provides a truly distnbuted, heterarchical 
architectlire which allows deVIces full autonomy to communicate With one another through a 
common communication protocol. The commurucation relatIOnship between deVIces IS not 
speCified dunng deVICe development. Instead, device network interfaces are defined as the 
access pomt where the deVice will read/write data. The network mterfaces are logically 
connected during system commissiorung, thus defirung the data communicatIOn channels. 
When this research descnbed in this thesIs was started (in 1999), both lOA and ProfiNET 
concepts were sttll at developmental stage, and tools and platfonn were not available. In fact, 
even now (m Summer 2004), the lOA and ProfiNET communicatton technologies have yet 
to fully matlire and no commercial products based on these technologies are aVaIlable. 
LonWorks was chosen as an implementatIOn platfonn for implementatIOn of component-
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based automatIOn system as detailed in Chapter 7 due to Its sUitability for the development of 
truly dlstnbuted systems, its simplicity, availability of LonWorks-based products and tools, 
and the research groups' experience with the proven associated development tools. 
2.4.4 Control programming methodology 
2.4.4.1 Standardisation and formalism for PLC programming 
Progranunable logIC controllers (PLC) are widely used for control in manufacturing 
automatIOn. Traditionally, the controller is programmed using ladder logic, a graphiC 
language evolved from electrical wiring magrams used for descnbmg relay control schemes. 
Ladder logIC has been Widely adopted by PLC manufac!l1rers to program these control 
systems. However, the use of ladder logiC has ItS disadvantages - notably, lack of moduIanty 
makmg reuse dlflicult, complex programmmg struc!l1re that IS difficult to comprehend, and 
the reliance on expenenced progranuners to develop the control system [59]. Moreover, as 
each manufac!l1rer implemented their own vanants to the ladder logiC language, program 
codes are not compatible across different controllers. The control behavIOur of the system 
programmed usmg ladder logic IS also not eaSily understandable by a wide range of 
mdustnal personnel 
A nUJnber of programming methods have been proposed to make control systems easier to 
programme and comprehend With visual programnnng languages typically based on Petn 
Nets [60-62] and Grafcet [63] These methods attempt to allow the control behavIOur of the 
system to be defined usmg a high-level, graphical fonn Typically, ladder logic progranunes 
are then generated from the grapIncal defmition to be downloaded to PLCs. However, these 
approaches rely on the capability of code generators to translate the graphical defirution into 
a proprietary Iow-level progranunmg language for the respective PLCs. In tIns context, 
portablhty carmot be achieved [64] 
The IEC 61131-3 standard programming languages for PLCs attempts to proVide an open, 
vendor-mdependent, consistent and struc!lired approach to the development of control 
software. The standard enables algonthms to be wntten m any of the five languages defined 
wlthm the scope of the standard as Illustrated in Table 2.3 and packaged as reusable software 
functIOn-blocks. FunctIOn blocks have well-defmed mterfaces With input and output 
parameters so that they can be readily mterconnected. 
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Table 2.31EC 61131-3 programming languages 
SequentIal FunctIOn Chart (SFC) 
Structured text (ST) 
FunctIon block diagram (FB) 
Ladder diagram (LD) 
Instruction list (IL) 
IF A> B THEN 
c= 1, 
ELSE 
c=o. 
ENDIF. 
~f--~_SWf--12_ -~I -l 
lOA 
ADDB 
MUL(A 
SUB B 
) 
2.4.4.2 Open, distributed system engineering architecture 
The principle of software encapsulatIon and infonnation luding is extended into a new IEC 
61499 standard for dtstnbuted mdustrial-process measurement and control systems (IPMCS) 
[65]. The standard is stIli under development at the tIme of wntmg. IEC 61499 standard 
provides models and concepts for the definition, rustnbutlOn and mterconnection of function 
block mto interconnected functIon blocks spanning distributed control systems [66] The 
development process can be sununarised into three independent phases: 
I. functIOn block development, 
2. system development - composmg the system usmg function blocks and then 
mterconnectmg them together, 
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3. system implementation - pnncipally mapping of function blocks onto physical 
resources. 
An IEC6l499 compliant system engmeenng tool has been adopted by Vyatkm et al TIns has 
been used to develop a prototype automatIOn system consistmg of three programmable 
controllers commumcatmg on an Ethernet network [67, 68]. The concept of component 
software desIgn has also been undertaken by the ProfINet user group lead by SIemens [56, 
69, 70]. Commonly referred to as Component-based Automation (CBA), the ProfINet 
engmeenng model proposes the encapsulatIon of the proprietary software contained in 
vendor-specIfIc control hardware (e.g programmable logIc controllers) into "technological 
modules", each of winch IS compnsed of mecharucal, electncaIlelectronic and software 
constItuents. The functIOnality of these modules are encapsulated m the form of ProfINet 
components which are accessed through interfaces usmg a ProfINet engmeenng tool known 
as IMap [lO}. Using this engmeering tool, the control functIOnality of different controllers 
produced by dIfferent vendors can be instantIated. The commumcation relatlOnslnps between 
the modules are defIned by mterconnectmg the module mterfaces usmg the IMap tool. The 
commumcatlOn confIguratIOn IS then downIoaded to the physical modules to establish the 
desired mter-connection and system relatlOnslnps. 
2.5 DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES FOR MANUFACTURING 
AUTOMATION 
It can be concluded that there IS a requIrement for more open system engmeenng. The 
engineenng environment should be independent of the ImplementatIOn hardware. 
EncapsulatIon and mterface abstraction of control functionalIty are essentIal for managmg 
compleXIty and provldmg a common interface for mtegration of heterogeneous functional 
modules. The use of well-defIned modules improves reusabilIty smce functIOnal modules 
can be used as common buildmg blocks to compose the system. 
Based on the requirements analYSIS of the stakeholders and revIew of the available 
technologies as already presented m the prevIous sectIons (§23, 241), a set of general 
reqUIrements for manufactunng automation has been captIrred Attnbutes identIfIed as 
Important for manufactunng automation systems and theIr aSSOCIated engIneering support 
tools are listed below' 
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• A hIgh degree of reuse is essentIal throughout the lifecycJe of automatIOn systems. This 
mcJudes the automation hardware, control software and functIOnality, as weIl as 
engmeering knowledge and best practIce acquired from preVIous projects 
• A low degree of coupling between stakeholders and departments IS desirable to proVIde 
maximmn agihty m copmg with unpredicted changes. The process of developmg a 
manufactunng automation system mvolves a tremendous amount of mformatlOn 
exchange and complex mteractions among stakeholders. ThIs typically leads to a rigId 
development process as the progress IS dependent upon the avaIlabilIty of informatIOn 
and resources being processed upstream by another party. The engmeenng methodology, 
Implementation framework and the roles of vanous stakeholders needs to be redefined to 
provide the lowest pOSSible level of dependenCIes between stakeholders and departments 
and consequently Iugher degree of autonomy. 
• Common data representatIon is reqUIred to support the vanous phases of the lifecycJe. 
With the geographical distributIOn of manufactunng teams, a common data 
representatIOn that IS used for the pre-engineenng, engmeering, ImplementatIon, 
operation and support/maintenance IS essential to reduce the amount of repetItIve work 
generated by translatIOn and transformatIOn of deSIgn speCificatIon and process 
InformatIOn. The use of a consistent data representation could potentlaIly ehmmate the 
difficulties posed by language, cultural and time dIfferences and enable better integration 
and functlOrung of productIon teams 
• An encapsulatIOn and abstractIOn based methodology is necessary to facilItate the 
resource and knowledge mtegratlOn from various stakeholders and simultaneously 
protect their mdlvidual mtellectual properties For mstance, sensors and actuators that 
proVIde specIfic automatIon functIOnality can be WIred to a common embedded control 
device. The control dynanucs are programmed and encapsulated mto the control deVIce. 
The urnt can provide an abstractIon of the functionality for the user to utilised through a 
set of well-defmed mterface. Such pre-fabncated mtelhgent urnt can be offered by the 
component supplier to the machine bUilder, who could use it as common bUilding blocks 
to compose an automatIOn system. Other knowledge and know-how can also be 
embedded mto the urnt so that relevant functIonahty or information are readily avaIlable 
for the user to exploit. 
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• A p,eCelVlSe integratIOn approach is reqUIred m the development of an automatIon 
system Automation system should be mtegrated from smaller, well-characterised sub-
system and components. StartIng from the device level, genenc control functIOnalIty for 
automation hardware should be developed and valIdated The hardware is then used to 
compose larger sub-systems that could be mdlVldually validated. These sub-systems are 
then brought together to form the required automatIOn system Tlus bottom-up 
integratIon approach usmg prefabricated subsystems and components would optmuse the 
development process and provIde concurrency system mtegratlOn 
• A d,stributed, heterogeneous control arch,tecture is desirable to provIde control 
wstnbution at the automatIOn devIce level. Tlus could enable automation systems to be 
Implemented with the hIghest degree of modulanty at the lowest level of granulanty. The 
abIlity to proVIde full autonomy and control at the automation deVIce through a 
distnbuted, heterogeneous control arcIutecture IS Imperative to acIueve the requirements 
for modularity, reusabilIty and system integration. 
• The system behaviour should be vIsualised through vIsual modelling and simulation 
prior to InstallatIOn. Tlus would enable the control engineer to valIdate the system before 
the phYSIcal system IS assembled. However, m the practical industnal context, tIus 
process has to be integrated WIth the deSIgn process of the physical system. It IS 
Important that such vlsualisatlons can be created qUIckly and effiCIently with mirumum 
additIonal resources 
• Integrated support capabIlitIes such as diagnostIcs and IIfecycIe mamtenance have to be 
embedded mto mteIIigent automatIon deVIces so that the system can ImpliCItly mhent 
such capabIlItIes WIthout them having to be expliCItly defined for the end user as add-ons 
to the control system. 
• An integrated process desIgn envIronment IS reqUIred that WIll enable engmeers to focus 
on system design and validatIOn, not on Iow-level programming and debuggmg 
• Self-documenting hardware components and an assocIated development process are 
reqUIred to reduce the manual effort for documentatIOn and elIminate mconsistencies and 
errors currently caused by ad-hoc process and documentatIOn changes. 
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2.6 SUMMARY 
TIns chapter has provIded an overview of the need for more agIle automatIOn systems It has 
Identified the typical bUSIness reqwrements of manufacturing enterprises A set of 
manufacturing requirements have been Identified through analysing problems and Issues 
faced by the stakeholders in the specification, development, ImplementatIOn and operation of 
manufactunng automation systems In the domain of automotive manufacture. Tbis chapter 
has also revIewed state-of-the-art paradigms for automation and discussed the future trends 
In the control and operation of manufactunng automatIOn systems. Tbis hterature reVIew has 
highlighted the Inability of current automatIOn paradigms to satisfy the needs and 
reqwrements of agile manufactunng. Based on the literature review, a set of deSIrable 
attnbutes for manufactunng automation has been identified. The denvation of control system 
requirements IS summarised in FIgure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.15 Mapping control systems requirements from business and manufacturing requirements 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The literature review in the previous chapter has identified the need for a new manufactunng 
automation paradigm that can better align to the needs of agde manufactunng This chapter 
develops the focus of this research study and discusses the research approach that has been 
employed for the development and implementation of a component-based dlstnbuted control 
paradigm for manufacturing automatIOn systems 
3.2 REVIEW OF MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION 
The hterature reported m the preVIous chapter descnbes the general enablers of 
manufacturing and discusses specific problems faced by stakeholders m the development and 
ImplementatIOn of manufactunng automatIOn systems in the automotive productIOn domain 
An in-depth study m the acllvltles ofbmldmg and operatmg automatIOn systems has revealed 
weaknesses m current pracllces and m particular an mabdlty to cope effectively with 
production changes throughout the development and production phases of the hfecycle 
(§2.3.4). The reqmrements for future manufactunng automatIOn systems in order to better 
meet the challenges of agile manufactunng (§2.5) are smmnansed as follow: 
• Approaches that support high degree of reuse and low degree of couplmg IS essential to 
ensure that manufactunng systems can be quickly reconfigured to ahgn to the changing 
needs. 
• EncapsulalloniabstractlOn methodology IS required to handle the compleXity associated 
m the development and ImplementatIOn ofmanufactunng automation system 
• The system development process should support a plecewise mtegratlOn approach where 
automatIOn systems can be bmlt from common system elements. Visual simulatIOn and 
modelhng of the systems should be use for validating the control behaviour pnor to 
mstallallon to the physical machines. 
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• DIstributed control arclutecture should be employed where local mtellIgence, knowledge 
and best practices can be embedded mto local control elements and can be reamly reused. 
The review of emerging manufacturing concepts (§2.4 1) has shown that future 
manufacturing paradigms are becommg progressIvely dIstributed, loosely coupled and 
autonomous Future manufacturing paradIgms should feature distnbuted, self-organizmg and 
co-operatIve organizational structures in order to cope WIth the dynamIC system changes [29-
31]. Such systems would be composed ofdistnbuted autonomous units wluch operate as sets 
of cooperatmg entitles to provide Iugh operatIOnal flexIbIlIty and change capabIlity. New 
manufactImng paramgms such as Holonic ManufactImng System, BIOnic ManufactImng 
Systems and Fractal ManufactImng are urnfied m proposmg the creatIOn and use of more 
dIstnbuted, autonomous and adaptive systems WIthin manufactImng that are less rigid and 
more reconfigurable [35]. However, there are very few publications descnbmg the 
application of such paramgms to manufacturing automation systems. 
As industnal control systems have gradually progressed from a centralised, hierarchical 
control architecture to loosely coupled heterarchical control architecture [37], control tasks 
tradItIOnally managed by a large and expenSIve centrahsed control urnt, typIcally a PLC, 
have been dIstnbuted mto sub-tasks handled by smaller controllers. FIeldbuses have replaced 
point-to-point cablmg connectmg controllers to dIstnbuted field devices such as sensors and 
actuators As more and more intellIgence is mcorporated mto field deVIces, mstead of merely 
receIVIng actuation commands from or sending sensors data to the master controller, 
intellIgent actuators and sensors are able to perfonn simple local operations, such as local 
feedback control or data condItiorung, without direct mtervention from the controller. The 
subsequent progressIOn would be to attain a greater degree of modulanty, fleXIbilIty and 
reconfigurabIiity by mstnbuting control autonomy beyond the boundary of the control 
cabinet to the level of sensors/actuators [42]. Such intelligent automatIOn elements could be 
used as common bmlmng blocks to compose a manufactImng system. The need for a 
controller is ehmmated by completely illstnbutmg the control automation to mtelhgent field 
deVIces. It is envISIoned that by removing the need for a master controller and enabling local 
reasoning and dIstributed control capabIhties wItlun each intelhgent device, there would be 
no need to develop conventIOnal control programs 
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Therefore, key Issues that need to be addressed in the research m order to realise such a fully 
distributed approach are: 
1. How to distrIbute control to low-level automation devices, 
2. What are the reqUired arclutecture and services that such a system should possess m 
order to meet the real-time reqUirements of automation systems, 
3. What engineenng philosophy and methodology can be used for the development and 
ImplementatIOn of a manufactImng automatIOn system based on the distributed control 
approach, 
4. Can such a system meet the manufactImng system requirements of agility, fleXibility and 
reconfigurability 
3.3 CURRENT AND EMERGING CONCEPTS 
Component-based software development approaches have been widely regarded as the 
answer for organisatIOns to manage compleXIties and adapt to changes rapidly [71-73]. 
Instead of buildmg a system from scratch, the component-based development (CBD) 
approach facilitates system development usmg prevIOusly developed system elements. It 
encourages and enables system development by building on and reusing past expenences 
and knowledge. CBD is based on the assumption that "there is sufficient commonality m 
many large systems to JustifY developing reusable components to explOit and satisfY that 
commonaJlty" [74]. It IS based on the 'buy, don't bUild' plulosophy advocated by Brooks 
[75] Developmg systems out of existmg components has been shown to offer many benefits 
to developers and users, namely, increased functionality, usability, efficiency, improved 
mamtamabllity, reliability and decreased development cost [76-78]. 
The adoption of a component-based approach to the creatIOn of commercial and busmess 
software systems is now a well-established area of research. However, their practical 
Implementation in mdustrIal environments is still rare. The concept of component-based 
development Will be elaborated in the next chapter. 
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3.4 INVESTIGATION OF A COMPONENT-BASED PARADIGM FOR 
AGILE AUTOMATION 
The need for a dIstnbuted control methodology and the potential benefits of adoptmg a 
component-based development approach has led to research at MSI (Manufacturmg Systems 
Integration) Research Institute m Loughborough Univer51ty mto ways of implementing 
dIstnbuted control strategies for network-based mdustrial control systems [79-81]. The aim 
IS to replace a smgle centralised controller WIth a number of dIstnbuted controllers physically 
located at the points where the control functIOnality is needed. Earlier researches has resulted 
in the development of Synect™ [79]- an object-based applicatIOn deSIgn and programming 
tool-set - in collaboratIOn with Hopkmson Computing. The tools utIlIsed an object-based 
decomposItion methodology to decompose a control system mto distributed, mteractmg 
objects representmg local closed-loop actuators or sensors. The mtemal control logic of each 
object IS descnbed in the fonn of state transition dIagrams (STDs) (see Figure 3.1). 
Subsequently, a code generator IS used to generate the appropriate programming logic for 
each object, wluch could then be compiled to directly executable code (via a suitable field 
compiler) and installed mto the respective distnbuted controllers. 
Usmg tlus concept of dIstnbuted control, a prototype test ng was developed in 1997 at Ford 
Dagenharn, UK on a pilot project supported by the Ford Motor Company Ltd usmg the 
Synect™ tool. Dunng the work, the author realised that the control behaviour of an object 
(descnbed by its STD) - and therefore the generated code - is largely snrular. Therefore, It is 
asserted that the control behaviour can be embedded mto the automation elements and the 
application lOgIC of the system can be defined on top of the control behaviour by configuring 
the interlocks of the components mstead of developmg progranurung codes. 
Based on tlus concept, the author of tlus thesis has contnbuted a methodology that enables 
standard control and functionality to be encapsulated mto automatIOn elements. TIns 
methodology allows an automation system to be developed using these baSIC automation 
elements without the need to develop control programs for the system in the conventIOnal 
way. 
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Figure 3.1 Developing application logic nsing Synect Logic editor [811 
The abIlity to physically dIstnbute functIOnal capabIlities directly to low-level automation 
devices allows the desirable manufacturing automatIOn attrIbutes Identified in the literature 
survey (§2.5) to be better realised. A component-based arclntecture facIlItates a new 
approach to the way a manufactunng automatIon system is developed and implemented. 
EmbeddIng the associated control functIonality mto automatIon hardware deVIces allows 
sub-assembly to be built and tested at any level of granulanty from a single component 
upwards Consequently, this opens up new opportunitIes for the reconfiguratIon and reuse of 
machme elements. By adoptmg the component-based distributed control approach, control of 
the system can now resides WIth low-level automation devices making conventIOnal 
centralised controllers such as PLCs redundant. 
The development and ImplementatIOn of thIS component-based control approach was 
achieved VIa two research projects, "Assessment and Implementation of a Component-based 
Paradigm for Agzle Automatzon" (COMPAG) [82] and "Common Model for Partners In 
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Automation" (COMPANION) [83], funded by the Engineering and Physical SCiences 
Research Council (EPSRC) at the MS! Research Institute starting In 1999. These projects 
investigated the ImplementatIOn of a component-based paradigm In automotive 
manufacturing automatIOn systems and Involved collaboration With a diverse group of 
stakeholders as lIsted In Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 Industrial partners involved in the research project 
End users 
Machme bUilders 
Component 
supplIers and 
technology 
vendors 
Ford Motor Company Ltd 
Jaguar Cars Ltd 
Mazda Motor CorporatIOn 
Johann A Krause GmbH 
Cross Huller Ltd 
Lamb Technlcon Ltd 
Parker Hannifin Ltd 
Bosch Rexroth Group 
Echelon UK Ltd 
TLonGmbH 
Hopklnson Computing Ltd 
Fully Distnbuted System Ltd 
These projects sought to understand the current process, practices and implementatIOn, and 
developed a component-based control concept for manufacturing production systems The 
concept has been Implemented and evaluated In two automation systems at the partner sites, 
namely a component-based assembly automatIOn system at Johann A Krause GmbH in 
Bremen, Germany, and a transfer-hne maclurung system at Lamb Techrucon in Suffolk, 
MIldenhall, Umted Kingdom. The author was a key player In these projects solely 
responsible for the conceptualisatlon and development of the component-based dIstributed 
control approach, as well as the specificatIOn, development and Implementation of control 
system for both prototype automatIOn systems at Krause and Lamb Technicon Figure 3.2 
shows an overview of the work carned out by the research team at the MS! Research 
Institute. The aspect of the work m which the author was not Involved are indIcated by a "X" 
symbol. 
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Implementabon of CB manufactunng automation systems 
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Figure 3.2 Overview of the research project 
3.5 RESEARCH FOCUS 
TIns thesIs develops and implements a component-based dlstnbuted control concept that IS 
applIcable to discrete manufacturing automation problems. However, In order to achieve 
useful research results and test the practicality of the concept, It is deSirable to lImit the scope 
of the research to the area of automotive production systems, particularly In assembly 
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automatIOn and transfer-line dedicated machmmg systems. Nevertheless, it is the author's 
belief that the concepts should be generally applicable or extendable to other discrete 
mdustnal control problems. 
This thesIs alms to' 
I Develop a dlstnbuted control concept that can be used as a key enabler for a 
component-based manufactunng automation system. 
2 Adopt the concepts of a component-based development paradigm for 
manufactunng automatIOn. 
3. Study the reqUirements and current control implementatIOns in automotive 
manufactunng 
4. Develop a component-based dlstnbuted control paradigm for manufactunng 
automatIOn 
5. Develop a manufactunng automatIOn system based on the component-based 
distributed control concept. 
6. Develop an mtegration framework as a way to mtegrate the automation system 
vertICally to enterpnse and busmess systems. 
7. Descnbe the industnal Implementalion of this component-based approach m 
manufactunng automalion systems. 
8. Evaluate the approach by analysmg the prototype mdustnal ImplementatIOns. 
3.6 RESEARCH DESIGN AND APPROACH 
The work detailed in tlns thesIs belongs to the domain of applied research. As such It differs 
from other research work w!uch IS more typically conducted m a laboratory under controlled 
comlitlOns. The research descnbed here has had to be tailored to a set of praclical 
requrrements and has been subjected to the constrams of manufactunng environment in the 
real world. Hence, a detailed understandmg of the requirements and charactenslics of the 
research problem and domam was essential in order to ensure the concept and ItS 
ImplementatIOn would be usable in the intended applicatIOn domam. The approach adopted 
by t!us research IS dlVlded mto three phases - exploratory, descriplive and explanatory study 
as Illustrated m Figure 3 3' 
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The first phase - exploratory study - mvolves the Implementation of dlstnbuted control 
concept m a laboratory set-up. The goal of tins phase is to test the concept of distnbutmg 
control into local field-devices and gam new insights mto the performance of the control 
system m order to analyse the feasibility and practicality of implementing such a distnbuted 
control concept in actual manufacturmg automation systems 
The next phase - deSCriptive study - concems the analysIs of manufactunng automation m 
the automotive domam, in particular, assembly automation and transfer-line machmmg 
systems. Here, the Issues associated With the deSign, development, implementatIOn and 
operation of the manufactunng automation system, as well as the reqUirements, best-
practices and current approaches are elicited from industnal partners. A component-based 
arclutecture IS developed that seeks to proVide a Viable altematlve for development and 
implementation of manufacturing automatIOn systems An objective of tins research work IS 
to test the component-based control concept in real-world assembly and a transfer-line 
systems. Hence, much effort is also mvested m studymg the operational characteristics of 
these automatIOn systems. The intentIOn IS to apply the component-based approach to 
develop and Implement assembly automation and transfer-line systems fully capable of 
satlsfYmg the respective operatIOnal requirements of these production systems. 
The last phase - explanatory study - mtends to proVide justification for the component-based 
approach by studymg the causal relationslup of the component-based approach to the 
manufacturmg automatIOn requirements that had been deterrruned in the earlier phase of 
research. The component-based systems are analysed qualitatively as well as quantitatively 
to reach a general conclUSIOn on the ability of the component-based distnbuted control 
paradigm to enable the creatIOn and IIfecycle support of better, more agile manufacturing 
automation systems. 
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COMPONENT-BASED DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to estabhsh the foundations for the component-based 
development (CBD) concept adopted in tlus research. However, m order to better appreciate 
the concept of CBD, a general understandmg of the component-based software engmeenng 
IS necessary The chapter firstly dIscusses the baSIC concepts of component-based software 
engineering. A component WIth functIOnality deemed appropriate to the needs of 
manufactunng automatIOn WIthin the automotive production domain is defined. The 
applicatIOn of this type of component m the fonnatIon of component-based manufactunng 
automation systems IS then discussed. A conceptual overview of the development of a 
component-based manufactunng automation system IS also presented 
4.2 COMPONENT·BASED DEVELOPMENT IN SOFTWARE 
SYSTEM 
4.2.1 Motivation 
The concept of component-based development (CBD) onginated from the manufacturing 
sector from Eh WIuhley in the late 18th century. He introduced the concept of bUIlding parts 
to a predefmed specIfication and using such standard, interchangeable parts to assemble end 
products [84]. In modem business world, the CBD approach has been viewed as the answer 
for organisations to manage complexities and adapt to changes rapIdly [71-73]. Instead of 
buddmg a system from scratch, the CBD approach facihtates system development usmg 
preVIously developed system elements. It encourages and enables system development by 
buildIng on and reusmg past expenences and knowledge, wlnlst allowing organIsations to 
take advantage of techrucal advances and market opporturuties [85]. 
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4.2.2 Component-based Software Engineering (CB SE) 
4.2.2.1 Basic concept 
The need for transltlon from a monohthic software development method to an open and 
fleXible approach has emerged due to problems commonly associated With the traditional 
method, such as lugh development costs, madequate support for mamtenance and system 
evolutIon [86]. Component-based software engmeermg (CB SE) is an emerging software 
development paradigm that enables tIus transItion by allowing systems to be assembled from 
a pre-defined set of software elements. The CBSE concept IS based on the assumptIon that 
"there IS suffiCient commonaltty in many large software systems to Justify developmg 
reusable components to explOIt and satisfy that commonallty" [74]. It focuses on bUlldmg 
software systems by mtegratmg previously eXisting software elements commonly referred to 
as software components. 
A software component IS generally defined as 
"a umt of compOSitIOn WIth contractually specified mteiface and explicit context 
dependenCIes only, that can be deployed independently and IS subjected to compositIOn by 
thIrd parties" [73] 
Buildmg systems from pre-fabricated software components changes the focus of software 
engineermg from the tradItIOnal way of system specificatIOn and construction, to component 
development and system development Via component mtegration. Developmg systems out of 
eXlstmg components offers many benefits to developers and users [76-78], namely-
• Increased functionality. Composmg software systems out of pre-eXlsting software 
components allows the faster delivery of systems With greater functionality. 
• Increased usability. It is easier and more effective to develop software systems usmg 
standard, common components. 
• Increased efficiency. Development errors and performance bottlenecks can usually be 
Identified and localtsed to a small number of components. These components can be 
mdlVldually vahdated and optunised Without affectmg the overall system mtegnty. 
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• Improved maintainability. The modular structure of a component-based solution 
allows indIvIdual components to be upgraded and replaced easily. System evolutIon IS 
eaSIer because systems bUllt on the component-based concept are open to changes and 
extensIOns. 
• Improved reliability. The relIabIlIty of the applicatIOn is enhanced when it is 
constructed from well-tested, relIable components, which can be valIdated and venfied 
mdlVldua1ly. Efforts in system development can be focused on valIdation of the system 
deSIgn and compositIOn instead of component ImplementatIOn. 
• Decreased development cost. Development costs are significantly decreased because 
systems are bUllt by reusmg eXIsting, pre-tested components. Time-to-market is 
shortened because systems do not have to be developed from scratch. 
4.2.2.2 Component-based system reference model 
Components must be mtegrated through some well-defined infrastructure. This mfrastructure 
mcorporates components from different sources to fonn a required particular system. Figure 
4.1 shows a reference model for CBSE based on the work of Wallnau et a\.[87] and 
WashizaIa [88]. The mam elements of the model are' 
• Software component. A software component IS a unit of software implementatIOn 
that can be executed on a physical or logical device The most Important feature of 
a component is the clear dlstmctlOn between the component mterface and the 
implementation, which effectIvely decouples component development from 
applicatIOn/system development, whIch prmcipally involves component mtegration 
[89] 
• Component interface. A software component implements one or more mterfaces that 
are Imposed upon It. Tlus is to ensure that each independently developed component 
adheres to predefined rules so that components can be readIly integrated and deployed 
mto the component framework. The fundamental baSIS of component technology is the 
separatIon of a deSCription of the services offered by the component from the description 
of the mternal mechamsms by whIch these services are delivered [90]. This enables 
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systems to be developed from component mterfaces based on the services components 
are offenng via their interfaces. 
• Component framework The component framework acts as a host for the component-
based system by providing a vanety of runtune coordmation services to support the 
component model. 
• Component service Component services ensure the correct coordmation and execution 
of the component-based system by transparently providing an mtegrated and 
comprehensive set of underlymg supportmg technologies to support and manage the 
operation of the system. The component services, together With the component 
framework, enable systems to be constructed from components developed by 
mdependent vendors 
• Application "glue code". A glue code is application specific program code that 
mtegrates mdependently developed software components together based on the 
component mterfaces. 
Component 
fiam_ 
appllcatlon speafic l 
glue code I ~ 
1·, 
Figure 4.1 Reference model for CB SE (adapted from [87, 88]) 
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4.2.3 Component categorisation 
Based on a number of uses of components m a range of component technologtes, Brown [85] 
considers that the software component technologtes and approaches can be categonsed from 
three perspectives (see FIgure 4.2):. 
Service 
Packaging prOVIder of services 
unit of packaglngldlstnbubon/ 
delivery 
concept of provider and 
consumer of a set of services 
based on contractually 
speclficed Interfaces concept of organisation 
emphaSise on reuse distinction between specification 
(what is does) and phYSical boundary 
__ +-f-.~ mplementabon (how It does It) 
J t boundary 
Integrity 
Implementation encapsulation 
boundary 
Independent from Implementation of 
other components 
Identify component repiacement 
boundary 
Figure 4.2 Three perspectives of components. Adapted from Brown [85) 
• Packaging perspective. A component as a unit of packagmg, distnbutIon or delIvery 
Dus perspective considers a component to be an orgaruzational concept, focusmg on 
identIfymg a set of elements that can be reused as a urn!. The emphasis here IS on reuse. 
The packagmg perspective Identifies a phYSIcal boundary for the component where the 
component can be reused. 
• Service perspective. A component as a provider of servIces. Dus perspectIve considers 
a component to be a software entity that offers servIces (operatIOns or functIOns) to Its 
consumers. The emphasis here is on components as servIce providers. A logICal 
boundary IS drawn where functionalIty can be provided based on contractually specIfied 
component interfaces. It also draws a dIstinction between component speCIficatIOn and 
Implementation. 
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• Integrity perspective. A component as an encapsulated or integrated unit independent of 
the implementatIOn of other components. TIns perspectIve emphasises that a component 
can provIde an mdependent, replaceable urnt of behaviour. It Identifies a component 
replacement boundary where a component is mdependent of the implementatIon of other 
components so that IS can be replaced without affectmg other components 
4.3 ISSUES SPECIFIC TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
COMPONENT-BASED APPROACH IN MANUFACTURING 
AUTOMATION 
The desIgn of manufactunng automatIOn systems must consIder constraints that do not apply 
to component-based software systems commonly used for business data processmg systems 
and office applIcatIOn systems. Manufactunng automatIOn systems must consIder extra-
functIonal properties such as tmung deadlmes, qualIty of service and dependabilIty, be 
statIcally predIctable and must often operate with scarce resources (processmg power, 
memory, commurncatIOn bandWIdth) [91,92]. 
Generally, component deployment and composItIOn can be perfonned at design time or run 
time. Design time component deployment and composItion typIcally mvolves the use of 
software function lIbraries from which software components can be selected and mstantiated. 
In tlus case, components are generally delIvered m the fonn of a source code wntten m a 
lugh-level language or graphical descnptIOn System desIgn then becomes the process of 
software component selectIon, configuration and mterconnectIOn [66]. During system 
composition, components are instantiated and used to prOVIde the reqUIred functIOns and 
mvocation methods accordmg to the speCIfic applIcation requIrements. After the system has 
been composed, a code generator lllight optionally be employed to translate the descnption 
mto an mtennedlate, machme-compIlable language. The system is then compIled into an 
executable fonn for mstallatIOn into the targeted hardware platfonn 
Such a component-based system design concept requIres a composItion envIronment to 
proVIde the support for instantiatIOn of components and code generatIOn for the application. 
It advocates the composItion of the system from components dunng deSIgn tIme - at the 
level of programmmg language before system compilation It focuses on the 'packagmg' 
perspectIve (§4.2.3) by identifYmg functional elements that could be reused dunng system 
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design time The standard IEC61131 [59] and IEC61149 [65] descnbed in the literature 
survey (§2.4.4) are examples of the component-based system design approach for 
manufactunng automation system applicatIOns Function blocks defined by these standards 
can be viewed as components and interfaces between the function blocks are Implemented 
by connectIOn in-ports and out-ports. 
TypICally, a monolitluc application IS generated from the component-based deSign, where 
connections and mteractions between software components are translated into direct function 
calls. As such, component boundaries and distmctions often cease to eXist after the 
component-based design has been compiled and the application has been generated. Most 
often, perfonnance of the system cannot be verified before the system has been composed, 
compiled and mstalled mto the physical executmg platfonn. Software system developed for 
busmess and office applications usually has abundant physical resources (processing, 
memory, data storage, communicatIOn bandwidth etc) and are generally non safety-critical. 
Hence, system developed using this component-based approach can generally deliver the 
reqUired perfonnance. However, the perfonnance of an automation system composed is 
lughly dependant on these factors (i e. processmg speed, memory and data storage, 
communicatIOn bandWidth etc.) wluch cannot be detenruned or validated through the 
perfonnance and correctness of mdlVldual software component. Tlus weakness therefore 
defies the baSIC pnnclples of the component-based development paradigm - mdependency, 
composlbility, reliability and efficiency. 
On the other hand, for component deployment and composItion perfonned at run-time, the 
components already exist m an executable fonn that IS ready to be mtegrated mto a system. 
Components are able to interact With one another through well-defined interfaces without 
knowledge of their mternal ImplementatIOns. This concept enables components to be 
developed and implemented by third parties and then mtegrated together mto targeted 
applications. Common component models that adopt tlus concept mclude the various 
Implementations of Microsoft Component Object Model (COM, COM+, DCOM) [24, 49], 
Sun Microsystems Java Beans and Enterpnse Java Beans (EJB) [93], and Object 
Management Group (OMG) CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Arclutecture) [94] 
The COMIDCOM component model has also been adopted by the OPC standard managed 
by the OPC FoundatIOn for data exchange between enterprise servers and controllers using 
standard network technology, i e., TCPIIP and Ethernet [95]. In this context, this component 
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model focuses on the 'packagmg', 'servIce', as well as 'mtegnty' perspectIve (§42 3) by 
attemptmg to provide components as "black-boxes" wluch can be developed independently 
and deployed into the execution enVIronment. 
However, current technologIes for run-tIme compOSItion and deployment of components are 
not suitable for manufactunng automatIOn applicatIOns due to the followmg reasons: 
• TypIcally, control systems for automation system have to meet adequate real-lime 
requIrements, such as predictabIlity, quality-of-servIce, reliability, and timelmess. 
However, conrrnon component models such as COMlDCOM and CORBA, does not 
address such real-lime reqUirements [91]. 
• The component technologIes are Inherently heavyweIght and complex and reqUire large 
overheads on phYSIcal resources (processmg power, memory, conrrnurucation 
bandWidth) [91, 96] This IS not acceptable in automatIOn where the controllers and field 
deVIces have very lirruted resources relative to desktop personal computers (PC) and 
servers. 
Therefore, the author feels that the present component-based concepts (both deSIgn time as 
well as run-lime component composIlIon and deployment) are not adequate for 
manufactunng automatIOn system applicatIOns In addItion to inheritmg the characterislIcs of 
component-based software design as mentioned m §42.2.1 (e g functionality, reusability, 
effiCIency, maintainabIlity and reliabIlity), a component that is appropriate for a control 
applicalIon m an automatIOn system should also address real-time control reqUirements (e g 
predictabIlity, quality-of-servIce, reliabIlity, and tImeliness) and resource constrams m 
automatIOn systems (i e. processing speed, memory and data storage, conrrnurucatIOn 
bandWIdth etc). However, in the automatIOn control domam, these control requirements and 
constrams are lightly coupled to the executmg hardware platform as well as the assOCIated 
automation hardware devices Therefore, in this respect, there IS a need to redefine an 
automatIOn component wluch IS SUitable for the context of automatIOn applicatIOns and could 
be readIly mtegrated mto manufactunng automation applicatIOns. 
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4.4 NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR A NOVEL COMPONENT-
BASED PARADIGM FOR MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION 
Requirement. 
(Chapter 2 -Literature survey) 
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Figure 4.3 Adoption of the component-based concept in manufacturing automation 
Previous sections have presented a general review of the software component technologies. 
It can be concluded that component-based development paradigm is able to improve an 
organisation's ability to response to the market changes and demands by encouraging better 
reuse of resources. The author believes that component-based paradigm will be the key to 
Improve manufactunng automatIOn agility and to resolve the problems and Issues 
encountered (§2.3 4) during the lifecyc1e of developing and implementmg manufacturing 
automatIOn systems. However, current component technologies are not adequate for 
manufacturing automation applicatIOns (§4.3). Nevertheless, with the advancement of 
distnbuted control technologies that are targeted for Industrial control (§2.4.3) (I e., WIth 
real-tune reqUirements and low resource availability), the author asserts that It IS possible to 
adapt and unplement the concept of component technologies Into manufacturing automatIOn. 
With the use of emerging dlstnbuted control technologies, the component development 
paradigm can be applied mto the control elements at the actuator-sensor level (§2.3.1) such 
that they can be packaged into self-contained, black-box components, and be deployed mto a 
manufactunng automatIOn system (Figure 4.3) Such components, denoted here as 
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automatIOn components, WIll mhent the propertIes and advantages of components. Tlus 
assertion thus forms the proposition of a novel component-based paradIgm for agtle 
manufachmng automation systems and wtll be outlined m the rest of this thesIs 
4.5 ADOPTING A COMPONENT·BASED APPROACH IN 
MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION 
4.5.1 Modularisation in manufacturing automation 
ModularisatlOn has been identIfied as a means of handlmg the compleXIties and changes in 
manufachmng [16, 17]. The concept of modulanty can be apphed m a number of different 
domams. Accordmg to Mdler and EIgard, modular systems are recognised by their ablhty to 
create variety by combmmg and interchangmg different modcles To enable this, modules 
must have standardIZed mterfaces and mteractions [18]. Modules contam essential and self-
contamed functlOnahty compared to the product of which they are a part. Self-contamed 
means that function is realised wltIun the module and hrruted to its boundary ModularisatlOn 
can be broadly claSSIfied mto physical, functional and knowledge [18]: 
Under physical modularzsatlOn, physical blocks or modules are used to compose a final 
product [18] Modulanty m tIus context has a finite physIcal boundary The mam 
charactenstlcs of such modular systems are the design of genenc hardware components 
wluch can be re-arranged to SUIt dIfferent production configurations. 
Functzonal modularisation links the definitIOn of modules to servIce umts commonly known 
as functIOn blocks [18]. A manufachmng system utihsmg the concept of functional 
modularity seeks to decompose complex manufactunng tasks into smaller and SImpler 
struchrral functIOns wluch are stored m function hbraries and reused 
Knowledge modularzsation identifies modules as "carners of knowledge" and engmeenng 
resources that can be reused readIly. Such modcles "carry knowledge about problem, context 
and solution" that could be reused at dIfferent phases of development or in dIfferent systems 
[18]. 
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The complexity of modem manufactunng systems demands tight mtegratlOn of physical 
functionality, software functIOnality as well as engineenng know-how to aclueve efficient 
resource and knowledge reuse. Therefore, modularity should not be limited solely to anyone 
of the three domams of modularisabon descnbed above To meet the reqUirements for 
manufactunng agility, automation hardware, software, control servICes and manufactunng 
knowledge common to a manufacturing task should be grouped together so that they can be 
manipulated, mtegrated and managed as one modular urnt Such a module would represent a 
SUitable mtersection of physical, functIOnal and knowledge modulanty as shown m Figure 
44. Integratmg the concept of modulansatlOn with the component-based software paradigm 
descnbed in §4 2, it can be reasoned that an Ideal component for manufactunng automation 
should mcorporate phYSical, functIOnal as well as knowledge modulansation It should also 
embody all three perspecbves of software components (i.e. packagmg, service and mtegnty 
perspecbves) (§42.3) so that It constitutes a reusable, independent physical (functIOnal 
module) and logical (software component) urnt that can offer a set ofpredefined functIOns to 
a composed automation system. 
PhYSical modulanty Functional modulanty 
phYSical boundary 
Changeable structure 
qUickly rearranged 
no phYSical boundary 
Structural funcbonal units 
encapsulated seMces 
""",_.cre,usable 
Objective suitable incorporatIOn 
O/physlcal,funcflonal and 
knowledge modulanlY as a 
genenc, reusable component 
module 
Knowledge modulanty 
reuse of englneenng 
resources 
encapsulation & reuse of 
"know-how" 
solution to a specific problem 
Figure 4.4 Types oCmodularisation according to Miller and ElgArd [181 
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4.5.2 Defining an automation component 
Kopetz proposed that an Ideal component should be a urnt capable of provldmg the 
following properties [97]" 
• service prOVISIOn 
• vahdatlOn 
• error contamment 
• reuse 
• design and mamtenance 
Larger systems should be constructed from such components Without vlOlatmg the pnnciple 
of composablhty - i.e., properties that have been estabhshed at the component level will also 
hold at the system level. Based on the above properties, Kopetz suggests that a component m 
a distributed system should be "a self-contained computer With ItS own hardware (processor, 
memory, cornmurncation interface, interface to the controlled object) and software 
(apphcatlOn programs, operating system), which performs a set of well-defined functions 
within the system" [97]. 
TIns form of component as defmed by Kopetz corresponds With the modulanty requrrements 
for manufactunng automation as established m the previous section (§4.5.1). The functIOnal 
decompOSItion of manufacturing systems and evaluation against the dnvers of change 
conducted dunng the research [98] have prescnbed that the granulanty for an automation 
component should be set at a low-level, I e at the actuator-sensor level, to offer the 
maxlffiurn degree of agility and modularity. Henceforth, the formal component SUitable for 
dlstnbuted control system m manufacturing automatIOn IS defined for the purposes of tlus 
thesIs as· 
An automation component IS an autonomous unit consIsting of the automation 
device (z e, actuator, sensor) WIth its own computing hardware (processor, 
memory, communicatIOn Interface, electronic Interface to the automaflon devIce) 
and software (applzcation programs, operating system), whIch encapsulates the 
necessary knowledge to provide a pre-defined set of jimctlOns WIthin an 
automated manufacturmg system. 
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The word component used m the rest of thIS thesIs will refer to the automation component 
defmed herem. 
A component encapsulates the required physIcal, functIOnal and knowledge attributes so that 
It can readily mtegrate wIth other components to compose the desIred manufactunng 
automation systems (see Figure 4 5). The availability of local computmg power and memory 
enables the component to be a "carner of knowledge", where knowledge and expenence 
specific to the component, such as best-practIces, diagnostic capabilities, and IIfecyc1e 
management functIOns can be readily mcorporated into the component. 
Physical 
hardware 
geometncal 
descnptlonl 
representation 
Component 
Functional 
control Interface 
control 
Implementation 
(Internal) 
control behaviour 
(abstracted) 
behaviour simulation 
manufacturer Identity 
best-practice 
diagnostic capability 
errorlfault handlrng 
hrecycle 
management 
enterprise related 
knowledge 
Figure 4.5 Component and modularIty 
Apart from local control, these components also need to be capable oflocal deCIsion-making, 
error handlmg and local infonnatIOn processing. A dtstnbuted control system that IS 
composed of such components does not reqUITe a central processor to coordinate control 
sequences and issue commands [99]. Control functionalIty previously dedIcated to central 
processors can be totally dtstnbuted to the components. The components have the ability to 
commurucate dIrectly WIth one another and to access the system state and react 
autonomously according to a pre-configured set of rules or conditions defined dunng system 
development. Such components can be tenned "SituatIOn aware" - they know what 
operatIOn they can perfonn, how to execute the operation and, most importantly, when they 
should execute it Such a component therefore seeks to satisfy the propertIes defined by 
Kopetz [97] m the followmg way: 
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Component as a unit of service provision. A component has a predefined set of 
manufactunng functions that are encapsulated into the component dunng component 
development lime. For example, a "clamp" component would provide a firute set of services 
such as ''unc1amp'' and "clamp". These services are accessible through a well-defined set of 
interfaces. The internal implementation of the function is not available to the service user. 
Component as a unit for validation. The proper operatIOn of the component can be 
validated m IsolatIOn pnor to system deployment. This validatIOn will still hold regardless of 
the context where the component IS being used m the system 
Component as a unit of error containment Errors that occur Inside the component Will be 
detected and properly handled. This is realised through the mcorporation of error and fault 
handlmg capabilities into the component. The occurrence of such errors Will not affect the 
operatIOn of other components. 
Component as a unit for reuse. A component provides a generic set of functionality so that 
It can be mtegrated into a diverse range of automatIOn applicatIOns. Takmg the Clamp 
component as an example, the proVision of functionality (e g "Unclamp" and "Clamp") IS 
not speCific to any applicatIOn. Therefore, It can be reused in any applicatIOn that reqUires 
this functIOnality. 
Component as a unit of design and maintenance. A component's nnplementabon is 
independent from the implementatIOn of other components. These physical and functIOnal 
boundanes allow indiVidual components to be upgraded or replaced during a system's 
lifecycle Without directly affectmg the other components within the system. 
4.5.3 Three viewpoints of a component 
A component can be descnbed from three Viewpoints (Figure 4 6): 
Runtime viewpoint. The nmtime viewpoint represents the control aspect of a component It 
contams physical elements (automatIOn deVice, local controller and interfacing CircUits) and 
control functIOns that detennine the nmtime behavIOur of the component It is also a 
repository for knowledge that IS speCific to the component, for example, manufacturer's data 
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(e.g part number and product identificatIOn), deVIce related parameters, error dIagnostics and 
management, lifecycle hIstory, predIctive and preventative mamtenance services. 
Engineering viewpoint. The engmeering vIewpoint provides Information about a 
component that IS reqUIred for process design and venficatlOn. In this constituent, the 
nmtlllle control behavIOur of the component is represented In an abstract form to enable the 
user to deSIgn a component-based system and to valIdate it by sImulating the system in a 
SUItable engineenng enVIronment. TIns engineenng environment must prOVIde a platform for 
system Integrators to deSIgn and bUIld the requued manufacturing automation system based 
on a lIbrary of components. The envuonment must host a suite of software tools to create 
and edIt the system structure and to define the system applicatIOn logic (component 
configuratIOn) VIa abstract representations of the components without dealmg WIth the low-
level control and IIllplementatlOn details 
Visualisation viewpoint. The VIsualisation vlewpomt includes information about the 
component reqUIred for system SImulation and valIdation. It Includes CAD data and an 
abstract behaVIoural description to enable the component to be modelled and visualIsed m a 
graphIcal environment. 
Due to practical implementation constraints (e.g. memory SIze), information related to the 
engineering and visualIsatIOn VIewpoints descnbed above may not physically reSIde In the 
component. They can be stored remotely (i e. In a central data server) and referenced to the 
component through a unique component Identifier. 
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Figure 4.6 Three viewpoints of a component 
4.6 DEVELOPING COMPONENT-BASED MANUFACTURING 
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS 
4.6.1 System composition and development 
For the component-based automatIOn systems envisaged in thiS thesis, components will be 
dehvered With the knowledge of the relevant operations and Implementations already 
encapsulated within them (i.e., the knowledge what to do and how to do It). The main 
objective of the system development phase is concerned With defining the set of conditIOns 
reqUired for each given component to execute its task (i e. when to do It). These comhuons 
are translated into configuratIOn parameters wruch can be downloaded into the components 
(see Figure 4 7). CommunicatIOn channels need to be set up to connect the components 
together logically so that they are aware of the state of the other components and can react 
accordmg to sets of predefined logical conditions By adoptmg this form of component-
based approach, the system Illtegrator no longer needs to develop control programs III the 
conventional manner. A manufacturing automatIOn system that is composed of components 
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as defined m this thesis (§4.5.2) will be denoted as a component-based manufactunng 
automation system (CB-MAS). 
Component development System development using components 
I Component 
I I software 
1 
--
("xecu.!~J_J 
I 
installatIon 
J. Composed system 
~ 
Component 
(hardware) 
Component I I I 
component configuration & commiSSion 
1 1 1 
I I I 
_I 
'::" 
-' -' -, , ,
1 1 1 [3 [3 [3 
- - -
Figure 4.7 Proposed CBD approach 
4.6.2 Component-based manufacturing automation systems integration 
framework 
In the automotive production domam, the success of complex global engmeenng projects 
depends on the abIlity to tightly coordmate the activities and inter-worIang of distributed 
engineenng teams m such a way that multiple viewpoints of teams can be accurately and 
consistently represented in spite of the busmess, cuItlIral and techrucal difference [28]. 
Currently, there IS no common representation or visualIsation of productIOn machmes 
throughout the engineering hfecycIe to support the design and analysis of production 
maclunery Largely ad hoc mtegration methods and mechamsms are currently employed to 
support the actiVIties of the engmeenng teams using fragmented set of specialIst tools and 
methods (see §2.3 4). 
Therefore, an integration framework IS required to support and facilitate the design, 
ImplementatIOn and operation of the component-based manufactlmng automation system. 
The integratIOn framework should provide a seamless mtegratlOn and support for activities m 
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the production shop floor, design and englneenng, visualisation and machme control 
(human-machme interface) by: 
• Integrating the various engineenng activities Involved In the design, development, 
lffiplementatlOn and operation of the component-based manufacturing automation 
system. 
• Enabling information related to real-time manufactunng control and automation, design 
and engineenng, lifecycle data, system diagnostic and maintenance and other enterprise-
level information to be avaIlable to all Interested parties globally and In the format In 
which the respective users can easily relate to 
The actIVIties involved In the design, implementation and operation of the component-based 
manufacturing automation system can be orgarused under four main environments (see 
Figure 4.8), namely, the runtime enVIronment, engineering environment, vIsualisation 
environment and the human machine Interface envIronment. 
Runtlme 
I 
Englneenng Visuahsatlon 
Common data model 
Human-
machine 
Interface 
Figure 4.8 Design and implementation environments for the component-based manufacturing 
automation system 
The Runtime Environment consists of the core physical elements of the manufacturing 
automation system I.e., the system composed of its components. System compOSition occurs 
In the Engineering Environment, winch provides an engineering and design platform for 
the system integrator to compose the system and specifY the configuratIOn parameters for 
each component. The automatIOn system can be validated using visualisatIOn tools provided 
m the Visualisation Environment, where the behaViOur of the components can be simulated 
and viewed through different visual models The Human Machine Interface (HMI) 
supports interaction between a human operator and the manufactunng automation system (m 
the Runtlffie Environment). Underlying the four main environments IS the Common Data 
Environment, winch provides a common data representation for the four environments and 
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acts as a communicatIOn hnk to provIde transparent IntegratIOn among the four 
envIronments. The component-based manufacturIng automatIOn system Integration 
framework allows the environments to be used at different physical locations, thus enabling 
the integration of development teams at different geograplucal locations, and enablmg the 
possibIlIty of remote system dIagnostics and morutonng. 
The primanly research focus of this thesis IS describing and implementing the control system 
for the component-based manufactImng automation system, i.e., the RuntIme Environment, 
wluch wIll be discussed in detail in the following chapters. The concept of the mtegratlOn 
framework wIll be descnbed in chapter 6. Detailed dISCUSSIOn of the Implementation 
concepts and tools for the Engmeering, VisualIsation, HMI and common data envIronments 
IS not WIthm the scope of this thesis and can be found In the followmg IIteratIrre [100-104]. 
4.6.3 Roles and responsibilities of stakeholders 
The component-based approach achieves a clear distinctIOn between component 
development and component integratIOn. It identIfies dIstmct roles for the component 
supplier, machine bUIlder and the end user (see FIgure 4 9) 
Component suppliers assmne the role of component developer. TraditIOnally, component 
suppliers provide the automation hardware to the machine builder and assist In training of the 
system developer to develop the required control functionality for the hardware. The 
component-based approach allows the component supplIers to develop the control 
functIOnalIty for the automation hardware directly and package it into components that can 
be offered to system integrators to be mcorporated mto their component-based systems. 
Instead of investmg a huge amount of tIme and effort into workIng out the implementatIOn 
details for automation hardware, the machine buIlder is able to focus on specIfYing and 
developmg the application for the automatIOn system using components acqUIred from the 
component supplIers. Hence, machine bUIlders can assmne the role of system integrators 
responSIble for selecting components from independent component suppliers and mtegratmg 
them to form automation systems. Instead of developing low-level programs to control the 
automation hardware, the maclune builders can configure the components and logically 
couple them together to create the system control behavIOur that is reqUIred by the end-user. 
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For CIrcumstances where a specIfic component IS not avaIlable from the component supplier, 
the machine bUilder may assume the role of the component suppliers to develop custom 
components to augment to the library of aVailable components Nevertheless, the clear 
dIstmctIOn between component development and integration would enable the job to be 
carried independently out by separate engmeenng groups. 
The end-user would be able to benefit from the lifecycle management and diagnostic 
capabIlities embedded WIthin the components to assist m the operatIOn and mamtenance of 
the automation systems. Faulty components can be dIrectly replaced. The component 
supplier and the machIne builder can perfonn upgrades to the components or the system 
respectively mdependently WIthout affecting the Integrity of the system. 
~ usesvstem 
end-user 
~ compose system 
machine 
buJlder 
~ build component 
component 
supplJer 
Component-based System 
operation 
Component 
configurabon 
1"-------, 
I I 
I I 
: Component : 
I Implementabon I 
J : 0L. _______ J 
Figure 4.9 Roles for stakeholders in the component-based approach 
4.6.4 Manufacturing automation engineering lifecycle 
The component-based approach will change the engineenng lifecycle for system design and 
development The engmeering IIfecycle of a component-based manufacturing automation 
system wIll consist of two processes - component engineenng and system engineering. 
4.6.4.1 Component engineering 
Component engineering mvolves the speCIfication, development and validation of 
component The development of each component requues an IteratIve Analysis-DesIgn-
ImplementatIOn-Test lifecycle (ADIT) [105] as illustrated in FIgure 4.10. The services that a 
component can offer are IdentIfied dunng the analysis phase The services defIned have to be 
generic, i.e to describe the functIOnality of the automatIOn hardware In a fonn that are usable 
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m a wide range of applIcation domams. Smce the component mcludes its own processing 
hardware, implementatIOn and validatIOn can be carried out at the development stage Without 
any specific applIcation m mind. ValIdation at tlus stage of the work focuses on the 
automation functIOns of the devices associated to each component. 
Components could potentially be designed, implemented and validated concurrently and 
mdependently by different vendors In contrast, a conventIOnal development approach would 
largely have prevented validation until the complete system had been implemented 
Furthermore, tlus development cycle allows the components to be improved Iteratively. As 
long as the component conforms to well-defined mterfaces, improvements and upgrades can 
stIlI be implemented mto eXlstmg component-based systems Without affectmg the system 
structlire. 
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functIOnal 
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external 
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y relationship 
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AnalySIs offuncbonal 
reqUirements 
Analysis 
Figure 4.10 Component engineering Iifecycle. Adapted from [1051 
4.6.4.2 System engineering 
System engmeering is generally driven by functIOnal requirements - domain experts 
(electrical engineering, mecharucal engmeers, test engineering, marketmg, end users) stIlI 
find It natliral to descnbe the design of a system m terms of ItS functionality during system 
analysIs and specificatIOn [106] This IS reflected best by the claSSical V-diagram for 
engineering lifecycles in Figure 4.11. 
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The component-based approach is able to reduce most of the ImplementatIOn and testmg 
phases of the classical engineering hfecycle by enabling greater reuse and flexlbihty in the 
system design and integration path. As Illustrated via the modified V-diagram of the system 
engmeering cycle m Figure 4.12, dunng the system design process, eXlstmg groups of 
components (modules) that have been developed for earlier systems can be retneved from 
the machine builder's knowledge base and reused m the new system Conversely, new 
components can be added to the knowledge based for use in future systems. Legacy or new 
components are developed fOllOWmg the component development lifecycle descnbed earlier. 
The components are then integrated into the required system. Smce the components have 
already been tested and vahdated mdividually, the integration task is sigruficantly simplified 
and shortened Hence, most of the effort during the system mtegration and system 
acceptance phases of the engineering lifecycle is now devoted to ensunng the correct overall 
machine behaviour (e g the sequencmg and executmg timing of the automation) rather than 
the correctness ofthe operations executed by the components. It is also Important to note that 
evolution of the components can be carned at any point in the system engineering hfecycle 
Without cntlcally interrupting the engineenng process. 
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4.7 MAPPING TO MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION 
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The component-based approach IS able to meet the reqUirements of manufactunng 
automation (§2 5) m the followmg ways' 
• The use of such components as common buildmg blocks for the compositIOn of 
automatIOn systems proVIdes the lowest degree of couplmg between the stakeholders 
(component suppliers, maclune bUilders and end users). Smce each component's mtemal 
implementation is decoupled from the system apphcatlOns, components can be used m a 
wide range of applicatIons, hence offenng a lugh degree of reuse. 
• The components are executable They can be deployed at runtime into distnbuted control 
systems WIthout being subject to the traditional development cycle of control 
programming and compilation. 
• The availabIlity of local intelligence and data storage enables mformation associated to 
the component to be either store locally wIthin the component or referenced from the 
component. TIns informatIOn nught typically automate system documentatIOn and assist 
in mamtenance and lifecycle management tasks. 
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• The core competencIes of the stakeholders are efficiently utIlised. The component 
supplier, who has the best knowledge of the functionality of the components, becomes 
responsible for the ImplementatIOn of the component (includmg the both hardware and 
software aspects) Best practIce and complex control functIonality can be embedded and 
delivered to the user m black-box form The system integrator (I e machine bUilder) will 
be able to make use of the functionality of the components through their interfaces 
without the need to understand complex ImplementatIOn detaIls. 
• An integration framework facilItates the various engmeenng activitIes in the vanous 
environments (I e , runtIme, engmeenng, visualisation and HMI) and allows the system 
to be developed using a consIstent set of data representations, therefore elIminatmg the 
difficultIes and problems commonly assOCIated WIth data mterpretatIOn and translation 
dunng the component-based manufacturing automatIOn system engmeering IIfecycle. 
• The vIsualisatIOn enVironment offers possIbilitIes for early valIdatIOn, remote morutonng 
and sImulatIOn of the system through graphical representatIOn. 
4.8 SUMMARY 
ThIs chapter has dIscussed and reVIewed the use of components in the software development. 
It has concluded that the component-based approach commonly used in the software domain 
is not SUitable for developmg and implementing control applications for the manufactIrring 
automation systems Based on the requirements of manufactIrrmg automatIon systems, a 
component IS redefined here as an autonomous unit mcorporatmg its own physical hardware, 
applicatIOn software and local mtelligence that enables it to know what, how and when to 
execute its own automation functIOn WIthout the need for a central controller. The general 
concept of the component and the development of manufactIrrmg automatIOn system based 
on the component concept have been descnbed. The abIlity of the component-based 
approach to meet the requirements of manufacturing automation systems (§2 5) has been 
discussed and is sUInmarised in Figure 4.13. 
The subsequent chapters WIll further develop the concept of components and descnbe how 
manufacturing automatIOn systems based on these component can be composed and 
deployed. 
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Figure 4.13 Mapping automation system requirements to component-based manufacturing automation 
systems 
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CHAPTER 5 
SPECIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
AUTOMATION COMPONENTS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter IS to provide an Implementation mdependent basis for the 
specification and development of automation components that has been estabhshed m 
chapter 4 (§4 5.2). The chapter descnbes the characteristics of such components and presents 
a component-based architecture that details how these component are created and how do 
they interact with one another m a manufacturmg automation system. Next, the service 
requrrements for unplementmg such a component-based manufacturing automatIOn system 
are discussed. Finally, the chapter explains the role of the stakeholders in the development 
and implementation of the manufactunng automation systems based on these components. 
5.2 MODELLING OF AN AUTOMATION SYSTEM USING FINITE 
STATE AUTOMATA 
5.2.1 Overview of finite state automata 
Flrute state machines are Widely used to design, descnbe and model the operatIOns of control 
systems [99, 107]. A firute state machme (FSM) IS an abstract machme that has orily a finite, 
constant number of states. Each state has transitions to zero or more states The transition 
from one state to another IS governed by conditions or rules. 
A FSM operates on mput events which trigger changes of state and cause an actIOn or output 
to take place for any given change. It attempts to reduce model complexity by assuming 
[108]: 
• A system can eXist orily in a firute number of states. 
• The system behavIOur within any given state IS unique and identical. 
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• The system may change states only m a finite number ofwell-defmed ways known as 
transllions. 
• TransitIOns are the response of the system to events 
• Actions are executed when the transitions are taken. 
A FSM may be represented graphically usmg a state transitIOn diagram (STD). The STD 
descnbes all the valid lives of an object in terms of what actions can happen to an object at 
any time throughout its lifecycIe. For example, the control behaviour of a simple motor can 
be described using the STD shown m Figure 5 1. At any time, the motor can only exist in 
either one of the two states ("STOP" or "RUN') as mdicated by the two boxes. The directed 
line segments represent the valid transitions from one state to the next The conditions for the 
transitions to be enabled are associated with events that may be either mtemal or external to 
the system. ActIOns are associated With the transllions of the state. In this example, the motor 
proceeds from "STOP' state to "RUN' state when a part IS present (Sensor = ON) with the 
actIOn "starCmotorO"mvoked to start the motor when the transition occurs. 
Figure 5.1 Example of a state transition diagram 
A finite state machine can be expressed mathemalically as F, where: 
where· 
F={S,S"a,E} 
S = the set of all possible states in the firnte state machine, 
S, = the irnlial state, 
a = the tranSitions, 
E = the set of condilions that triggers the transitions. 
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5.2.2 Design of automation systems using FSM 
5.2.2.1 Modular finite state machine 
The control logic for most industrial automatIOn systems IS currently developed and 
implemented usmg ladder logic notatIOn, a low-level progranmung language which has 
evolved from the days of hard wired relays Although tlus language is simple and intUItIve at 
the progranmung level, It does not faCIlItate modulanty or reusabIlIty. The growmg 
compleXIty of control problems and the requIrements for software reuse have resulted m the 
search for more formal approaches to m system development [109-111). 
Several acadelDlc researchers have considered the use of firute state automata as formal 
dIscrete-event system frameworks to specify, design and verify control systems [79). A 
Modular Finite State MachIne (MFSM) framework proposed by Endsley et. al. [112) allows 
a control problem to be deSIgned as a system of connected, mteractmg modules (firute state 
maclunes), where each state maclune can then be independently developed and venfied as a 
single logIcal functIOnal block (see Figure 5 2). The decomposition of entire systems mto 
smaller blocks allows the task of deSIgning a complex control system to be broken down into 
smaller, manageable parts. After verificatIOn, the system IS used to generate low-level 
programnung codes, typIcally relay ladder logic or C code, to be mstalled into controllers 
such as PLCs or mdustrial PCs. 
Figure 5.2 A system of connected modules. Source: Endsley [112[ 
The pnmary problem WIth implementing systems usmg the finite state machIne approach is 
that the system IS difficult to comprehend as It grows in compleXIty [l07). TIus results in a 
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large state-space and makes the firute state machme difficult to comprehend. In reality, 
automation systems can eXist in a large number of discrete states. As a consequence, the 
correspondIng firute state machme used for representmg the complex system would be 
potentially large in the number of state states with complex mter-connecting transitions. TIns 
approach is therefore likely to be impracticable due to the large size of the resultant control 
program and the associated complexity in developmg, debugging and maintairung the 
program [112]. 
5.2.2.2 Distributed finite state machine 
Instead of decomposmg a given automation system from the top-down, the opposite 
approach can be used. A system can be synthesised from the bottom-up by desigrung small 
firute state machmes for common groups of control elements and then connectmg them m a 
way that enables them to cooperate to achieve a common objective [113]. The behaviours of 
low-level control elements are often Simple and therefore can be modelled with s1ll1ple FSMs 
compnsing of a few states and transitions. Such state machines can represent the genenc 
behaviour of low-level automation deVIces and need not be tied-m to any specific 
applicatIOn. A control system can be composed from these distnbuted state machines. The 
behaviour of the system can be built upon these finite state machmes by relatmg the 
transitions of a FSM to logical combinations of the states of other FSMs [114] This 
approach can be better explained WIth the aid of a few Simple examples. 
The STD in Figure 5.3 IS used to represent the FSM of a simple binary sensor. It consists of 
two states - "OFF' and "ON'. TranSitions for the states are linked to the local control input 
of the sensor so that It toggles between the states when the sensor contact opens or closes. 
TIns sensor represents the simplest fonn of control element. 
coot8Ct closed 
1---1 
contact od 
Figure 5.3 Finite state representation of a binary state sensor 
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Figure 5.4 shows the STD of a closed-loop actuator. It consists of a pneumatIc cylmder with 
a lmear piston and two magnetic reed sWItches (lirrut sWItches) installed at both end strokes 
of the piston to provIde control feedback of the lirrut posItions. The F8M for the actuator 
consists offour states: 
RETRACTED 
EXTENDING 
The pIston is retracted LIffiIted switch LS 1 IS closed. 
The piston IS extendmg (forward). When the pIston has reached 
ItS end stroke (fully extended), limit switch L82 IS tnggered. The 
FSM eXits "EXTENDING' state and enters "EXTENDED" state. 
EXTENDED The piston IS extended. Lirruted SWItch LS2 IS closed 
RETRACTING The piston is retractmg (backward). When the pIston has reached 
ItS end stroke (fully retracted), limit sWItch LSl IS tnggered The 
FSM exits "RETRACTING' state and enters "RETRACTED" 
state 
The actuator can only cycle between the four states in the sequence as indicated in FIgure 
5.4. 
IIII e±;5"":) b c'5 : 
lSl LS2 
I _____ ___ _ _____ _ 
lS1 :ON 
[
- ---- ---, 
~g 
________ I 
1~lb CJ lSl lS2 
- - ----- - --~--
tEla ' c'51 ~ lSl lS2 
--------, 
Figure 5.4 Finite state representation of a closed-loop linear actuator 
It IS important to appreciate at this point that the behavIOur of the devices as descnbed m 
theIr STDs are not associated with any specIfic system implementatIOn or control 
applicatIOn. Such devices can be used as common bUilding blocks to compose a desired 
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control system. The deSIred control system's behavIOur is defined by associatmg the 
conditions of the transItion of each FSM to logical combinatIOns of the states of other FSMs 
This procedure of Interlocking or logically couphng the dlstnbuted FSMs together creates 
the control behaviour for the system. 
The concept of interlocking can be illustrated by buildmg on the previous example. Figure 
5.5 shows a part loading system conslstmg of a feeder actuator (Feeder) and 2 part sensors 
(Entry and Exit Sensor) for loadmg a part to a workstatlon. The actuator and sensors are 
denved respectively from the prevIOus example (Figure 5.4 and Figure 5 3) The Entry 
Sensor IS mstalled at the loader to detect the amval of a part in the loader and the EXIt Sensor 
IS mstalled at the workstatIOn to detect the presence of a part m the station The system IS 
mterlocked m such a way that the Feeder Will feed a part ("EXTEND") when a part IS at the 
loader (Entry sensor = ON) and there IS no part in the workstatlon (Exit Sensor = OFF). The 
Feeder will retract when a part is successfully loaded onto the workstation (Exit Sensor = 
ON). The behavIOur of the system IS created by interlockmg the Feeder to the Entry and EXIt 
sensors as shown in the tranSition of the Feeder 
RETRACTED 
EXTENDING 
EXTENDED 
I 
Entry Sensor = ON AND I 
ExIt Sensor .. OFF ! 
Exrt Sensor 11: ON 
Feeder 
r
--- ---ll 
OFF -' I 
, 
Entry Sensor I 
EXit Sensor 
~_i 
Figure 5.5 Interlocking FSMs to define control behaviour of the system 
The illustration is tnvJaI but nonetheless, It shows the principle of composmg a system based 
on a sUitable set of dtstnbuted, generic firute state maclunes representmg common 
automatIOn deVIces wluch are subsequently interlocked to produce a particular system 
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control behavIOur. Utihsing tins concept, an automation system can be composed of a 
network of finite state machines which communicate asynchronously with each other over a 
dtstributed control network by sendtng and receiving state messages and operate 
autonomously accordmg to their state-transition behavIOurs and interlocks 
The approach offers sigruficant advantages over contemporary methods of control system 
development: 
• The control behaviours of the control elements descnbed m tlus way are genenc and 
not designed specifically for any particular apphcation. Their control behaviour can 
be Implemented as simple finite state machines wluch can be encapsulated and 
reused as a black-box. 
• The approach effectively separates low-level control Implementation from 
apphcation specification and development, allowing control systems to be developed 
from reusable control elements at a lugher level of abstraction 
• The system specification and development process is now primary concerned With 
specifYing the mterlocks between the control elements (Le, logical coupling of the 
dlstnbuted FSM) mstead of developmg prograrrmung code for the entire control 
system. 
The concept of encapsulating the control behavIOur of low-level deVices usmg simple firute 
state machines and using these as the common building blocks for automation systems 
development, constitutes the key driver for the realisatIOn and ImplementatIOn of the 
component-based automatIOn system 
5.3 CONTROL ELEMENTS 
5.3.1 Overview of a control element 
TIus thesIs proposes the development and implementation of manufacturmg automation 
system based on common automatIOn buIlding blocks denoted as automation components 
(§4 5 2). The control behaviour of each automatIOn component IS represented by one or more 
control elements. Each control element hosts a distributed finite-state machine, as discussed 
in the preVIous sectIOn, to encapsulate the control behaVIOur and Implementation of 
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automatIon devices such as actuators and sensors A control element is defined here as a 
software object that is used to represent the control behaviour of a distributed automation 
device. Figure 5 6 shows a schematic of a control element. 
message/n -.I 
I 
.. 
I 
d9Vlce .. 
configuration 
Control Element 
FSM abstraction I 
-+ 
Parameter • I' " 
Implementation 
(encapsulated) 
, 
t t 
control Input loutput (IOCBQ 
OperallOll mode 
Eucution of FSM 
ActIon (ExtendlRelract) 
FaultlEnw handling 
Diagnostic 
Implementation algorithm 
message out 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I EXTENDED I 
~-
State TnlnlJtlon Diagram 
-
-
T'rtuuI'iDII (RETIUCTED) I 
ThuuIIitJ<O (EXTENDED) I 
Extemal Condrtlonl 
I System configuralion parameters I 
I Device specific parameters I 
I l/feeyc:le InfOfTTlatlon I 
Configuration data 
FIgure 5.6 Schematic representation of a control element 
A control element mteracts with other control elements via the "message in" and "message 
out' network interfaces by listenmg to network messages generated by other control 
elements and publishing messages to the network respectIvely. Local mput/output controls 
(I/O) are handled through the "control mput/output' ports. This provides the control element 
with the means to locally control and interact WIth its associated automation hardware. 
A control element contams three interrelated constItuents - control abstraction, control 
parametensation and control Implementation. 
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5.3.1.1 Control abstraction 
Control abstraction attempts to describe the behaviour of the control element WIthout dealIng 
WIth the detaIls of Its operatIOn. State transItIon representation IS used to descnbe the 
behavIour of the control element using the basis established in §5 2.2.2. 
The conditions for the transItIons are classIfied mto Internal and external condItIOns. Internal 
condItions are related to local events from the control input (e g. local feedback control 
SIgnals from linut switches) or mtemal software events (e g expiry of a software timer) 
External conditIons are used for interlocking WIth the states of other control elements. 
Actions are usually executed when an element transits from a state to another. ActIons can be 
control outputs (e.g. actImting an automation devIce), or mtemal software functions (e g. 
startmg an internal software tImer, or perfonnmg a computatIOn). 
The state of the control element is publIshed to the network through the output network 
interface. By logically connecting the output network interface of one control element to 
the mput network interfaces of other control elements, commUnICatIOn channels between 
the control elements are established. In thIS way, control elements are able to assess the 
state of other control elements through their mput network mterface. 
External condItions assocIated WIth a control element can be defined as the logical 
combination (logical "AND" and "OR") of the states of other control elements. During 
executIOn, each control element evaluates the transItIons associated with the current state 
to determine whether the external condItions are satIsfied for It to proceed to the next state. 
The conditions for the transition, C, can be represented as' 
C={Ce,C,} 
where, 
C = External condItIons related to the logIcal combmatlOn of the states of 
e 
other elements; 
C, = Internal condItions related to the local events 
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Figure 5.7 Illustrates the state-transItion dIagram of a Clamp element for a Imear actuator. It 
has 4 states - RETRACTED, EXTENDING, EXTENDED and RETRACTING. External 
condItIons are requrred to be satisfied for the Clamp to proceed from the "RETRA CTED" 
state to "EXTENDING" state, and from the "EXTENDED" to "RETRACTING" state These 
conditions are associated to the states of other control elements and are external to the Clamp 
element. The illustration shows that the Clamp element is mterlocked to a Transfer Arm 
element and a Part Sensor element When the state of the Clamp is "RETRACTED", the 
external condItIOns defined for the transition are related to the Transfer Arm element and 
Part Sensor element in the followmg way: 
Ce,Retracted = Transfer arm IS at state "RETRA CTED" AND 
Part sensor IS at state "PART PRESENT" 
I.e., If the Transfer Arm element IS m the "RETRACTED" state and the Part Sensor element 
IS in the "PART PRESENT" state, the transition WIll be enabled. The Clamp WIll move from 
the "RETRACTED" to the "EXTENDING" state. An actIon WIll be performed on the control 
output to extend the clamp actuator and the new state of the element WIll be publtshed to the 
network. 
'--~---' Transfer aml '" RETRACTED 
,----1.---, publish event 
action retract Piston 
publish event RETRACTEO 
! extemof cond!llon C. 
I mterna! conditIOn, C, 
, 
'l externa' conditIOn C~ 
"I mtMJal cornl!l/Oll, C, 
1 -~-~--- - --~ 
·~ci I~LF ~2 
1 --- -- ---- I 
'~ , C::, ci I 1- _ "'- '" I 
I ILk) I C::, [J i 
I .. , '" I 
"~~_~ ____________ J 
I --- - --I 
jl-;~5J [?, , ~ :1 
-- --~-~-: 
Figure 5.7 Example: state-transition behaviour of a 'clamp' control element 
Internal conditIons are related to local posItion feedback from the limit sWItch sensors. When 
the Clamp has reached the end of travel wlule extendmg ItS piston (at state "EXTENDING"), 
the position sensor installed at the end of ItS travel is tnggered. The input signal WIll be 
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received by the control element and is mterpreted as the internal conditIon for the Clamp 
element to advance to the next ("EXTENDED") state. The same reasoning applies for the 
Clamp to proceed from the "RETRACTING" to the "RETRACTED" state. 
In mdustrial automation, a system is required to operate in a number of defined operating 
modes. The automatIon device will typically behave differently III each operating mode 
Therefore, it is necessary to have separate sets of external conditions associated With each 
operating mode. 
In summary, control abstractIOn provides a simple overview of the behaviour and 
functionality of the automation device. It allows a user to understand and utilise control 
elements Without the need for consideratIOn of their ImplementatIon. 
5.3.1.2 Control parameterisation 
Control abstraction is unable to represent all the informatiOn reqUired to descnbe the control 
characteristics of a control element. Rather, the purpose of the control abstractIon as 
explained in §5.3.1.IIs to preserve SimpliCIty and enable control systems to be designed at a 
high level of abstractIon using state transItIon diagrams. The operatiOnal details for each 
control element are expressed as configurable control parameters. ThIs method allows the 
compleXity of the control to be hidden from the abstraction and provides a simple way to 
mollifY the properties of each automatIOn device. For example, the motor descnbed III the 
earlier example (FIgure 5.1) IS represented in Figure 5.8. The behaviour of the motor control 
element is described using a simple 2-state STD, however, ItS particular operatiOnal 
characteristics can be altered through the associated control parameters (I e., torque, speed, 
directIOn) 
Motor control 
Parameters 
torque, t 
speed, s 
dlrectton (CW. 
CCW) 
Figure 5.8 A control element and its control parameters 
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The control parameters can be classified as I) external conditions, 2) device-specific 
operatIOn parameters, and 3) hfecycle mfonnation 
External conditions 
External conditIOns associated With the state-transItions of the control elements (§5.3 l.l) are 
used to specify logical relatIOnships between control elements. These transitIOnal logic 
expressions typically involve the states of other control elements m vanous logical 
combinatIOns using logical AND and OR operators. 
An example of such a condition IS shown m Figure 5.9 usmg ladder logiC notatIOn. The 
external conditIOn IS expressed m Ce below. 
EuSe-. cam, I'robo Gwry Onl Se ....... 
01--1' __ iT" HOME RAISED OH I f-I --ll r--r----1 I--~--j 
. ..,-D. 
Figure 5.9 Example of an expression for external condition 
C, = { (Exit Sensor = OFF) AND 
(Clamp = RETRACTED) AND 
(Probe = HOME) AND 
(Gantry = RAISED) } AND 
{ (Drlll Sensor = ON) OR (Probe Sensor = ON) OR 
(Entry Sensor = ON) } 
The external conditIOns for a control element have to be re-configurable so that It can be 
altered after the control element has been developed Hence tlus expression has to be 
transfonned into a standard data structure as a control parameter of the control element. The 
expression can be transfonned mto Sum of Products (SOP) fonn, i e. consisting of product 
tenns that are summed Using tlus methodology, the external condition, C., IS seriahsed mto 
a standard canorucal fonnat. 
Ce={~s,n,m} 
where. 
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S = senalised external conditIOn using Canonical Sum of Product 
terms; 
n = all the variables (subscnbed states). 
m = total set of terms in the summation; 
Therefore, the logical expreSSIOn shown in Figure 5.9 can be re-expressed into a canomcal 
form as shown III Figure 5.10. 
C, = 
, 
I 
i~ __ 
{(Exll Sensor = OFF) AND (Clamp = RETRACTED) AND (Probe = 
HOME) AND (Gantry = RAISED) AND (Drill Sensor = ON) AND (Probe 
Sensor = DON'T CARE) AND (Entry Sensor = DON'T CARE) } 
OR 
{(EXIt Sensor = OFF) AND (Clamp = RETRACTED) AND (Probe = 
HOME) AND (Gantry = RAISED) AND (Drill Sensor = DON'T CARE) 
AND (Probe Sensor = ON) AND (Entry Sensor = DON'T CARE) } 
OR 
{(EXII Sensor = OFF) AND (Clamp = RETRACTED) AND (Probe = 
HOME) AND (Gantry = RAISED) AND (Drill Sensor = DON'T CARE) 
AND (Probe Sensor = DON'T CARE) AND (Entry Sensor = ON) } 
Figure 5.10 Serialising expressions into canonical Sum-oC-Product terms 
Thus, the canonical expression could be stored in a data structure as S, n and rn, where 
S = The senahsed canonical form of the conditIOn as shown III Table 
n = 
5.1 
7, consisting of Exit Sensor, Clamp, Probe, Gantry, DnIl Sensor, 
Probe Sensor and Entry Sensor respectively 
rn = 3, product terms 
Table 5.1 Serialised external condition 
ExlI Sensor - OFF 
Clamp = RETRACTED 
Probe-HOME 
Gantry ~ RAISED 
Drill Sensor = ON 
Probe Sensor = DON'T CARE 
Entry Sensor - DON'T CARE 
ExlI Sensor = OFF 
Clamp - RETRACTED 
Probe = HOME 
Gantry = RAISED 
Drill Sensor - DON'T CARE 
Probe Sensor - ON 
Entry Sensor = DON'T CARE 
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Exll Sensor = OFF 
Clam = RETRACTED 
Probe = HOME 
Gant = RAISED 
Drill Sensor = DON'T CARE 
Probe Sensor = DON'T CARE 
Ent Sensor = ON 
Usmg this transformatIOn, the external conditIOns for the control elements can be related to 
any logical combmation of the states of other control elements. This approach enables 
applicatIon behavIours to be created purely by mterlockmg individual control elements 
through defining the external conditIons for the control element transitions 
Device-specific operating parameters 
Device specific operating parameters are employed to enable the general behaviour of each 
control element to be represented as a fmite-state automata wlule allowing Its specific 
operatIonal propertIes to be expressed as a set of values. This allows the generic behaviour of 
each mstance of a given control element to be presented using the same state-transItIon 
diagram. The performance characteristics of the control element can be changed to suite 
particular system requirements by modifYing the parameters Without affectmg Its abstract 
control representatIOn. 
Lifecycle information 
The need for better maintenance support and hfecycle management has been widely 
explained [1I5-1I8] This can be achieved by makmg available informatIOn that IS 
associated With the product. The component-based approach can directly support 
maintenance and hfecycle management through the encapsulatIon of product mformation 
associated With each control element. Parhkad et al. have estabhshed a SUitable mformatlOn 
model that could support a product over its entIre lifecycle [117] (Figure 5 11). 
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I Product Information I 
I 
1 
Internal I External 
1 .I. 
• Design .nformatlon 
• Reliability Information • market Information 
- Disassembly Informallon • Legislative information 
- Production Informallon - Process related Information 
- Locahon Information - Corporate policies 
- Llfecycle mformatlon 
Figure 5.11 Product information identified for IifecycIe support [117) 
TIns infonnation can be classified into two types - static and dynarruc [1I 9] as shown in 
Table 52 The availability of such data With each control element would greatly facilitate 
marketmg, reliability analysIs, servicmg and prevenlive mamtenance as well as rudmg 
recycling [1I8] 
Table 5.2 Static and dynamic data [1191 
Static data 
Dynamic data 
• 
• 
Product specification 
Details of materials 
• Suppliers/Manufacturers 
• Configuration and options 
• Servicing instruction 
• End-of-lIfe information 
• 
• 
• 
Patterns of use 
Reliability InformatIOn (MTBF. MTTR) 
Error. failure history 
5.3.1.3 Control implementation 
The control elements Will not be delivered together With their source code, but as executable 
black boxes. The specifics of the control and execution of each element is encapsulated mto 
Its control unplementalion. EncapsulatIOn IS the process of hidmg the implementatIOn or 
code that dnves each control element. A user does not need to understand the 
implementation as he can access the functionality of the control element through the control 
abstraction and control parameterisation TIns effectively separates the ''what'' from the 
"how" [71]. The major advantage of encapsulatIOn lies in the control element's ability to 
accommodate changes m ItS Implementation without affectmg the application that uses the 
control element as long as the control abstractIOn and parruneterisation remains the srune. 
A control element implements the followmg essenlial functIOns: 
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1. ExecutIOn of the state machine. 
2. Invocation of actions or operations associated With each particular state 
3. Input/output (I/O) control of the automatIOn hardware 
4. Handling ofmachme operatmg modes (see §5 3.2). 
5 Error and fault handling. 
6. Lifecycle management and data acquisitIOn. 
This functions implementation are Jomtly responsible of determinmg the correct state of the 
control element during start-up, monitonng the mput network for valid external conditIOns 
associated With the current transition, publishmg the updated state of the control element to 
the network, and executmg the operatIOns associated with each state. The UML (united 
modellmg language) sequence diagram III Figure 5.12 shows a simplified view of the control 
implementatIOn. 
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5.3.2 Operating mode 
In order to fulfil the full range of activities necessary for the recovery, maintenance, set-up 
and operation of manufactunng automatIOn system, different modes of operatIOn need to be 
specified. The maclune operatmg modes determines how the automation system will respond 
to commands and operate m response to these commands. Typically, a manufacturmg 
automatIOn system can execute m three operatmg modes: 
• AUTOMATIC, 
• STEP, and 
• MANUAL 
The behaviour of the system III each mode is summarised below III Table 5 3. 
Machine 
operating 
mode 
Table 5.3 Operating mode of a manufacturing automation system 
System behaviour Operator command 
AUTOMATIC Operation of the system IS earned out The operator is unable to 
STEP 
MANUAL 
automatically accordlllg to the Illfluence the sequence of 
specified applicatIOn behavIOur 
Without the need for intervention 
from the operator. 
the operation or command 
individual automation 
elements. 
The system operates III the control The operator is reqUired to 
sequence as III AUTOMATIC mode. Issue a "STEP 
However, the system will pause after FORWARD" command to 
each control sequence and wait for instruct the system to 
the operator's confirmation before carry out the subsequent 
proceedlllg to the next operation automatic operation. 
sequence. 
There IS no predefined operatIOnal 
sequence in this mode. The system 
The operator can move 
individual automation 
operates upon specific commands devices to the deSIred 
Issued by the operator. However, the state 
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movement of the physical automatIOn 
devices (I.e., actuators and drives) are 
protected by manual Interlock logic 
which prevent the operator from 
moving the automation devices Into 
potentially undesired state which 
could cause physical damage to the 
physical devices. 
In the component-based system, the control elements would response to each operatmg mode 
as follow: 
• In the AUTOMATIC mode, all control elements in the system cycle continuously through 
their states as long as the conditIOns are sausfied. TIus IS the nonnal production mode 
when the system is operatmg correctly and no human intervention is required. 
• In STEP mode, the control elements will not cycle automaUcally between their states. 
They stop at the state where the next tranSItIOn requires an external conilltIOn and wait 
for the operator to issue a 'STEP FORWARD' command before evaluaUng the external 
conditIOns and then advance to the next state if the transitIOn is enabled. 
• MANUAL mode allows the operator to exert the maxlffium control on the system. This 
operatmg mode is nonnally used for system recovery. In the MANUAL mode, the 
operator can set any control element to any state as long as the interlock conditions 
perrrut. Nonnally, to recover a system to Its lrutlal state, the operator will press and hold 
a 'RETURN TO INITIAL pOSitIOn' button, which issues a control commands to instruct 
all control elements to return to their pre-configured initial posItion based on their 
manual mterlocks. 
5.3.3 Classification of basic control elements 
A component-based manufacturing automation system defined With tlns research can be bUilt 
around four broad classes of control elements: device control elements, process control 
elements, operator control elements and service control elements. Each of these is 
responSible for one functIOnal aspect of the automation control, i.e., actuating/sensing, 
logical computation, human machine interface and safety monitonng. 
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Device control elements directly interact with the physical manufacturing environment. 
They compnse of manufactunng hardware such as actuators and sensors used to perfonn 
manufacturing operations on the production parts and translate physical changes m the 
manufactunng environment mto control feedback. 
Process control elements assist in the manufactunng control by providmg lOgical 
computatIOn capabilities to the system, e g, timers, counters, binary flip-flop etc. Unlike 
deVice control elements, process control elements do not mteract directly with the phYSical 
manufacturing enVIronment (via actuators and sensors). Example of process control elements 
mclude common elements such as timers for provuimg delays in control applications and 
bznary jlip-jlops to latch the state of the system after certain operatIOns have been perfonned 
by the device control elements The STD representations of the timer and binary flip-flop 
elements are shown m FigtUe 5 13. 
TImer parameters 
tIme delay. T" 
extemal cOfl(iltlon , L----1-----''-'--
, 
~------- ---resell/mer 
Timer binary flip-flop 
Figure 5.13 Examples of process control element 
Operator control elements provide an interface for human operators to influence the 
manufactunng process, such as startmg or stoppmg the automation systems, changmg the 
operating mode of the system or manually controllmg the device control elements. An 
operator IS able to control the operatmg mode of the machine through the HMI control 
element. The control elements for the operatmg mode and operating commands are 
Illustrated in FIgtUe 5.14. 
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MANUAL 
Operating mode 
--~ - -"~-
Operabng command 
Figure 5.14 The HMI control element 
Service control elements are normally used to control and monitor safety deVices such as 
safety gates and access locks to ensure that the safety of the system is not vIOlated dunng Its 
operation. As the control of the system IS distnbuted amongst the phYSical components, there 
needs to be a way to ensure that all components are operating correctly. Hence, the service 
control element(s) also perform a morutonng role checkmg the heartbeat of every component 
to ensure the 'health' of all the components and the control integrity of the complete system. 
A detail descriptIOn of the functIOn of such service element IS described in the next chapter 
(§6.2 in page llO). 
Figure 5 15 shows the classification of control elements and provides examples for each 
class of control element. Examples of production control elements have already been 
illustrated in prevIOus sections (see Figure 5 3, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5 8). 
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timer safely 
counter 
sequential cycle 
operation mode 
operating 
command 
health check 
linear actuator 
(4 states) 
rotary actuator 
(2 states) 
multl-posllIonal servo 
dnves 
binary sensor 
(2 states) 
anlogue sensor 
Figure 5.15 Classification of control elements 
5.4 SPECIFICATION OF A RUNTIME COMPONENT 
A component has been established in §4.5 2 as a basIc urut comprismg of physical as well as 
software constituents. 
5.4.1 Physical constituent 
A component is a physical modular urut consisting of a nucroprocessor, interface electronics 
and the automation device. Figure 5.16 shows the physical representation of a component. 
The nucroprocessor is required to. 
• Execute the control applicatIOn that has been loaded into the code space. 
• ProVide mputJoutput (I/O) operatIOns to the hardware device which It IS controllmg 
• Access the non-volatile local configuratIOn data for storage and retrieval of 
component parameters 
• ProVide and manage commurucatlOn WIth other components in a peer-to-peer fashIOn 
m a dlstnbuted control network Without the need for a central controller 
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I • physical mteractlOn 
Manufactunng Environment 
Figure 5.16 Physical constituent of a control component 
A component contains one or more physiCal automation devices. These are actuatmg and 
sensmg devices that mteract and perform work m the manufacturmg enVll"onment. The 
interfacmg electromcs are used to conrutIOn and translate the output control signals from the 
controller to the automation device and the mput signals from the device to the controller. 
5.4.2 Software constituent 
The software constituent provides the service perspective as well as the functIOnal 
modulanty aspect of the component Logically, a component contains one or more control 
elements. The control elements are used to represent and unplement the lOgical control 
behaviour of a component usmg the concept prevIOusly detailed m §5 3. The ImplementatIOn 
specifics of the control element are embedded mto the component and executed by the 
component's local computing hardware It cannot be directly accessed or mvoked externally. 
When deployed mto the nmtime envll"onment, each control element is able to execute 
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autonomously by observing the states of other components m the system and IS able to 
decide when It should invoke operations based on pre-configured interlock parameters. 
The basis of the component-based approach IS to enable the reuse of understandable 
components by reducing the learning curve associated With understanding and utilising the 
component [120]. This can be achieved through the employment of a standard logIcal 
interface to facIlitate component mtegration and the use of abstractIOn to selectIVely hide 
component details so that the essential functionality of each component can be easily 
conveyed to component users. 
5.4.2.1 Network interface 
Operallon mode 
Operallon 
command 
External conditions 
Parameterbalion 
P~rilt11e\lln~(ltlon 
Component .latu. 
, .... 
Error 
Component 
Figure 5.17 Network interfaces of a component 
Components communicate with one another via theIr network interfaces A component has a 
number of mput and output network interfaces (FIgure 5.17) A component commurncates 
With others by sendmg uniillrectional event messages through the output network interfaces 
and receivmg event updates from others through the input network interfaces. 
CommurncatlOn channels can be established by logically connecting the output network 
interfaces of one component to the input network interfaces of other components. This 
enables a component (subscriber) to receive event updates or other network messages from 
any components (publisher) to which communication relationslnps have been established. 
Communication channels are not specified during component development, i e, the 
component developers do not know who will be the senders and receivers of network 
messages. 
The mput and output network mterfaces that are defined for a component are sUlllffiansed in 
Table 5.4 
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Table 5.4 Input and output network interface of a component 
Network interface Direction Description 
Operation mode In This network interface IS connected to the 
operator console to set the operating mode that 
the component will be executmg. 
Operatmg 
command 
Component status 
State 
In 
Out 
Out 
Tlus network interface is connected to the 
operator console to receive operatmg commands 
(e g "START", "STOP", "SINGLE STEP") 
from the operator 
This broadcasts the status of the component to 
the operator console The component status 
message is generated periodically to ensure that 
the component is still "onlme" and phYSically on 
the network. If the console falls to receive a 
"heartbeat" update from the component after a 
certain penod of time, either the component IS 
not workmg or the phySICal network connection 
has been broken. In such cases, the operator 
console Will react accordingly, either to notifY 
the operator through the console or to stop the 
system Immediately, dependmg on the seventy 
of the problem. 
The state of the control element IS broadcast 
through this network mterface. Tlus network 
mterface is used to connect to the 'External 
condition' network mterface of other 
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External conditions 
Error 
ParametensatlOn 
5.4.2.2 Logical abstraction 
In 
Out 
In 
components. 
TIns network interface IS connected to the 
"State" output network mterface of other 
interlocked control elements. The control 
element receives the current states of other 
elements through this network interface. 
Whenever a new update is receIved, the 
component wIll evaluate the current transition to 
deterrnme if the transItion IS enabled and It can 
proceed to the subsequent state. 
TIns network interface IS used to send the error 
status of the control element and is connected to 
the operator console to mform the operator 
about the current faults and errors of the 
components 
TIns network mterface IS used for the system 
integrator to access and mollity the control 
parameters for each control element System 
integrators are able to modity these control 
parameters VIa a SUItable network management 
tool. 
Since a component IS encapsulated, which means it can only be accessed via defIned 
mterfaces, It must furnish mformation about Itself that IS suffiCIent to allow the component 
integrator to adequately UIlderstand It. The encapsulated behaviour may deal WIth complex 
control dynanucs that reqUIre special Imowledge and expertise from the component 
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developer, as wen as functIOnality that may enhance the capabilities of the component, e g. 
error dIagnostics, predictive and preventative mamtenance or life-cycle data acqUiSition. 
However, tins behavIOur should be sUitably abstracted to enable the component mtegrator to 
focus on the application development Without needing to concern about the details 
Components are abstracted into a set of STDs and a set of configuratIOn parameters for each 
control element. This abstraction provides suffiCient informatIOn for the component 
integrator to develop a component-based system The STD proVides a genenc descnption of 
the control element By definmg the external conditions associated Wlth each control 
element, the system deSigner impliCitly creates the application behaviour for the control 
system Details of the operational characteristics of the components are speCified through 
modltymg the configuratIOn parameters of their respective control elements (§5 3 1.2). 
Figure 5.1 8 shows an abstracted view of a component. This IS the view that Wln be used m 
the engmeenng envrronment for the system integrator to define and develop system control 
behavIOur by interlocking the control elements. 
I-I 
I 
Figure 5.18 An abstracted view of a component 
5.5 SUMMARY OF A COMPONENT 
The concept of the component dIscussed m this chapter is sU1llffiansed m a UML (Unified 
modelling language) diagram [121] in Figure 5.19. 
Physically, a component is made up of the computmg hardware, mterfacmg electronics and 
associated automatIOn devices. The control behaviour of the component IS represented by 
logical software objects denoted as control elements The behavIOur of each control element 
is governed by a firute state machine, wJuch compnses of a finite number of states, 
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transitions and their associated conditIOns. Each control element publishes Its states, status 
and heartbeat through the component output interfaces, and monitors the states of other 
elements and receives operatmg mode and commands through the network input. 
r-f Computing 
hardware 
r component! Hardware 1- InterfaCIng 
electroniCS 
L Automabon 
d~ 
1 Software 1- , Interface' L Output 6 
L' I Configurallon 1 ~. 
parameters coo""'l Elements Input b 
, ,-- , I, I, I, 
1 Stale 11 Status I I Heartbeat I 
I Operabng I I Operatmg I 
"", Command 
r 1 I 
, 
, - L 4 Operabons -, I Transitions I 
, . 
I Cond.lJon. 
Internal I I conditions I External condltroos 
I 
Figure 5.19 Specification of a compouent 
OperatIOns are mvoked when a control element enters a new state. The operatIOn can be a 
local I/O operation affecting the physical manufactunng environment, or logical 
computational functions. The conditions for the transition of the state of the control element 
consist of mternal or external conditIOns. Internal conditions are related to local control 
feedback or internal computational events. External conditions are related to the states of 
other components The control behaviour of the components can be configured through their 
configuration parameters. 
The component exposes its functionality and properties through the network interfaces and 
configuration parameters. Based on the logical abstractIOn of the component, the system 
applicatIOn can be developed by interlocking a number of control elements of the 
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components and configuring the operational charactenstIcs of each component via the 
configuratIOn parameters. 
5.6 SERVICE REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPONENT DEPLOYMENT 
This sectIOn proposes a set of runtime selVlces and requirements to support and enforce the 
execution of the component-based manufacturing system. 
5.6.1 Deployment of components 
5.6.1.1 Mapping of components to physical space 
One of the cntical phases m contemporary component-based software engineering involves 
the mappmg of logical software components to physical resources, i.e, to processing and 
data storage resources. Non-functional issues have to be taken mto consideration, e g. how 
long does It take to execute the software applIcation within each component and how much 
memory It requIres. Such non-functIOnal issues cannot be neglected, particularly m the 
automation control domain where such a system has to satls/)' real-time reqUIrements and is 
subject to physical constrams such as lmuted processmg power, memory and communication 
bandwidth [96]. Therefore, consideration has to be taken to ensure that each component does 
not consume too many resources, thereby adversely affectmg the perfonnances of the others. 
However, this issue IS not cntIcal in the component-based approach proposed in this 
research. This is because the component here has pre-defined physICal resources (I.e., control 
and processmg, memory) within the component boundary that are not acceSSible to other 
components (Figure 5.20). Thus, a component can only consume the resources allocated to It 
dunng component development phase. Hence, the perfonnance of the component is 
mdependent of that of the other components. TIns characteristIc IS important in 
manufachmng automatIOn system as It aids reusabilIty and SimplIfies system mtegratIon. 
Systems can be developed and implemented WithOUt the need to conduct typical distributed 
systems perfonnance analysis such as load balancmg to ensure the system can deliver the 
expected operational throughput. 
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Figure 5.20 Relationships between logical and physical aspects of component development 
5.6.1.2 Electrical interconnection 
In order to adhere to the establIshed safety reqUIrements of the industnal control systems, the 
electncal power provided to the component has to be classified into two zones - a control 
zone and dnve zone (Figure 5.21). 
commUnJC<Jtlon network 
. 
1 I 
! - - --- - - , Network communication i 
~/~ ----------
j Conlig~~IJ~ 11 -~~ -- 1 
data appUcatlon 
'- - ---- -------
-
-
- --- - I 
i Local app~caUon controller I I 
---
------
-
--
-- --~
110 controller i 
--- ---
- -
Distributed Controller 
I Interfacing electronics , I I Hardware deVice (actuator. sensor) I 
J E·STOP 
automation component , ... drive voltage /1 
71 
" 
H control voltage 
" 
Figure 5.21 Control power and drive zones 
The control zone supplies the power for the microprocessor m the components. The dnve 
zone supplies power for the mterfacmg electronics and the phYSical automatIOn device If 
required, The supply is connected m series to the emergency stop (E-stop) push buttons 
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located throughout the physIcal plant to enable the supply to be msconnected dunng 
emergency sItuations When E-Stop is actIvated, the supply power to the dnve zone IS 
dIsconnected physically. This actIOn wIll stop all operatIOn of the automation equipment. 
However, the control supply remaInS connected to enable the nucroprocessors to contInue to 
momtor the devIces and coilect dIagnostic InformatIOn. 
5.6.2 Communication service and requirements 
5.6.2.1 Logical interconnection of components 
The component-based approach proposed In thIS research enforces a clear dIstinctIOn 
between component development and component configuratIOn. Component providers can 
develop components independently WIthout requIring any lmowledge about the 
configurations in winch their components would be used. On the other hand, component 
Integrators who make use of the pre-developed components to implement theIr 
manufactunng automation systems are not pernutted to change the Internals of the 
components. As the components provides a set of predefined, configurable services through 
theIr predefIned network interfaces, the component Integrators would be able to bUIld their 
system applIcation using these components by modifyIng the configuratIon parameters of 
each components to suit the applIcation needs and establIshIng network commUnIcatIOn 
relationships between the components 
Components communicate via theIr network Interfaces. By connecting the appropriate 
component's output network Interfaces to the Input network interfaces of other components, 
network commUnIcation re1ationslnps are speCIfied This binding of network variables is 
performed during system commlssIOmng phase. When two interfaces are bound, values 
generated from the output network interfaces are transmitted to the receIVIng Input network 
interfaces. The network bIndIng of the example dIscussed in §52.2.2 (FIgure 5.5) IS shown 
In Figure 5 22. 
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A component has no knowledge of 'who' IS the intended recipIent of Its network data dunng 
the component development phase. TIns knowledge is specified after the component IS 
delivered to the user (the machIne bUIlder m tlus case), who wIll engineer the automatIOn 
system by specitying the mterlocks. Therefore, the control system that implements tlus 
component-based approach must have the capabIlity of performing late bmdmi - the 
process of logIcally mterconnectmg components' output network interfaces (the data 
producer) to targeted components mput network mterfaces (the data consumer) after the 
components have been developed. Late bindmg allows the connectmg of components that 
are completely unaware of each other TIns process IS typIcally performed dunng the system 
mstallatIon and comnusslOn. Such connectIon mformatlOn, together with the configuratIon 
parameters, wIll be downloaded to the components usmg a suitable network management 
tool. 
l The teno 'late bmdmg' IS commonly used m component-based software development Bmdmg IS a process 
of mvokmg functIOn calls of other software components Late bmdmg allows the exact property or method of 
the targeted software components that is bemg mvoked by a software programme to be determmed at run 
hme, hence removmg the need for such mformahon to be defined and compIled mto the programme dunng 
development phase In the context of th,S theSIS, late bmdmg refers to the process of establIshmg the mter-
communtcatlOn relatIOnshIp between the automaMn components after these components have been 
developed and Implemented 
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5.6.2.2 Communication services 
Manufacturing automatIOn systems that adopt the component-based, distributed network 
approach has uruque communicatIon reqUirements. The commUl1lcation services must meet 
the followmg cntena: 
• Determimstlc delIvery. Data must be delivered to the intended recipient Within a 
finite amount of time. 
• Reliable transmission. Data frame that is corrupted must be discarded and resend 
within a defirute tIme lmllt. 
• SelectIve degradatIon [122}. The slowmg down or failing of a data producer 
(publisher) should not affect the recIpient receivmg data from other producers 
• Robustness [122}. The communicatIOn layer should not introduce any single-node 
points-of-faIlure to the local control applicatIOn. 
• Efficiency [122}. Only minimum delays should be introduced mto the data-transfer 
path. 
• Event based. Data transmission must be event-based rather than cyclIcal to so that 
additIonal components can be added to the system in the future WIthOut creatmg a 
Significant overhead to the system and therefore degrading the overall network 
performance of the system Event-based data transnussion also places a lower stress 
on the network throughput by sending data only in an "as-need" baSIS. 
5.6.2.3 Communication models 
TIns section characterises the system communication needs. In a component-based system, 
the informatIOn transnutted from the source to the target components is often event data of 
short length. Any component in the system can potentially be the producer as well as the 
consumer of data. The communicatIOn relationsInp can often be qUite complex with 
potentially hundreds of components mteracting over a network. There is no clear distmction 
between components as sole data producers (servers) or data consumers (clients). However, 
most communication models are not SUitable for tins communication concept as they are 
largely client-server based characterised by a network resource (the server) that other 
network nodes (clients) access to get data or mvoke functIOns [123] (see Figure 5.23). 
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Examples of popular clIent-server commUnICatIOn models mclude MIcrosoft's Dlstnbuted 
Common Object Model (DCOM) and Common Object Request Broker Architecture 
(CORBA) Such models are not sUltable for "data-centnc" type apphcatIOn that characterises 
the component-based system m tlus research. In tlus context the traditIonal chent-server 
model IS inefficient, reqUlred a Jugh network bandwidth and leads to unnecessanly complex 
system deSIgns and degraded networkmg performance [123]. 
b Peer-to-peer 
~ Empon~ '-,. E~n~ Emp~n~ \ I 
ObJed-centnc 
Many to one 
Practical v.tIen data IS centralised 
ill-SUited for peer-Io-peer 
communlcatlOO 
Data cantne 
Data producerl data consumer 
Many to Many 
No chenVselVer distinction 
Figure 5.23 a) Client-server communication model [123[ vs. b) Peer-to-peer communication model 
5.6.2.4 Available communication standards 
Available communicatIOn standards that support the requirements of the peer-to-peer 
distnbuted commUnIcation model are Innited: 
• NODS ™ (network data rnstnbuted servIce) from Real-Tune InnovatIOns is a real-time 
pubhsh-subscnbe communicatIOn middleware deSIgned pnmary for one-to-many data-
distributIOn requirements [122, 124] In this model, an applIcatIOn publIshes data and 
subscnbes to data. Publishers and subscnbers are decoupled from each other, both 
publishers and subscnbers do not have knowledge of the destinatIon and source of the 
data respectIvely. This enables the developer to write application to send or receIve the 
data Without knowing explIcitly the receIver or producer of the data ThIs specIficatIOn IS 
now an adopted standard by OMG (Object Management Group) [125] 
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• LonTalk protocol is another network data wstnbution specIfication that provides the 
capablhties for peer-to-peer conunumcatlOn arclutecture [58]. The protocol provides a set 
of services that allow the application program rn a device to send and receive messages 
from other devICes over the network without knowledge of the topology of the network 
or the names, addresses, or functions of other devices. 
5.6.3 Dynamic parameterisation 
The simplicity of the component-based approach IS enabled through the use of configuratIOn 
parameters to lude the Implementation complexity. Even the most basic component can 
require a considerable amount of configuratIOn data rn order to customise its behaviour for a 
particular control applicatIOn Hence, the control network which implements the component-
based concept reqUires the capability to access and modifY the parameters dynanucally after 
the component has been developed. Typically, the configuration of components is carned out 
via the network using a network management tool This task has to be performed WIthout 
affecting the rest of the system so that new components can be added or existrng component 
modified with as httle Impact on the existrng components as pOSSible. 
5.7 COMPONENT-BASED DESIGN PATTERNS 
Component-based systems result from the adoptIOn of a component-based design strategy -
a lugh-Ievel design pattern descnbed by the types of components rn a system and their 
patterns of rnteractlOn [87, 126]. The design and development strategy proposed rn this 
research is depicted graphically rn Figure 5 24 
In tlus approach, components do not eXist as software functIOns in development environment 
(as rn software component), but as an integrated part of the deployed system, where each 
component has a software·based logical ImplementatIOn as well as a phYSical rntegratlOn 
unit. Components implementation IS encapsulated through a set of control elements which 
expose the abstracted control behavIOur through state transition wagrams. Via these state 
transition diagrams, mterlocks can be defined to couple the components control behavIOur 
together. Interlockmg the components produces the speCific application behaviour for the 
system. The component mterlocks thus form the application "glue-code" (§4.2.2.2) that 
logically connect these components together The interlocks, as well as other particular 
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characterisations of the component are downloaded as configuration parameters to the 
runtime components. 
A component implements network interfaces. It is through these network interfaces that the 
components interact with one another. The interfaces form certain obligations or contracts 
which ensure that independently developed components can interact in pre-defined ways and 
can be deployed into a standard runtime environment. 
Component abstraction 
Component logical connection 
(Physical) Component deployment 
Figure 5.24 Component-based design pattern 
System 
application 
development 
Component 
configuration 
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5.8 ACTIVITIES OF STAKEHOLDERS IN THE IMPLEMENTATION 
OF COMPONENT-BASED SYSTEMS 
The component-based approach is able to provide distinct roles for the stakeholders. As 
illustrated in Figure 5.25, the activities of the component supplier, machine builder and end-
user centre on the component architecture and framework defmed in the previous section. 
The component suppliers are chiefly responsible in developing and implementing their 
components. In addition to providing the control equipment, they have the added 
responsibilities of integrating the controller, providing the local control applications and 
packaging them into a product which is ready to be deployed into the targeted system. The 
component suppliers also provide the component abstraction and logical network interface 
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description for the component user, i.e., machine builder and end-user. The machine builders 
integrate the components into the system and then develop the application logic for the 
system using the components' abstract views. The resultant system is then installed and 
commissioned - configuration parameters are loaded into the components and network 
connections are established based on the interlock specification. 
component 
supplier 
jltegrate and interconnect 
physical components 
machine builder (mechanicaV 
instalation) 
component: physical vJew 
provide component . 
abstraction 
component: abstract view 
machine builder (controVsystem 
maintenance) 
~~~ ~ 
e\'" 
• _1\,): ~.,;~(\\~ end user (maintenance 
. ~'3\'V ,.D~ engineer) ~\'" CP"v· 
• instatVcomission system ~ 
-
component: logical view 
component: Internal 
implementation 
machine builder (commissioner) 
Figure 5.25 View model of components and their usage 
A clear distinction between component specification (what it does) and component 
implementation (how it does it) ensures the lowest degree of dependency between the 
components so that replacement of a component has the minimum impact to the composed 
system. This distinction is crucial as consumers of a component should only be dependent on 
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the specIficatIOn of that component Any dependency on Its implementation will mean that 
the applicatIOn IS likely to faIl when the component IS upgraded or replaced [85]. 
5.9 SUMMARY 
This chapter descnbed the specificatIOn and implementation of the component that has been 
established m Chapter 4. A component has physical as well as logical constituents It 
comprises of the automatIOn device, a local nncroprocessor, and ItS interfacmg electrorucs. 
The logical behaviour of the component IS represented by control elements, which can be 
shown as snnple state-transition diagrams Illustratmg the finite-state behaviour of each 
control element Components mteract With one another through well-defmed network 
mterfaces and are configurable through configuration parameters which modify their speCific 
operational charactenstlcs as well as their interlock relatIOnships With other components 
(tranSitions). It IS through the configuratIOn of interlocks that the application logic for the 
component-based automatIOn system IS defmed. 
The specificatIOn for the component has been presented. The services and requirements for 
the implementation and deployment of the component have also been speCified The chapter 
finally discussed the new roles and responSibilities of the stakeholders m the deSign and 
development of manufacturing automation system based on the approach. 
The next chapter of the thesis Will discuss how a component-based manufacturing 
automation system IS deSigned and implemented. 
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COMPONENT-BASED MANUFACTURING 
AUTOMATION SYSTEM 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The earher chapters of this thesis have developed the component concept and specified how 
an automation component can be designed, developed and deployed in the automatIOn 
system. This chapter is concerned with the development, implementatIOn and operatIOn of 
the component-based manufacturing automatIOn system (CB-MAS). In thiS chapter, a CB-
MAS system structure is proposed. The IlltegratlOn framework (§4.62) that IS required to 
support the design, implementation and operation of the CB-MAS is further elaborated. Use-
case scenanos are used to descnbe how the mtegration framework IS able to facilitate the 
engineering actlVltles involved in the development, implementation and operation of the CB-
MAS. 
6.2 LOGICAL SYSTEM STRUCTURE 
It has been recognised that lnerarchlcal decomposition can divide the compleXity of a system 
mto more manageable subsystems [127]. Although the component-based manufactllring 
automation system descnbed here is based on a heterarclncal dtstnbuted control and 
communicatIOn arclntecture, a hierarclncal structure is adopted for system composition. 
The CB-MAS is composed of subsystems, modules and components arranged III a 
lnerarchical structl1re as Illustrated in Figure 6.1. Any complete, standalone machine IS 
defined as a system. The shop floor of a typical automated manufactllring faclhty would 
consist of a number of such systems, wluch can operate independently of one another. 
A system contains of one or more subsystems. A subsystem typically corresponds with a 
manufactunng umt that provides a speCific manufactllnng process to the system. For 
instance, an assembly work-cell m an assembly plant, or a milhng station III a transfer-hne 
machine. A subsystem IS a complete control unit contaming the essential hardware and 
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control functionality for operatIOnal control (e g. startmg/stopping the control executIOn and 
changmg the machine operating mode) plus safety and error handling. 
system 1 
(mach,ne) 
1 . 
1 
sub-syst~m 
0 . I 
~ 1 module 
l' 1 . 1 . I -------, 
I 1 I 
I component I I I I I 
I 1 . I I I I I control I I 
I element I 
I I , 
Figure 6.1 CB-MAS logical system structure 
A subsystem IS made up of modules or components. Modules are logical orgamsatIOns of 
components based on the aggregate functionality they provIde. The mtention of grouping 
components mto modules is to enable the orgamsatIOn of the control functIOnality reqUIred 
for reusable mechatroruc units to facIlitate efficient system design and engineering. Indeed 
CB-MAS modules have an optional 3D-model representatIon to enable their special inter-
relatIonships among mechatronic uruts to be defmed and visualised using VRML (vIrtual 
reality modelling language). (TIns work is beyond the scope of this thesIs and IS elaborated 
in reference [102, 103]). For example, in Figure 6.2, the pick-and-place module commonly 
used m assembly automation contains a y-axis component to operate a horizontal gantry, a z-
axis component to control the raisingllowering of a vertical arm, and a gripper component to 
grip/release the work pIece. Modules and components can be further grouped together to 
form super modules (e.g. the pIck-and-place module can be expanded by combirung WIth a 
x-aXIS component to form a three-axis plck-and-place module). 
Components form the basic phYSICal bUIldmg blocks of the system. LOgIcal functions of each 
component are descnbed using control elements based on the concepts previously dIscussed 
m Chapter 5 (§5.3). 
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Figure 6.2 Grouping components into a pick-and-place module 
In order to ensure integnty, reliability and controllabIlity at subsystem level, mandatory 
components have to be installed for each subsystem to provIde system dIagnostic and control 
functIOns At the mmimum level, a component denoted as "subsystem component' IS 
required. It consists of two control elements, operator console and subsystem monitor, as 
shown in FIgure 6 3. The operator console element acts as an interface between the user and 
the control system The specIficatIOn of the operator console IS based on operational 
requirements from §5.33. It enables the user to set the operatmg mode (AUTOMATIC, 
MANUAL or SINGLE STEP) for the subsystem and Issue operatmg commands vIa a set of 
hardware sWItches. Tlus provides a mmimum degree of user control of the subsystem m the 
runtime environment. A full sUIte of control and visualisatIOn functions is avaIlable from the 
HMI client located in the HMI envIronment [100, 101] whIch WIll be briefly descnbed m 
§6.3. The operator console element also morutors the safety switches (such as E-stops, 
safety guards etc) and wIll halt the machine operatIons whenever any of the safety condItions 
are VIOlated. If an error occurs, dnve power wIll be dIsconnected as descnbed in (§5.6.1.2). 
:::J t:: 
Operator 
console 
Component status :::J_ C 
Subsystem 
monitor 
Subsystem 
Figure 6.3 A "subsystem component" 
Operabon mode 
Operation 
command 
State 
Error 
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The subsystem-monitor control element momtors the status of the components to ensure that 
they are online (I e., physically attached to the network and are sendlng/receivmg network 
messages through their network mterfaces). In the event that a component has been brought 
omme due to the frulure of Its local processor or disconnecbon of the communicalion cable, 
the subsystem-monitor will lime-out. Consequently, all components within the subsystem 
wIll be Instructed Via the operator console to either stop immediately or at the end of a 
predefined cycle, dependmg on the crilicality of the error. The error message will be 
propagated through the error output network mterface to the HMI, which will translate into 
appropriate error and dlagnoslic messages to alert the operator [10 1]. 
Components can be interlocked across subsystems. Hence, components wltlun different 
subsystems can operate m different operating modes wlulst slill mamtaining a coupled 
relatlOnslup 
6.3 INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK FOR C8-MAS 
6.3.1 Overview 
It has already been mtroduced in Chapter 4 (§46.2) that the CB-MAS IS made up of four 
main environments (runtune, engmeenng, visualisation and HMI) and an underlymg 
common data environment as shown m Figure 6 4. 
6.3.1.1 The runtime environment 
The runtime environment represents the physical automation system compnsmg of physical 
deployment of autornalion components (CB-MAS) as descnbed In tlus thesIs (see Chapter 
5). As illustrated m Figure 6.5, the system is segmented into subsystems. The components 
are distnbuted over the subsystems and are physically connected to a distnbuted control 
network wluch enables them to commumcate With one another In a peer-to-peer fashion 
Each subsystem also Includes a mandatory component, the subsystem component, which 
contains a HMI console for providing baSIC operator interface functions for controlling the 
system and maintainS the safety and integnty at subsystem level (see §6 2). 
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Figure 6.4 CB-MAS environments 
Subsystems can be mstalled in the same physical network segment or connected together via 
a sUitable network router, bridge or switch to segment the network traffic and thus Improve 
network throughput if necessary. The runtune enviromnent is connected to a control network 
interface, wluch provides a commurucatlOn channel between the control network m the 
enviromnent and the common data enVIromnent. In most cases, the common data 
enviromnent and other environments (1 e , engmeering, visualisatIon and HMI) communicate 
Via the EthernetlInternet network. Therefore, the control network interface physically isolates 
the runtune enVIronment from the Ethernet network and ensures that the performance of the 
control network wIll not be directly affected by the applications executing Via the Ethernet 
network. Dynamic data (e g., states, errors and operator control messages) IS captured by the 
control network interface and propagated to the common data environment. 
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Figure 6.5 RuntIme Environment 
The HMI console, wluch IS implemented m the subsystem component, provides only baSIC 
control functionalIty for an operator, e.g., changing the operatmg mode of the system, 
starting and stopping the system, and to reset/irutIalise the system. The complete 
functionalIty for the control and operation of the automation system is available from the PC-
based HMIs from the HMI environment. These HMIs display the status of the automation 
operation as well as any fault and diagnostic messages associated With the components. The 
operator Will be able to control and manipulate the system from local HMIs located in the 
productIOn shop floor. Users can also passively monitor and diagnose the automation system 
through the remote HMI. However, the safe execution of the components in the runtIme 
environment is not dependant on the HMI environment. In the event of failure of the 
EthernetlInternet network, the operator can stdl rely on the local HMI console (within the 
subsystem component) to provide baSIC operational control over the automation system. 
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6.3.1.2 The engineering environment 
The process of system design, compOSItion and apphcation development is conducted in the 
engineering enVIronment [104] The composItion of CB-MAS systems is performed witlun 
the engmeering envIronment via a system View containing a hierarchical tree structure hstmg 
the reqUIred subsystems, modules, components and control elements. System application 
lOgic IS defined m the abstract view by specIfying the external condItions of each control 
element in the respective state-transItIOn diagram. The logical view shows the logIcal 
connections of the component network mterfaces The engmeermg enVIronment contams a 
logic SImulation engme for SImulating the state-transItion behaVIOur of the control elements 
6.3.1.3 The visualisation environment 
The VIsualisation enVIronment enables the user to analyse the system and study ItS behavIOur 
from multiple views. The tlmmg diagram shows a graplucal history of the system states The 
abstract view shows the abstracted control behaviour of the control elements using a state-
tranSItIOn diagram and lughhghts the current state of each control element and the interlocks 
that are currently active. The system can also be Viewed through a 3D VRML (VIrtual reality 
modelling language) [128] model representation [102, 103] The VRML model can reflect 
the current state of the system and animate the behaviour of the system. It is important to 
appreciate that tlus virtual models, m common WIth the other VIews m the visualisation 
enVIronment, does not possess any control logic associated with ItS behaviour Arumation of 
the virtual components is dnven according to the state information propagated from the 
blackboard Therefore, the VIews provided by the visualisatIOn environment reflect 
accurately the state of the system at that particular point in time. 
6.3.1.4 The human machine interface (HMI) environment 
The HMI (human machme mterface) environment [101] enables the operator to interact with 
the system. The HMI is based on HTML (hyper-text modellmg language) and can be VIewed 
in any standard Internet browser. The HMI can be automatically generated from the system 
database. 
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6.3.1.5 The common data environment 
Underlymg the four mam environments is the common data environment. The core elements 
of the common data environment are the component hbraries, system database and a 
blackboard system. The component hbranes store the component engmeenng and 
VisualisatIOn data provided by the component supphers. It is also used to store the abstract 
descriptIOn of common components or modules so that they can be reused for other projects. 
The system database contams all system related data that IS required to support the CB-MAS 
through Its entire lifecycle. The blackboard system is employed as a common data area for 
access and update of dynanuc system data [129]. The name "blackboard" comes from the 
metaphor of a number of experts from different domains standing around a physical 
blackboard, workmg together to solve a problem. The experts each observe the contents on 
the blackboard and make changes when theIr particular expertise is needed [130, 131]. 
ApplicatIOn tools within each environment assess and update the mformation in the 
blackboard according to the execution scenano The use of a blackboard system physically 
and logically decouples the environments, enablmg them to be dlstnbuted geographically 
over the Ethemet network where required according to speCific use case scenarios, such as 
remote morutoring or debugging 
The segmentation of apphcation tools mto the four environments and the use of common 
data environment to mtegrate them together ensure the independency of each environment. 
In manufactIrring automatIOn, many diverse, specialised knowledge representations are 
reqUIred to suit the needs of vanous engmeenng partners and stakeholders. The use of 
common data environment enables such representations to be provided whIlst mmirrusing 
inaccuracy whIch could be mtroduced dunng data translation and transformatIOn. 
6.3.2 Use case scenarios 
The mtegration and mteraction of the environments IS illustrated in the use case scenanos 
described below: 
6.3.2.1 Runtime system visualisation 
Durmg normal machine operatIOn, the states of the components in the runtIme environment 
can be emulated dynamically. System state information IS loaded into the blackboard during 
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imtIalisatiOn. The vIsualisatiOn envIronment and the HMI enVIronment also notIfY the 
blackboard of their Interest in receiving updates of the system InformatIon. 
During operation, the components In the control system (runtime envIronment) perform theIr 
pre-configured application sub-tasks. Dynamic data such as control element state and error 
information is generated by the components in the network. The data are caplIIred by a 
control network Interface wluch forms the phYSIcal connection between the control network 
and the blackboard Via this route, the control network data are transferred to the blackboard. 
The blackboard will propagate any updates to interested parties, In tlus case the vIsualisatIon 
and HMI enVIronments The models In each of these enVironments indIvidually emulate the 
runtime system based on the data received from the blackboard FIgure 6 6 shows a 
schematic representation of the flow of data from the runtIme enVIronment to the 
visualisation and HMI environments for this use case scenario. 
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EnVironment 
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T /' 
propagation of data from control netVY'Ork 
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EnVironment 
control 
network 
Interface 
Figure 6.6 Runtime system visualisation of CB-MAS 
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The above scenano IS used to morutor and Visualise the operation of the runtlme 
enVironment. It provides end users and machine bUilders with a consistent method to 
descnbe and analyse problems during system operation. The state and error informatIOn 
generated by the runtlll1e environment can also be dynamically recorded and stored into the 
system database to provide playback for futlire diagnostic purposes. 
6.3.2.2 Logic simulation 
Logic Slll1UlatlOn IS used during the system specificatIOn and development stages to validate 
the applicatIOn logic before It IS Illstalled on the physical components in the runtlme 
environment. 
Dunng imtlaIisatlOn, the 10glc simulatIOn engine loads the state-transitIOn descnption of all 
the control elements in the system. The state transItion behaviour IS executed The states of 
the control elements are updated dynamically to the blackboard. The data are then 
propagated to the Visualisation and HMI environments to be presented III different Views. 
Figure 6.7 shows the mechamsm of this scenario. 
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Figure 6.7 Simulation of CB-MAS 
The behavIOur of the slll1ulated system relies on the same set of interlock defirutions which 
will be downioaded to the phYSical device at a later stage. Therefore, the simulatIOn engine IS 
able to closely lll1itate the expected runtlme behaviour. Furthermore, the states of the control 
elements can also be changed manually VIa the engineenng enVIronment III order to study the 
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Impact of such changes on the overall behaviour of the system. This scenano IS useful 
because It enables system validatIOn to be carned out m a manner that various engmeering 
team can easily related to and understand from theIr respective visualisation perspectives (i.e. 
3D, state transItion diagrams, t1!rung diagrams). The ability to visualise and animate the 
automation system via its vIrtual model enables design errors, specIfication misconceptIons 
and other man-made errors to be IdentIfied in a very early stage m the system engmeering 
process. TIns use case scenario can also be applied for operator training purposes. Faults can 
be mjected mto the vIrtual system to create different trammg sItuations to farrulIanse the 
operator WIth the behaviour of the system. 
6.3.2.3 Hybrid (real and virtual) system simulation 
The full potential of the integratIOn mecharusm IS realised by proViding the abIlIty to validate 
and visualise a system containing both real and virtual (Imaginary) components. Such a 
system IS composed of a mixtI1Ie of real components (I.e., components already installed in 
the runtune environment) and vIrtual components (I.e., components that are defined in the 
engmeenng environment but have not been installed mto the runtime enVIronment). 
In this hybnd case, the reqUired real and vIrtual components are selected respectively during 
IrutialIsation The state transItion descnptions of the virtual components are loaded into the 
lOgIC simulation engine, while the real components are installed onto the physical runtune 
enVironment Interface descriptIons of the vIrtual components are also loaded to a virtual 
component monitor located in the runtime enVIronment. 
At system start-up, the virtual components are executed in the lOgIC engme concurrently WIth 
the runtime components The states of the virtual components are updated dynarrucally to the 
blackboard by the lOgiC engine wlulst the states of the runtime components are captI1Ied by 
the control network interface and updated to the blackboard. The blackboard system 
propagates any updates to the vIsualisatIOn and HMI enVironment regardless of whether they 
are real or vIrtual. Therefore the visualisation WIll proVIde a realistIc and accurate modellmg 
of the behaViOur of the composed system (see FIgIIre 6 8). 
In this simulation mode, the mterlock of a VIrtual component could be coupled to a real 
component and VIce versa. In tlus case, the lOgIC engme could observe the states of the "real" 
control elements and update the interlocks of the virtual control element accordingly. 
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Alternatively, a virtual component morutor could morutor the states of the virtual component 
and simulate the updatmg of the runtlme component. 
The eXistence of virtual component does not affect the operatIOn of the components m the 
runtlme enVironment. This IS Illustrated usmg an exemplar system contaming 3 components 
as shown m Figure 6.9. The system can be validated before Component A is physically 
Implemented m the runtime environment by executmg the logic of Component A m the 
engmeenng enVironment as a virtual component (Figure 6.9b) In this circumstance, the 
physical component (Component C) IS not aware that the state It IS receivmg from one of the 
component (Component A) is actually derived from the Simulation logic engme. This 
emulatIOn mode IS useful for evaluating the effects of making modificatIOns to an eXlstmg 
system and IS thus a useful tool to support system modification, expansion or reuse. 
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Figure 6.S Concurrent execution of real and simulated models 
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6.4 COMPONENT ENGINEERING PROCESS 
The component development process follows an interactive and evolutIOnary cycle It 
follows the analysIs-desIgn-implementation-testmg (ADIT) macro cycle illustrated in §4 6.4. 
Dunng the component analysIs phase, the control characteristics of the automation hardware 
are analysed to determine the functionalIty that It can offer. This functionalIty IS then 
expressed m the form of state-transItion diagrams to depict the states that the component can 
exist m and the transItional relationships m-between It IS Important that the state-transItion 
dIagrams are genenc in order to be generally applicable to a broad range of applications. 
This cnteria is however readily attainable since the control functIonality of a given 
component wIll be governed and largely restncted by the physIcal charactenstlcs and 
dynamics of the automatIOn deVIce. For instance, a 2-positlOn Imear actuator can only 
perform extensIOn and retractIon operations, and therefore, it only exists m four firute states 
- "retractecl', "extending', "extendecl' and "retractmg'. 
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Figure 6.10 Component engiueering activity diagram 
After the functIOnal characteristics of the component have been decIded, the hardware and 
software development of the component can commence concurrently. Component hardware 
development Involves the development and ImplementatIOn of mechanical and electronic 
Interfaces (e.g., signal conditIoning, power and network commumcatIOn Interfaces) to the 
automatIOn hardware, wlulst the software development process Includes implementIng 
component (network) Interfaces, incorporating state-transItIon behaviour for each control 
elements, programmIng functIOn Invocations associated WIth each of the states, and 
embedding low-level detaIls such as control inputs/outputs (I/O), hfecycle data acqUIsItIOn 
and maIntenance. Subsequently, the component wIll undergo the integratIon and validation 
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phase where It IS tested agamst ItS specified functIonalIty. The process for the component 
development IS shown via an actIvity dIagram in Figure 6 10. 
Lastly, components are progressively added to a component lIbrary at the end of the 
development. The component lIbrary captIrres the engmeering and VIsualisatIon data 
associated With the component (§4.5.3, reproduced in Figure 6.11). hI each case, the lIbrary 
contains the descnptlOn of the components and abstract descnptions of the control behavIOur 
(state tranSition diagram) and configuration parameters of each control element The lIbrary 
also contaInS a vIrtual model descnptlOn of the component [102, 103). 
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Figure 6.11 Encapsulation of engineering and visualisation data from each component into a 
component library. 
6.5 SYSTEM ENGINEERING PROCESS 
I 
I 
The engmeenng process for CB-MAS IS Illustrated m Figure 6.12. It starts WIth the system 
specificatIOn phase, where the system characteristIcs are analysed and the system IS 
decomposed into components and the CB-MAS logical structIrre is defmed. 
At the deSign stage, the necessary component engmeering and visualIsatIOn data (I.e. control 
behaviour descnptlOn, state-transition diagram and 3D geometncal description etc) IS 
imported from the component lIbrary into the project database. The data is used to construct 
the component's control behaviour and ItS visualisatIOn in the engmeering and visualIsatIOn 
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enVIronments. Dunng this stage, the desIgn team uses the tools in the engineenng 
envIronment to construct the system structure and ItS composItIOn. System application 
behaviour IS specIfied through definmg the interlocks for the control elements of the 
components (§5 5). A virtual model of the physical system IS also constructed to provIde the 
engmeers a 3D virtual vIsualIsation of the physical machine m the visualIsatIOn environment 
in the later stages [102, 103]. The design team are able to make use of the system logIc 
simulatIOn and virtual modelling to explam and test the system desIgn. 
One of the key benefits of the CB-MAS engmeenng process IS that desIgn errors can be 
Identified and addressed very early at the desIgn/specIficatIOn stage through the use of logic 
SImulation (§6.3 2.2). 
The next stage of system development, the Implementation stage, is primanly concerned 
with the selection of the components for eventual deployment onto the runtlme envIronment. 
Components that do not eXIst or used m prevIous projects have to be developed. Although 
the physical system has not yet been bwlt, the design and validation of the control logIc can 
be carried out via the simulatIon of the control logic and operator traIning can potentially be 
conducted using the simulation tools (see §6.3.2.2). 
The subsystems that are constructed can be mdiVIdually commissIOned before bemg 
assembled together mto the complete CB-MAS system. This includes the installation of the 
physical runtime components and the downloading of their mterlock data, configuration 
parameters and connection mformatlOn which has been speCIfied earlIer in the speCIfication 
and design phases Fmally, the subsystems are assembled and commissIOned. 
The system mstallatlOn phase is pnmarily concerned WIth the downloading of the component 
mterlock, configuration parameters and logical network connections to the components. 
From the engmeenng enVIronment, the interlock descriptions for each of the control 
elements are transformed mto configuratIOn data in the format speCIfied earlIer in the thesis 
(§5.3 1.2). The necessary logIcal connections are also deduced from the interlock 
descnptions Each component representation as defined in the engineering enVIronment IS 
mapped to ItS physical incarnatIOn The configuration mformatlon is then transferred to the 
respective components VIa the control network interface and the logIcal network connections 
between the components are establIshed 
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6.6 DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESS ENGINEERING SOFTWARE 
FORCB·MAS 
An mtegrated software swte !mown as the Process Definition EnvIronment (PDE) has been 
developed to support the CB-MAS applIcation development IIfecyc1e [104] The PDE hosts 
a set of software business objects that provide servIces for the CB-MAS envIronments 
(runtIme, engineering, visualIsation, HMI and common data envIronments) as shown in 
FIgure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.13 PDE software objects 
These software objects have been developed to run on the Microsoft Wmdows™ operatmg 
system They communicate with each other usmg MIcrosoft DCOM technology. The use of 
this technology enables the locatIOn of the various PDE objects to be transparent. Hence, the 
software objects can be SUItably distnbuted across a network as required for specific use case 
scenarios (§6 3.2). 
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The stages of the machine application lifecycle supported by the PDE are' 
• system composItion, 
• applicatIOn configuratIon (component's interlock definitIOn), 
• system simulatIon and validatIon, 
• installation of the component to destination runtime environment, and 
• system monitoring and maIntenance. 
A set of design vlsualisations, I.e., state-transItion diagrams, timing dIagrams and VRML 
models, are used to support all the stages of this process, enabling the composItion and 
modIfication of the automation system application. 
6.7 SUMMARY 
An essentIal overvIew of the approach to the deSIgn and Implementation of the component-
based manufacturing automatIon systems has been provided in tills chapter In t1us chapter, a 
logICal system structure IS proposed to facilitate the deSIgn and development of CB-MAS. 
By structunng a CB-MAS into logicallnerarchy consIsting of systems, subsystems, modules 
and components, automation hardware that prOVIdes common control functIOnality or 
automation tasks can be logically group together and better managed. 
Next, the CB-MAS Integration framework IS described. It links the four envIronments 
(runtime, engineering, vIsualisatIOn and HMI environments) together WIth a common data 
enVIronment to proVIde a common data model for all the enVIronments. The integratIOn 
framework offers potentIal for a CB-MAS to be developed, simulated, venfied and upgraded 
from various pOSSIble scenanos. FInally, the two processes of developing and implementing 
CB-MAS - component development and system development - are iIIustrated. 
The next chapter descnbes the implementation of the component-based approach in two 
industrial case studIes in assembly automatIOn and transfer-line dedIcated machining system. 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The concept and desIgn of a component-based dlstnbuted control system for manufacturing 
automatIon has been considered earlIer in Chapter 5 and 6 of this thesIs. This chapter reports 
on the development and Implementation of the component-based approach m two industrial 
automatIon systems. 
1. A full-size automotive engme assembly machine m Johann A Krause 
Maschinenfabnk GmbH (Krause) in Bremen, Germany, and 
2 A transfer-Ime demonstrator machine m Lamb Techmcon Machining Systems (Lamb) 
in MIidenhall, Uruted Kingdom. 
Krause develops, desIgns and manufactures assembly systems for automotIve assemblIes and 
is a major assembly system bUIlder for Ford Motor Company as well as other automotive 
manufactJrrers. Lamb Techrucon Machining Systems specialises m the deSIgn and 
production of dedIcated and fleXIble transfer-type special machIne tools for worldwIde 
automotIve, truck, and off-road vehicle mdustries and has been involved m many of Ford's 
project to developed transfer-line machining system for automotive cylInder-head and 
engine-block manufactJrre. The development and ImplementatIOn of the component-based 
assembly maclune at Krause and the transfer-Ime machine at Lamb was undertaken via MSI 
Research InstIrute through two research projects ''Assessment and ImplementatIOn of a 
Component-based Paradigm for Agile AutomatIOn" (COMPAG) [82] and "Common Model 
for Partners In Automation" (COMPANION) [83], funded by the Engineenng and PhySIcal 
SCIences Research CounCIl (EPSRC) (§3.4) Researchers from MSI Research InstIrute are 
required to: 
• srudy the engmeenng process, control and operational charactenstIcs and functional 
requlfements of the assembly system and transfer-lIne machining system 
respectively, 
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• develop software application tools for the CB-MAS environments, namely runtlme, 
engineenng, Visualisation, HMI and common data environments (§6.3), to be used 
for the development and Implementation of the automation systems, 
• speCIfY, develop and implement the respective components (hardware and software) 
for each system, 
• install the components onto the automatIOn systems With the help from Krause and 
Lamb's engmeers, and finally 
• COmmISSIOn the systems according to the COmmIssIOning procedures for each 
respective company. 
The work was carned out concurrently over a period of four years (from June 1999 to June 
2003) where a substantial amount of tune was spent on site m Bremen, Germany and 
MIldenhall, Umted Kingdom for the respective unplementatlOn of the assembly system and 
the transfer-line machining system. In order to thoroughly evaluate the component-based 
implementatIOn of the assembly system and the transfer-hne machimng system from an 
industrial perspective, both systems were subjected to standard COmmIssioning tests 
conducted by the compames' own COmmIssioning team after the systems have been installed 
by the MSI researchers. The objective of these commissioning tests IS to check the 
robustness of the machines m a real mdustnal environment subjected to typICal disturbances. 
They proVIde practical verification of the ablhty of the component-based manufacturing 
automation systems to meet the runtlme reqUirements of manufacturing automation systems. 
Following the commissioning checks, both systems were demonstrated to project partners 
during two separate control fomms attended by automotive manufacturers and their 
engineering partners inciudmg Ford UK, Krause Maschinenfabnk, Lamb Techmcon 
Maclnmng Systems, Cross Huller Machining Systems, Siemens AG, Schneider electnc, 
Phoenix Contact and Bosch-Rexroth 
The following sections mamly concentrate on discussmg the development of the automatIOn 
components and the integratIOn and configuration of these components to provide the desired 
control behaviour and automatIOn functIOnality for the manufacturing automation systems 
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7.2 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
7.2.1 Analysis of requirements 
In addllion to the needs and requirements of automalion mdustries already descnbed m the 
literalirre review (§2.3), project partners were particularly mterested m improving their 
manufacturmg automation system development process by explormg the feasibility of: 
• Encapsulation of components. Control eqUlpments with Iow-level control functionality 
embedded by the component developer/suppliers would greatly reduce engmeering 
resources and thus enable machme bUilder to concentrate better on their core competency 
ofbUlldmg automatIOn system by utilismg such pre-bUlld, integrated components 
• Distribution of control functionality. Instead of wrrmg all sensors and actuators to a 
large external controller, typically a PLC as done currently, these deVices could be wired 
locally to embedded controllers near the automatIOn hardware where each operation is 
being perfonned This should reduce the efforts and resources required m bUlldmg an 
automation system. 
7.2.2 Review of current programming methods 
Whilst ladder logic remams the most WIdely used approach for the development of control 
programs, this trailltlOnal method has known disadvantages' 
• As the complexity and size of the program increases, the ladder logic quickly 
becomes hard to understand, makrng It illfficult to make code changes [132]. 
• The current process of producmg control logic for machining systems usmg ladder 
illagrarns relies heavily on both the reuse of logic from prevIous projects and the 
expertise of the developers Thus radical changes are often aVOided as It might 
mcreases the uncertainty of the system perfonnance. 
• Although relay ladder logic IS intUllive at a Iow level, It does not lend Itself to 
modulanty or effective re-use 
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Traditionally, machme control sequences have been developed separately from the 
dIagnostics system used to asSiSt the machme operatIOn. Diagnostics programs having 
typically been added at the end of development, after the mam control programs have been 
created, to proVide details of machine faults As a result, traditionally, dIagnostic programs 
were usually dIfficult to follow smce they were not linked to the mam control programs and 
may not have followed the same lOgical sequences. When the main control program was 
altered, the diagnostic program would often not be updated to reflect the changes. 
Recogrusmg the above dIfficulties, a dedicated progranurung framework for machme 
development, known as STEPS (structured transfer-machine EDDI programming system) 
was developed by Ford m conjunction With their partners (Alien Bradley, Siemens and 
Schneider - PLCs vendors, Cross Huller, and Lamb Technicon - machme builders) m an 
attempt to provide a structured way to develop maclune control logiC and integrate the 
diagnostic program to the mam control program [133]. For PLC programs developed using 
the STEP approach, diagnostic message generation and dIsplay occurs by default 
Immediately as a result of the logic for controlling the machine. The result of the use of the 
STEP approach was a better-structured and standardised ladder logic program structure 
which Ford and its engmeenng partners can commonly understand. However, STEP does not 
improve the modulanty and reusability of the system software The control program is still 
mherently complex and dIfficult for engmeers, apart from control specialists, to understand 
and diagnose Additional issues discussed in §2.34, (e.g. the lack of remote diagnostic and 
support capability and inability to provide early system venfication) are still not resolved. 
7.2.3 Expected benefits of adopting the component-based approach 
The intentIOn of the component-based approach is to radIcally change the way 
manufactunng automation systems are developed through proViding the following 
advantages. 
• Control and diagnostic functionality of the machine are no longer centralised but 
decomposed and embedded into the automatIOn components The components can be 
developed independently by component suppliers, who have the core competencies and 
knowledge of the components. 
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• Control behavIOur of machines can now be specified and defined dIrectly from the 
knowledge of the process, based on the operational sequence and mechanical interlocks 
of the system Special programnung knowledge is therefore no longer required to 
understand, develop and modIfY a maclune's control behavIOur. 
• Machine bmlders are able to develop the control applicatIOn at a 1ugher level of 
abstraction by utilisIng the functIonality that the components offer, without worryIng 
about the low-level progranuning detaIls 
ExplOIting the capabIlIties of the component-based approach to I) encapsulate knowledge 
and best practices, 2) offer Incremental testing, and 3) enable better reusabIlIty should allow 
more rapId development of mac1unes at reduced IIfecyc1e cost with more predictable 
performance and at lower risk to both the mac1une builder and the end user. 
7.3 CONTROL NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION PLATFORM 
7.3.1 Introduction to LonWorks 
UtIlIsing the component-based concept explained in the prevIOUS chapters, the CB-MAS has 
been Implemented USIng a commercial dIstnbuted control network teclmology called 
LonWorks™ developed by Echelon CorporatIon [58]. A LonWorks based control system 
consists of 1) a network referred to by Echelon as a LON (Local OperatIng Network), 2) a 
set of control and commurucation devices, known as Neurons which commurucate over the 
LON network using a peer-to-peer commurucation protocol known as LonTalk. Neuron-
based devices (often referred to as control nodes or control modules) proVIde network 
communicatIOn, application processing and I/O (Input/output) functionality. LonWorks 
teclmology enables the creation of programmes for each dIstributed control node, enabling 
each node to perform some required applIcation In response to a set of network and/or I/O 
based events. Further description of the LonWorks and the CB-MAS system unplementatIOn 
is provided in Appendix A. LonWorks was chosen for the implementation because of the 
follOWIng factors: 
• The abilIty to support heterarchical distnbuted control at a peer-to-peer level WIthOUt 
the need for a master/central controller. 
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• The ability to develop local applications for each node capable of sending and 
recelvmg network messages without the need to know the respective recipient and 
sender network addresses at development time. 
• Support for a wide vanety of communicatIOns media, e g. twisted pair free or bus 
topology, power-line, radio frequency, infrared, fibre optIC or coaxial. 
• The vanety and reliability of the message services provIded by the LonTaIk 
communIcation protocol 
• Availability of SUitable development tools (LonWorks NodebUllder [134], 
LonBUllder [135]) for distnbuted control applicatIOns development and the ease of 
mtegrating LonWorks control networks with other application environments through 
the use of the LNS (LonWorks Network ServIces) ActIveX COM object [136, 137] 
which Echelon provIde. 
7.3.2 Component development 
7.3.2.1 Software development 
LonWorks applIcatIOns are developed for each component accordmg to the unplementatlOn 
details discussed m §5.3.1.3. The general control functIOnality that are embedded mto each 
of the components includes: 
Irutialisation 
Lunit positIOn 
monitoring 
Each deVice IS declared to have an initial position. All the 
deVIces must be m the IrutIal posItion before they can start 
operating in Automatic operatmg mode (§5.3 2). 
For actuator WIth linut posItion feedback. travellmut sensors are 
contmuously morutored to ensure that the state of the control 
element correctly reflects the values obtained from the sensor 
feedback If the mput value from a sensor changes unexpectedly, 
the effected component will enter an "error" state and will no 
longer operate in automatic mode. The operator Will be mformed 
of this occurrence via the HMI and must reset the error for the 
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Travel time 
checkmg 
component to enable It to operate in Automaflc mode once again 
The travel time for each actuator IS morutored wlnle it is m the 
"movmg" state, Le , moving to WORK or movmg to HOME. If 
the movement IS not completed WIthin a pre-configured time, an 
error is flagged. The travel time IS implemented as a 
configurable parameter, thus allowing the machIne bUIlder to 
adjust the value to SUIt the partIcular machine implementation. 
Using LonWorks, the component control apphcatlOn development process can be decoupled 
from system applicatIOn configuratIOn through the use of network variable interfaces and 
configuration parameters. Components commUlUcate with one another usmg input and 
output network variables by sendmg uni-directlonal event messages through the output 
network vanable interfaces and receIVmg mcoming messages through the mput network 
variable mterfaces. The assigrunent of a value to a network output variable causes 
propagation of that value to all control nodes declanng an input network vanable that is 
connected to the network output vanable. These input and output network vanables can be 
lOgIcally bound together. Hence, data sent from an output network vanable of one control 
node can be propagated to the input network vanables of the other nodes, tnggenng a 
network event m the latter for winch applicatIOn code can be developed to respond to the 
event Bmding IS the process of connectmg network variables from dIfferent nodes together. 
It is typIcally perfonned using a network management tool by sendmg network management 
messages contairung the necessary addressmg mfonnatlOn to the nodes to be connected As 
LonWorks allows the commUlUcatlon relatlOnslnp between components (bmdmg of control 
nodes) to be defmed after the components have been developed, component developers can 
create applications in response to changes m the mput network variables and pubhsh updates 
to the network via output network variables WIthout knowing who WIll be the sender and 
receIver of network messages during development. 
LonWorks configuration parameters can be declared for a component dunng applicatIOn 
development. These parameters are stored as non-volatile data and can be accessed and 
modIfied onlme after the control application has been developed. Configuration parameters 
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are used for this research implementatJon to store the component's interlock data, operational 
parameters and lifecycIe management mformatIon (§5.3.1.2). 
The schematic in Figure 7.1 tllustrates the network interface of a typical component 
implemented for the Lon Works network based on the interface specification discussed in 
Chapter 5 (§5.4.2.1) Input and output network vanables are represented on the left and nght 
side of the schematic respectively. The prefixes "nvl" and "nvo" are added to the network 
variable declaratJon to represent input network variable and output network vanable 
respectively. The component is able to receive machme-operatIng mode and commands Via 
the input network vanable nvi_Operating_Mode and nvcOperating Command, and 
propagate its status (see Table 5 4) through the nvo_ComponenCStatus output network 
vanable. The component publishes the state of its control element through the nvo_State 
output network variable and the error status VIa the nvo_Error output network variable The 
mput network vanable nvijnterlock Will be bound to the state output (nvo_State) of other 
components to interlock the components together. Figure 7.2 shows an example of the 
network bmding of components. A network management tool is developed for the PDE to 
perform component mstallation and configuration after the component-based automatJon 
system has been designed. Tlus network management tool wIll transparently extract the 
component informatIOn and configuratIOn data from the common data environment and 
provide the following system comnussiorung services: 
• Mapping components from the engmeering environment to their physical counterpart 
in the runtime envIronment, 
• Downloadmg mterlocks and configuratIOn parameters for each component, 
• Bmding network vanables of components together, 
• Loadmg network addressmg informatIOn and commumcation parameters to each 
component to establish communication relationship Within the Lon Works network, 
• Settmg all components online to be ready for executmg operatIOns. 
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Figure 7.1 Network interface of a Lonworks-based component 
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Figure 7.2 Example of network binding of components 
7.3.2.2 Hardware development 
In this unplementation, a component typically mcorporates the followmg hardware - a 
LonWorks control module, the automatIon device (actuator/sensor) and additional CIrcUitry 
to mterface the control mput and output (I/O) between the control module and the 
automatIon device. The LonWorks control module mcludes a Neuron Chip, a transceIver for 
communication over the network, and memory (RAM and EEPROMIFlash) for storage of 
system and applicatIon image as well as applIcation configuratIon data. A Neuron chIp IS a 
VLSI integrated circUit that performs the network and applIcatIOn-specIfic processmg The 
block dIagram m FIgure 7 3 shows the physical compOSItIon of a component 
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Figure 7.3 Physical composition of a LonWorks component 
The control module and the interfacing circuitry were packaged into metal boxes. These 
boxes were fitted with industry standard power and network connectors and mounted near to 
the physical location of each automation device. Figure 7.4 shows an example of the 
packaging of a component. 
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control voltage 
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24V drive vollage 
I C.)nn,.cti.)n to 
')-I' autom/'tior device 
(aclualorfsensor) 
Interfacing electronics 
Figur e 7.4 Packaging of a component 
In addition to implementing necessary safety controls in the software, additional steps have 
been taken to ensure that all automation devices are fail-safe. When the control vo ltage or 
drive voltage to a component is terminated, the automation devices should fail in a way that 
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will pose no harm, or at least a minimum of harm, to other devices or danger to personnel. 
This is attained through the selection of suitable fail-safe actuated or automatic valves that 
revert to a pre-determined position after the actuating force is removed. For example, a fail-
safe normally closed valve is implemented for a pneumatic gripper. The gripper defaults to a 
"gripped" position. A control output is required to energise the valve to switch it to a 
"released' position for releasing a part. In the event of a power fai lure (e.g. E-stop button is 
pressed), the valve automatically closes and the gripper reverts to the "gripped' position, 
thus preventing any parts from dropping off the gripper. 
7.3.3 System development and integration 
7.3.3.1 Application development 
The application behaviour for the system is developed by interlocking the components 
together. This is done using the PDE software engineering suite developed by MSI 
researchers (§6.6) [104]. Figure 7.5 shows a screen capture of the PDE tool. The PDE enable 
the CB-MAS system structure to be constructed by graphically adding (drag-and-drop) 
components from the component library view to the machine hierarchy view. The control 
behaviours of these components are represented by their control elements and can be viewed 
as state-transition diagrams in a separate control element STD view. The interlocks of the 
control elements are defined by adding the state of other control elements to the conditions 
of the transition. 
7.3.3.2 Component deployment 
Figure 7.6 shows the deployment of the components ill the runtime environment. The 
components were deployed using LonWorks 78 kbps twisted-pair free-topology network. A 
network control interface was attached to each system. Via these network control interfaces 
the CB-MAS are linked to a PC that hosts the common data model as well as the blackboard 
system. Data captured by the network control interface will be propagated to the blackboard 
system and then made available via the Ethemet network to other environments, e.g. local 
and remote HMIs and engineering and visualisation tools. 
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Figure 7.6 Deployment of component-based manufacturing automation system 
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7.4 CASE STUDY 1-ASSEMBLY AUTOMATION SYSTEM 
7.4.1 Overview 
Assembly automation involves the fitting together of manufactured parts into complete 
structures or units. It is the final step in the manufacturing process. According to Heemskerk, 
assembly operation can be divided into primary and secondary operations [138]. Primary 
operations are operations that directly add value to the assembled product, whi le secondary 
operations provide supporting roles to the primary operations, for example, transportation, 
handling to and from assembly stations, and orientation of palis prior to assembly operations. 
The primary operations to assemble a part onto an assembly can be generalised into the 
following tasks [139] - feed stable assembly, feed part, test initial state, grasp part, move 
part, connect part, release part, test final state, and retrieve assembly. 
Automotive engme assembly systems are dedicated systems that requ.ire specialised 
assembly equipment to be built from scratch [1 39] . The example in Figure 7.7 shows an 
engine-block assembly plant. It consists of a transport system that links together various 
assembly stations. Raw engine blocks are loaded onto empty pallets on the transport system 
at the start and then carried into different assembly stations where engine parts, such as 
pistons, con-rods and the cylinder head, are assembled to the engine blocks. At the end of the 
process, fully assembled engines are tested in hot test cells prior to being unloaded and sent 
to vehicle assembly plants. 
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Figure 7.7 Example of an engine block assembly plant. Source: J .A. Krause Machinenfabrik GmbH 
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Conveyors are used m the transport system to transport the pallets between assembly 
stations. RadiO frequency IdentificatIOn (RFID) tags are installed in each pallet for stonng 
process infonnation and the history associated With the part of assembly carned by the pallet. 
Pallet dlverters or indexing stations are located at the conveyor intersections to direct pallets 
through alternative routes to different stations or to change the onentatlon of the pallet for 
the subsequent assembly operation. Sensors and mechanical stops are used throughout the 
transport system to track the pallets and direct them down different conveyors accordmg to 
the mfonnation stored in each respective pallet. 
The assembly statIOns are distnbuted along the transport system. Pallets arriving at an 
assembly station are held in a queue. The pallets will be released one at a time from the 
queue mto the station. When a pallet has arnved on the assembly locatIOn, it is first secured 
by a fixmg unit so that assembly operatIOns can be accurately perfonned on the part carned 
by the pallet. An RF Tag reader/wnter will read the RF data tag to determme the operation 
that needs to be perfonned on the parts. The result of the assembly operation will be 
recorded into the data tag before the pallet is released and allowed to leave the statIOn. The 
assembly stations operate independently of each other; there is no control coupling between 
them. In case of disturbances, pallets will be buffered on the conveyor belts between statIOns. 
If a station slows or stops because of a breakdown or a shortage of parts to feed, a bottleneck 
Will occur. Soon stations up the transport line Will have to stop if pallets cannot proceed 
freely and stations down the line will be starved of work-piece pallets. Therefore, any 
disruption of the assembly process in the plant has to be Identified and resolved quickly to 
mmirmse the Impact on productIOn perfonnance [140] 
7.4.2 Krause Test Rig description 
The CB-MAS concept was implemented m an assembly lme conSisting of a transport system 
and a single assembly statIOn. This assembly lme IS a full size machine used at Krause for 
evaluatmg new control eqUipment and systems. The assembly task is to pick valve spnngs or 
tappets from a feed tray and place them onto the engme block mounted on a pallet. 
As shown m Figure 7.9, the transport system fonns a closed loop where pallets travel around 
the loop into the assembly station where the assembly operatIOns Will be perfonned Pallets 
eXiting the assembly station will be diverted to one of two lanes by a track diverter. The 
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pallets are then buffered for a short period of time, before being released mto the assembly 
station agam. The assembly statIOn performs a pick-and-place operation - feed parts can be 
taken from a feed tray and fitted to the pallet, or removed from the pallet and replaced back 
mto the feed tray The assembly operation is performed by a gantry module consIsting of two 
servo-controlled lInear axis (Y and Z) and a pneumatic gnpper. An ultrasoruc sensor IS 
attached near the gnpper to enable the statIOn to detect the presence of a part. Pallets entering 
the assembly station are held by electro-mecharucal stop uruts to stop the movement of the 
pallet and prevent it from moving further along the conveyor. A pneumatic fiXIng urut IS 
raIsed to lock the pallet mto posItion before the assembly process. Four dIfferent pick-and-
place operations can be performed on the pallet, depending on a program number recorded m 
the RF tag on the pallet The operatIOns are lIsted m Table 7.1. After each operation, the 
program number IS incremented by one until program number 4 when It IS reset to 1. Details 
of the assembly sequence are presented in Figure 7.8. The hardware Items reqUIred for the 
transport and assembly systems are lIsted in Table 7 2. 
Program name Unload pallet 
Program number: .2...! 
Program nar,,, 
Prognlm number 
Figure 7.8 Details of assembly sequence 
""!pad pall,t 
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Program 
number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Name 
Table 7.1 Assembly operations of the test rig 
Operation performed 
Load one part to the pallet 
Unload one part from the pallet 
Load two parts to the pallet 
Unload two parts from the pallet 
Updated 
program 
number 
2 
3 
4 
I 
Table 7.2 Automation devices required for the implementation 
Number FunctlOnlDescriptlOn 
of units 
Transport system 
Power I This module provides the system with the separate 
supply unit voltages to dnve the control eqUipment, i.e., low 
power dnves (24V DC) as well as high power drives 
(3 phase AC). The unit is hard-Wired to the 
emergency stop buttons (E-Stop) located at the 
operator console. Activating the E-stop button Will 
disconnect the power to the drives but leave the 
control voltage on. (See §5.6.1 2for details) 
Operator I ThiS IS a PC based operator interface unit deSigned 
console for the ImplementatIOn of display and control tasks 
Operators mteract With the system via a touch screen. 
A panel of pushbuttons are also provided for E-stop 
and basic control, such as starting up the power 
supply urnt, etc. 
Conveyor 4 The transport system IS separated into 4 sectIOns each 
dnve dnven by a single-speed chain-drive 
Stop 3 These electromechanICal smgle actmg solenoids stop 
or release pallets moving along the conveyors. A 
sensor IS integrated into each Stop to provide 
feedback when the Stop IS closed. 
Pallet sensor 3 Pallet sensors are fitted to the conveyors close to 
each Stop to detect the presence of a pallet as It 
approach the Stop. 
RFTag I Tlus umt is used for readmg and wntmg to the RF 
reader/wri ter Tags that are mounted under every pallet. The data 
from the mcommg pallets is read and the pallets are 
then sorted into two lanes according to their program 
numbers. 
Dlverter I This smgle actmg solenOid operated actuator is used 
to move a track arm at a conveyor diverSIOn. A 
sensor IS integrated to tlus unit to provide feedback 
when the dlverter is actuated. 
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Assembly system 
Power I As for the transport system but in addition, the power 
supplyumt supply umt IS also hard-wired to the machine access 
gate. Drive power will be disconnected if the gate IS 
accidentally opened. 
Operator I As for the transport system 
console 
Stop 2 As for the transport system The first stop, denoted as 
the pre-stop, IS used to hold the pallet queue outSide 
the assembly statIOn to prevent pallets from entering 
the assembly station when a pallet IS already 
occupying the statIon. The second stop is used to 
stop a pallet as It reaches the assembly locatIOn. 
Pallet sensor 6 Pallet sensors are mounted along the conveyors to 
detect pallets arrive at the hold area, entenng the 
assembly station, at the assembly station, leaving the 
statIOn and having left the statIOn respectively. 
Flxingumt I The fixmg umt consists of two pneumatically driven 
locating pins. These are raised to secure the pallet 
when an assembly operation is being perfonned. 
Servo drives 2 Two servo drives (Rexroth Indramat DKC 
Ecodrives) are used to control the horizontal (Y) and 
vertical gantry (Z) axes. 
Gripper I A pneumatIc gnpper IS mounted at the end of the 
vertical gantry to gnp or release a part. 
RFTag 1 As for the transport system The reader/writer IS used 
reader/wnter here to read the program number off each pallet at 
the assembly statIOn to detennine the operation that 
IS to be perfonned. The result of the assembly 
operation Will be written to the pallet before it is 
allowed to leave. 
Ultrasonic 1 This IS mounted to the vertical gantry to detect the 
sensor presence of a part. 
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Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 shows the transport system and assembly system including the 
locations of the automation hardware. Traditionally, the control would have been done by 
PLCs installed in the operator console of each system. Control behaviour for the system IS 
designed and specified using timing diagram which shows the sequence of the operations for 
the various hardware. Control programs are then developed in ladder logic language and 
loaded mto each PLC. The PLC can interact directly with the PC and control panel to 
provide operator display. Automation hardware is controlled via I/O modules that are located 
near the point of control and networked to the PLC using Interbus-S fieldbus network. 
:""':':conveyor 4~ 
Assembly St tlo 
! ! Power ~ ~ ! supply i ~ -~~ 
I 
n--~ ~ 
Figure 7.9 Schematic layout of the test rig and the iocations of the transfer system's components 
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Figure 7.10 The assembly system and its components 
7.4.3 Design and implementation 
left 
station 
exit station 
It can be seen from the hardware requirements and the functional description given in Table 
7.2 that a number of standard components are used throughout the systems. Krause's 
COmmIssioning engineers have reported that about 70% of the control hardware IS standard 
and substantial savmgs would be made if the design, development and implementation of the 
control software for such components could be encapsulated and reused. Common 
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components include conveyor dnves, stops, dtverters, fIxing units, indexing tables and pick-
and-place gantries. Table 7.3 shows the decomposItIon of the complete Krause system using 
the CB approach. The system is decomposed into two subsystems, the transport subsystem 
and the assembly subsystem. Each subsystem comprises of automation components which 
are Implemented using LonWorks network described earlier in this chapter (§7.3). The 
control behaviours of the components are represented by their respective control elements 
(§5.3). The details of the state transition diagram for each control elements as well as their 
interlocks are descnbed in Appendix B 
Table 7.3 Decomposition of Transport and Assembly system 
Subsystem Component Control Element 
Transport Power Supply Unit Power supply unit 
subsystem Morutor console Operator console 
Subsystem monitor 
Drive 1 Drive 
Dnve2 Drive 
Dnve3 Drive 
Drive 4 Drive 
Stop 1 Stop actuator 
Pallet sensor 
Stop 2 Stop actuator 
Pallet sensor 
Stop 3 Stop actuator 
Pallet sensor 
Diverter Diverter 
RFTag RF tag ID 
RF tag writer 
Assembly Power Supply Unit Power supply Imit 
Subsystem Monitor console Operator console 
Subsystem monitor 
Pre-stop Stop actuator 
Pallet sensor 
Stop Stop actuator 
Pallet sensor 
Fixing urnt Fixing unit 
Section monitonng Enter station sensor 
At statIOn sensor 
Leaving statIon sensor 
Left station sensor 
RFTag RFtaglD 
RF tag_writer 
Y-axis OperatIOn 
Position 
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Assembly operation 
control 
Movement status 
Z-axis Operation control 
PositIOn 
Gnpper Gripper 
Ultrasonic sensor Ultrasonic sensor 
After the CB-MAS system structure has been specified and components Identified, the 
components are developed according to the procedure descnbed in §7.3.2. It was interesting 
to observe that the control behaviour for most of the control elements can be represented by 
one of the three state-transition behaviour shown in Figure 7.lt, i e., their behaviour can be 
described using eIther a simple two-state or four-state relationship. The behavioural 
representation for Y-axis and Z- axis components were however more complicated; a total of 
22 positIons were required for the y-axis for positioning the gripper ann (Z-axis) for 
pick/place operation and scanning of the parts (see Figure 7.12). In order to model the 
control behaviour using the state transition diagram with the ruiuimurn degree of complexity, 
the Y-axis component was decomposed into two control elements as illustrated in Figure 
7.13, the first descnbes the operation of the Y-axis while the second represents the details of 
the execution. A siruilar philosophy was adopted to represent the Z-axis. 
After the components were developed and individually verified, they were deployed to the 
assembly system as shown in Figure 7.14. Two separate segments of LonWorks network 
were used for the transport and assembly systems. A network control interface was attached 
to each network segment and linked to Krause Ethernet network. Using the PDE engineering 
tools, the engineers were able to access the assembly machine remotely and visualise, 
mouitor and diagnose the assembly machine. 
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Figure 7.11 Common state-transition behaviour for representing 
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Figure 7.12 Pick·and·place operations for vertical (Y) axis behaviour 
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Fignre 7.14 Deployment of component-based antomotive assembly system 
7.4.4 Machine commissioning 
In order to thoroughly evaluate the CB-MAS implementation from an industrial perspective, 
the system was subjected to Krause's standard commissioning tests [141] conducted by the 
company's own commissioning engineers. The objective of these tests is to check the 
robustness of the machine m a real industrial environment subject to typICal disturbances. 
The comnussioning checks can be classified mto three types as listed in Table 7.4. 
Types 
Control 
Mechamcal 
Table 7.4 Types of commissioning checks 
Objective 
To check the ability of the control system to operate normally as 
well as to handle disturbances. 
To ensure that all mechanical units are securely mounted and all 
movmg mechanical parts correctly tImed or conditIOned to 
operate smoothly. 
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Human machine 
interface 
To ensure that status and error/diagnostic messages are displayed 
appropnately and clearly for the operator. 
The commissioning checks for the control are relevant to this thesis. Typical examples are 
summarised and Illustrated in the following sub-sections by enacting the comrrusslOning 
scenariOS and describing how the tests were handled by the component-based system. 
7.4.4.1 Exception handling 
Scenario: 1. The limIt switch of a closed-loop actuator (e.g. a Stop 
component) was disconnected. 
2. The Stop was deliberately forced opened when it is in the 
"CLOSED" position 
3. The drive power to the actuator was disconnected. 
Porpose of test: The exception caused should be trapped and handled by the 
component 
Description of For the first case (1), the Stop component will lose position 
desued behavIOur: feedback (control input) from the linut sensor (see Figure 7.15). 
Results: 
The Stop will revert to an error state where it will not operate in 
automatic mode. An error message will be broadcasted to alert 
the operator. The operator needs to rectify the problem and then 
reset the Stop. SimIlarly, in case (2), the current state of the Stop 
will become invalid as the limit sensor changes state 
unexpectedly, thus generating an error. 
~ Control Input limit SWitch 
::> Stop Is opened 
"tJ 
0 J1-E ElM I ~ 
0 Control output 
U Open Stop 
Figure 7.15 Coutrollnputloutput for a Stop actuator 
For case (3), if the stop is executing a movement (e.g. operung or 
closing), the movement will not be completed due to the lose of 
power. An internal timer monitormg the movement will expire 
after a pre-configured tune and the Stop will revert to an error 
state. 
For case (3), it was discovered during commissioning that the 
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timer value associated WIth one of the Stop is not set and as a 
result, no error was detected. However, this fault was rectified 
easily by setting the timer value (configuration parameter) over 
the network using the PDE tool. 
7.4.4.2 Return to initial position 
Scenano: The machine was stopped during an automatIc operation and 
Purpose of test: 
was required to be returned to its initial state (i.e., to move all 
automation devices to their initial positions) 
The machine should be able to safely return to its initial start-up 
state at any point during the operation. 
Description of All the components can be reset (i.e. moved back) to their imtial 
desired behaviour: positions based on their manual mterlocks. When the "return to 
initial position" button on the operator console is pressed, the 
"return to initial position" is broadcast to all the components. 
The components will attempt to return to their mitial position 
based on their manual interlocks. Each component will wait and 
monitor the states of the system untIl its manual interlock 
conditionals are satisfied to enable it to return to its initial 
pOSItion. When all the components are in their initIal positions, 
the operator is notified. The system as a whole has returned to its 
irutial position and can therefore be started in automatic mode. 
Results' The machine was able to return to its irutial pOSItion at any point 
during the operation. 
7.4.4.3 Manual system manipulation 
Scenario: To exercise the individual components manually. 
Purpose oftest: This is to ensure that the operator can move the components 
safely to any desired state (e.g. to close or open a Stop 
component) VIa the HMI in the manual mode. 
Description: When the operating mode of the system is set to "manual", the 
operation of all components is governed by theIr manual 
interlocks, as defined during system development. The operator 
can instruct the components to execute a given movement from 
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Result: 
the HMI. If a manual interlock prevents the component from 
executing this movement, a message will be sent to the operator 
indicating that the manual movement is currently prohibited due 
to the manual interlock and the relevant components that are 
"blocking" the executIon will be displayed. 
The components can be moved to the desired states safely based 
on their respective manual interlock. However, if the 
commission engineer IS not fully satisfied with the safely of the 
execution, the component's interlock can be readily modified 
and reloaded into the components using the PDE tool. 
7.4.4.4 Emergency stop 
Scenario: The machine E-stop button was pressed or the power to the 
system was switched off durmg an assembly process. 
Purpose of test: Pressing E-stop wIll cut the electrical supply of drive power to 
the actuator and drives, therefore disabling all machme 
movement instantly. In order to continue the machine operation 
in automatic, all the automation devices (components) have to be 
returned safely to their inItial positions. 
Description: 
Result. 
When the E-stop button is pressed, the power-supply unit 
component is notified via an input signal. An "E-Stop presser!' 
message is broadcasted and displayed on the HMI. If the 
actuator components are executing a movement, they will fail to 
complete due to the loss of dnve power and will eventually time-
out. After resetting the E-stop button, the operator has to repeat 
the power-up sequence agam to reset the power supply. The 
operator must then manipulate the components back to their 
initial pOSitions either individually (as described in §7.4.4.3) or 
by pressing the "return to mitial posItion" button on the operator 
console to instruct the component to return to their respective 
initial positions according to their manual interlocks (as 
described in §7.4.4.2). 
The operator was able to recover and return the machine back to 
its initIal position after E-stop. 
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The commission checks provided practical verification of the abilIty of the component-based 
approach to meet the runtime requirements of an automotive engine assembly system. It has 
been demonstrated through the commission checks that the component-based manufacturing 
automation system is able to match the operating standards and requirements of current 
automanon systems. The assessment of other aspects of the component-based approach, e.g. 
system engineering efforts and usability etc wIll be discussed in Chapter 8. 
7.5 CASE STUDY 2 - TRANSFER·LlNE DEDICATED MACHINING 
SYSTEM 
7.5.1 Overview of transfer-line machining 
Transfer line machmes are commonly used in the automotive manufacturing sector for the 
machining of parts such as engine blocks, transmission cases or cylinder heads in high 
volumes. In a transfer line machining system, several machining stations (commonly known 
as wingbases) and fixtlIre mechamsm are lined-up along a transfer-line mechanism [142] 
(see Figure 7.16). 
Transfer 
line 
machine 
Machining station 
(Wingbase) 
1 
__ ,-,Pa"-'.rt",flo",w __ t> 
Machining station 
(Wingbase) 
2 
Machining station 
(Wingbase) 
3 
Machlnmg station 
(Wingbase) 
n 
Figure 7.16 Schematic of a transfer-line machine 
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The automation of a transfer line machine can be descnbed by a main transfer sequence for 
control of the transfer mechanism and individual control sequence for the machming 
operations [143]. For the main sequence, parts are transferred sequentially via the transfer 
mechanism from one machinirig station into the next. A typical cycle for a transfer line 
machIne consists of the following operatIOns: 
• unclamp fixtures, 
• raise transfer bar, 
• advance transfer bar, 
• lower transfer bar, 
• clamp fixtures, 
• cycle all machining stations, 
• return transfer bar. 
Figure 7.17 illustrates the mam transfer sequence for a typical transfer-Ime machine. During 
the operation "cycle wingbase", all machining stations will execute their respective 
machining operatIOns concurrently. At the same time, the transfer bar will return to its initial 
position. The transfer sequence wIll wait for all the stations to complete their machining 
cycle before restarting the transfer cycle. The exact decomposition of the overall machming 
task into operations at each station is detennined by the required machine cycle time, which 
is in turn dictated by the required annual volume of parts to be produced [144]. The cycle 
time is detennined by the maximum machming tune of the stations plus the additional time 
for the transfer operation. This cycle time is typically in the range of 20 to 40 seconds with 
the number of parts produced typically exceedmg 200,OOO/year [145]. 
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Figure 7.17 A typical transfer-line system operation cycle 
Currently, machining operations for each station are controlled individually by PLCs which 
are housed ID control cabinets located at the rear of each wing-base. A master PLC, located 
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near one end of the transfer mechanism, is used to coordinate the main sequence of 
operations. 
Machine behavIOur is typically specified via a set of tIming diagrams (see Figure 7.18) that 
process engineers create based on theIr interpretation of product engineering and machine 
tooling requirements [146]. Interlock checks and other safety checks are added to the timing 
dIagrams to ensure that the reqUired conditions are met before proceedIng to the next 
operation in each sequence. Control engmeers then translate these timmg diagrams manually 
into ladder-logic control program for execution on PLCs Sometimes, addItional programs, 
such as Microsoft Excel, are used to generate a primitive ladder logic program skeleton for 
the engmeers to add to instead of starting codIng from scratch. 
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Figure 7.18 Example oftiming diagram (partial) describing the machining operation 
In additIon to the sequential control of machining operations, the development of the system 
has to include the control and morutoring of machine services (e.g., starting up and 
monitoring the hydrauliC and coolant supplies, regulating the lubrication and air supphes), 
user interface handling, exception handling and dIagnostics, and safety interlocks checks 
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(e g. to monitor access gates, emergency stops). A typiCal transfer line machine with ten to 
twelve stations may have as many as 500 - 1000 VD points, and up to 90% of the overall 
control logic may be used for exception handling [147]. 
7.5.2 Description of transfer-line test machine 
The component-based concept was implemented on a transfer-line machine test rig at the 
machine builder - Lamb Technicon in MIidenhall, UK. The test ng was made up of a 
transfer mechanism and one cylinder-head machining station (wingbase). Figure 7.19 shows 
a picture of the test ng and Figure 7.20 shows a schematic of the locations of the automation 
devices. When a part arrives at the machining station, a hydraulic fixture is lowered to clamp 
the part. Four sensors located in the base of the station fixture are used to check that the part 
is properly seated and secured before machining operation commences. The machining 
station consists of two drillmg operations executed in the following steps: 
1. The drill spmdle starts 
2. A horizontal cross slide (x-axis) moves the to the first hole pOSItIon 
3. The servo dnve (z-axis) move from the home position and feeds the machining table 
forward to cut the part 
4. The servo drive reverses out of the part 
5. The cross slide moves to the second position 
6. The drill operation (Step 2 and 3) is repeated. 
7. The servo drive returns to Its home position, while the dnll spindle stops 
The sequence of operatIons for the machining station is shown in Figure 7.21. 
Hydraulic actuators are used for the transfer mechanism (transfer raise/lower, transfer 
advance/return), the cross slide and the fixture. Proportional flow valves are used to regulate 
the speed of the hydraulic actuators. Linear transducers were fitted onto these actuators to 
proVide contmuous analogue position feedback. These two-position actuators move between 
fixed end-stops and would conventionally be fitted with binary hydraulic values and binary 
sensors installed at the ends of stroke of each actuator to indicate the limits of position. The 
use of proportIOnal valves and analogue positIOn sensors allowed the Implementation of 
SImple velocity control of these actuators in order to both reduce cycle-time and reduce 
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noise. End-stop actuators are typically noisy due to the physical contract that occurs each 
time the actuators reach and hit their end of travel. This new actuator design was produced in 
response to the requirements expressed by both the end-user (Ford) and the machine builder 
(Lamb and Cross Huller). The implementation of the additional functionality required would 
not have been economically feasible on a conventional PLC based control system, and 
would have resulted in a highly complex software on the PLC which the users would find 
difficult to cope with. However, using the component-based approach, a cost effective 
embedded solution is made possible. The behaviour of the device can still be modelled using 
a standard 4-state representation (i.e., Retracted, Advancing, Advanced, Retracting), with 
operational parameters for configuring the speed of the actuator through its movement (see 
Figure 7.22). 
Figure 7.19 Transfer-line test machine at Lamb Technicon 
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Figure 7.22 Control element for representing a hydraulic actuator with proportional valve control and 
linear position feedback 
7.5.3 Design and implementation 
The following descriptIOn "walks through" the design and implementation of the component-
based transfer-lme machine. 
1. The machine was decomposed into three subsystems as shown in Table 7.5. The transfer 
subsystem consists of the transfer mechanism components (transfer raisellower and 
transfer advance/return), monitor console for basic human-machIne interfacing and 
subsystem checks (§5.3.2, §6.2) and the services related components (hydraulic power, 
air supply and lubrication). 
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2. The transfer machine typically executes two sequential cycles - the main transfer cycle 
and a machining sub-cycle. Two additional control elements - transfer sequence and 
machining sequence - were developed to enforce the sequential lOgIC for these cycles. 
The transfer sequence and machining sequence control elements are interlocked to the 
rest of the components in the machme in such a way that all machine operations can be 
invoked as a consequence of the progreSSIOn of these two sequences. The state-transition 
diagrams for the transfer sequence and machining sequence elements are shown in 
Figure 7.23. 
Table 7.5 Transfer-line machine system composition 
Subsystem Component Control Elements 
Transfer Subsystem Monitor console Operator control 
Subsystem kernel 
Transfer ralsellower Hydraulic actuator 
Transfer advance/return Hydraulic actuator 
Transfer sequence 
Hydraulic services Hydraulic supply 
Airllubrication services Air supply 
Lubrication supply 
Fixture Subsystem Clamp_ Hydraulic actuator 
Part seated sensors Sensor 1 
Sensor 2 
Sensor 3 
Sensor 4 
Wmgbase Momtor console Operator control 
subsystem Subsystem kernel 
Head/cross slide Cross slide hydraulic 
actuator 
Spindle dnve 
Servo drive (Z-axis) Servo drive control 
Servo dnve p_osltion 
Machining sequence 
Power supply urnt 
3. The control behaviour of each component was developed separately according to the 
specification outlined in Chapter 5 and 6. It should be noted that the control behaviour of 
all four hydraulic actuator components, i e. transfer raise/lower, transfer advance/return, 
clamp, cross slzde is essentially the same (see FlgtIre 7.22). This commonallty of the 
control behaviour of components enables program code to be effectively reused for 
different components. All components were developed and tested mdependently before 
being integrated into the control system. 
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4. At the same time as developing the components, abstract descriptions of the components 
were created and imported into the POE tool developed at the MSI Research Institute. 
Using the POE tool, the control applIcation of the transfer-line system was developed by 
defining the interlocks for each control element The manual interlocks for all 
components have been defmed such as the followmg sequence of operations executed 
during system recovery - stop cross-slide; return servo (z-axis) to home position; 
uncI amp fixture; lower transfer; return transfer. Thts allows the transfer-line machine to 
be recovered safely from any state to Its initial position when the "return to initial 
poslflon" button is pressed. 
5. All components were physically installed near their automatIOn devices. Components are 
connected to the LonWorks network in a bus-topology (see Figure 7.24). Interlock 
definitions were next downloaded into each component using the POE tool via a network 
control interface. Finally, the components were logically bound and put online. The 
machIning system is then ready to operate. 
The commissioning requirements for the transfer-line machine were similar to the assembly 
system as described in §7 4 4. However, in this case, smce the system components are more 
tightly coupled mechanically than in an assembly machine (§7.4), extra caution is required to 
ensure that the manual mterlocks are defmed correctly so that the system can safely recover 
from every anticipated fault scenano. 
The component-based transfer-line machine was able to operate to meet Lamb Technicon's 
specificatIon in AUTOMATIC, SEMI AUTOMATIC and MANUAL modes and satisfy the 
general control requirement for the machining operations. Following the installation and 
commissioning of the system, the machine has been demonstrated to two groups of project 
partners, control vendors and machine builders, in two separate forums. 
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7.6 SUMMARY 
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Two industrial based implementations of the component-based approach for manufacturing 
automation system described in this research have been developed and implemented. The 
approach has been evaluated independently by commissioning engineers from the machine 
bmlders at Krause and Lamb Technicon and meets the required run-tIme control capabilities 
in each case. 
The next chapter presents observatIons made durmg these system implementations and 
discusses the results of the Implementations. 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapters have outlined the development of the component-based approach and 
the implementation of the component-based manufacturing automation system in two 
industnal case studIes. In this chapter, an analysIs of the component-based approach based 
on the results of these industrial case studies is provIded. The potential for the adoptIon of 
the component-based approach by the industrial project partners are considered. The 
capability of the component-based approach to meet the requirements of agile manufactunng 
automatIon as defined in the lIterature review (§2.5) is discussed. 
8.2 ANALYSIS OF THE COMPONENT-BASED APPROACH 
8.2.1 System engineering and design 
An mitial analysis of the component-based approach is presented here, based on the proof-
of-concept industrial prototypes machines which have been implemented (§7.4, §7.5). 
However, it is appreciated that this analysis and a more rigorous evaluation of the approach 
should be carried out in the future. 
Four criteria have been used here to analyse the effectiveness of the component-based 
approach to automation, these are: 
1. the compleXity of the system, 
2. the degree of reusability, 
3. the ease of using the system, and 
4. the time required to create the system. 
8.2.1.1 Measuremeut of complexity and reusability 
An approximate measure of system compleXIty can be gained by measuring the number of 
lines of programming code required to develop a given control system [148]. In the CB-
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MAS system implementation tins can be detenruned by measunng the total program code 
from all the components that form the system. This figure can then be compared with the 
amount of code required to implement the prevIOus centralised PLC based control software 
implementations on the Krause and Lamb Technicon machines. 
For the CB-MAS Krause assembly system (§7.2), 11 different types of components (i.e. 
Power supply Umt, Momtor console, Drive, Stop, Diverter, RFTag, Section monitoring, Y-
axis, Z axis, Gripper, Ultrasonic sensor) were developed for the implementation of a total of 
22 components. The Lamb Technicon transfer-line machine (§7.5) was made up ofa total of 
10 components of 8 different types (i.e., Transfer, Monitor console, Hydraulic service, 
Airllubrication services, Clamp, Part seated sensors, Head/Cross slide, Servo drive). The 
components developed for the case studies vary m code size from 950 lines for STOP 
components to 1470 lines for SERVO DRIVE components. Thus, a total of 11490 and 8120 
lines of codes are required to implement the components for the assembly system and 
machining system respectively (see Table 8.1). 
In contrast, the previous Lamb Technicon transfer-line machine control software 
implemented in ladder-logic is estimated to have contained 2000 lines of code (1500 rungs 
for transfer-statIon and 500 rungs for machining station). By purely calculating the lines of 
programming code, it seems that the component-based approach requires four to five times 
more code for an eqwvalent system. However, this is not a good indication of the degree of 
complexity of the component-based system from the perspective of system engineering and 
development due to the assertIon that the system integrator WIll be developing the system 
based on the component's abstract behavIOur (via state transition diagrams), without needing 
to access the programming code dIrectly. As the implementation details of the components 
are already encapsulated, the system integrator is able to reuse the components to compose 
systems readIly. 
It can be observed that the method of reuse here differs from the trailltional approach. The 
component-based approach described in this thesis emphasises 'black box reuse', while the 
reuse in the trailltionalladder logic approach mamly involves 'white-box reuse'. The notion 
of 'wlute-box reuse' refers to the process of developing software by reusing segments of 
previously developed programming code with the knowledge and understanding of the 
details of the internal implementations. 'Black-box reuse', on the other hand, emphasises the 
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reuse of previous knowledge through utdismg their interface abstractIon without needing to 
know their internals. Black-box reuse is able to offer a better reuse strategy as the system 
builder does not need to know how the component is implemented in order to use the 
functionality offered by the component [72, 149, 150] 
Component reusabIlity can be estImated by measuring the degree of reuse for each system. A 
higher reusability value corresponds to better reuse withm the system. It can be seen from 
Table 8.1 that a higher degree of reuse has been achieved in the assembly system relative to 
the transfer-line machine. However, much more reuse would be achieved for a complete 
transfer machine as the components developed for the single machming station of the test 
machine would then be replicated across typicaIIy 10 to 12 machining stations. 
Table 8.1 Complexity and reusabUity assessment of the component-based approach 
System 
Krause assembly 
system 
Lamb transfer-hne 
machining system 
Lines of code developed 
(950 X 9) + (1470 x2) 
= 11490 
(950 + 7) + 1470 
=8120 
Reusability 
1 - (number of components 
developed) I (total number of 
components required) 
1- .!.!. = 50% 
22 
8 1- - =20% 
10 
It should be appreciated however that the main benefits of reuse wiII be seen not within an 
individual machine but across multiple machines and more importantly multiple projects. 
Krause reports that over 70% of their mecharucal machine modules are standard items reused 
on many projects and a similar figure is estimated at Lamb Technicon. However currently 
-
virtuaIIy every new project has its own unique control system specificatIon governed chiefly 
by end-user preferences. This factor is currently a severe inhibitor of reuse since there is no 
associatIon between control hardware and software, electrIcal systems 
specifications/Implementations and the mechanical modules of the machine. It is estimated 
that 70% of the engineering teams' effort is involved m re-implementing the control and 
related electrical systems each time a new machine is implemented on a new project. These 
effort could be significantly saved If the component-based approach were weII established, 
i e., if proven pre-assembled mechatronic modules were used as the common budding blocks 
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to compose manufactunng automation systems by simply reconfigunng and interlocking 
them together instead of developing new control programs for each application [23]. 
8.2.1.2 Assessing the ease of use of the system 
As proposed by Lucas, the complexity of system engineering and development can be 
measured by the accessIbility of information in a system [148]. This can be determined by 
determining the ease of understanding and diagnosmg a system under defmed scenarios: 
Scenario 1. Understanding system behaviour 
This requires examining the application program to trace the cause and effect of an operation 
in order to bwld a mental picture of the behaviour of the system. The cause and effect of an 
operation can be defmed as: 
If an operation X enables or disables an operation Y, then X is a cause of Y, 
conversely, Vis an effect of X [148]. 
In the component-based manufacturing automation system, the system behaviour is speCIfied 
through interlocking the control elements within the components. To understand the 
behaviour of the system, a user needs to examine the interlock of each control element to 
find out the causal relationship between the different control elements. A user starts from a 
state speCIfied in a control element's state-transition diagram and examines the transition 
requued to proceed to the next state. If the conditions for enabling the transition are 
interlocked to another control element, the interlocking control element is selected and the 
process of analysing the transition from the current state to the subsequent one is repeated. 
To build an understanding of the behaVIOur of the system, the user must navigate iteratively 
through all the transitions in the interlocking control elements. The procedure is Illustrated 
by a flow chart in Figure 8.1. 
Theoretically, understanding the system control behaviour of the CB-MAS via the state-
transitIon diagrams of the control elements is considered a difficult task as the depth of 
naVIgation between control elements can be potentially unlimited and the complexity of 
understanding the behaviour of the system increases with every iteration. 
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Figure 8.1 Understanding component-based system behaviour 
However, m the case study for the assembly system, it was found that the cause of an 
operation is usually associated with the change of state of sensors. Therefore the depth of the 
navigation does not exceed two levels when control elements are analysed to trace the causal 
relationship. In the case of the transfer-line machine, the use of sequence control elements 
greatly eased the task of understanding the system since the system behaviour is typically 
governed by a sequence. Hence the behaviour of the system can be comprehended by 
dIrectly studying the state-translllon behaviour of the sequence control elements. 
In comparison, in order to understand the behaviour of the same systems as previously 
designed and implemented using traditional ladder logic progranuning, the user would need 
to sort through and understand the entire program, which contains process control logic, 
error handling and diagnostics and HMI messaging funcllonality. This implies a greater 
degree of complexity and therefore requires a higher level of expertise in the control 
languages as well as greater familiarity with the code m order to abstract and understand the 
system behaviour. 
Scenario 2. System error diagnosis. 
Consider the situation when a system is operating normally and then It suddenly stops. The 
task here is to analyse the cause of the failure and identify the source of the problem. The 
user needs to determine the expected operation that the system was executing before it 
stopped. By looking at the control element that should be invoking the operation, the user 
can determine whether the fault is caused directly by the malfunctioning of an automation 
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device (e g., an actuator is not operating due to a faulty actuatmg solenoid) hardware or by a 
faJlure of other interlocking control elements to propagate the correct (expected) state to 
enable the transition (e g. due to a faulty control module microprocessor or network 
communication). The interlocking control elements are then analysed iteratively to determine 
the source of the error (see Figure 8.2). 
Hardware 
}---Ve. (mechauonlcs) 
No 
Ve. 
Ve. 
malfunctlon 
Component 
control 
malfunction 
Figure 8.2 Debugging the system 
The process for diagnosmg a component-based system is comparatively easier than for 
tradttional systems implemented in ladder logic due mainly to the following reasons: 
a. The control system is segmented into components which tightly couples the 
functionality of the automation devices with its control software and hardware. 
Components are only coupled through their logical mterlock relationshIps. This 
component-based approach breaks down a potential complicated system into many 
small and well-defmed units where each can be better understood and managed. In 
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contrast, a traditional ladder lOgIC program do not have a well-defmed structure and 
the task of going through the thousands of ladder rungs to identify a fault can be an 
extremely tedIous experience. 
b. Fault and errors can be localised to components smce implementation, fault 
detection and error handling routines are all integrated together within the 
component. On the other hand, in a traditional PLC-based system, sequence and 
interlock control, error diagnostic and handlmg are often implemented separately and 
is extremely difficult to associate with especially in large and complex ladder logic 
programs. 
c. The components' internal implementation is hidden from the application 
specification. This allows the system control application to be developed and venfied 
without requiring to understand the complexity of the low-level implementation 
details. 
Scenario 3. Modifying the system 
The tasks of modIfying the component-based system to alter the system's behaviour or to 
add new components to the system involves modifying the interlocks of the existing 
components and defining new interlocks for any additional components. This is conSIdered 
to be a relatively easy task as the system has a low degree of coupling. System behaviour is 
defined through the components' state-transition mterlocks and is kept strictly separated 
from their low-level implementatIOn details through the use of abstractIon. Thus 
modificatIon of system behaviour only requires altering the interlocks of the affected 
components at a high-level. Low-level implementation details within the components are not 
affected in any way. In a PLC-based system, changes to the system have to be implemented 
through the ladder logic program. Attention has to be given to ensure that all the low-level 
implementations that is related to the modIfication have been reviewed and addressed. 
Therefore, the component-based system proposed ill this thesis is more flexible and 
reconfigurable in this respect. 
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8.2.1.3 Measuring system development time 
The development time required for the implementation of the CB-MAS assembly and 
transfer-line machines has been logged by Ong [23] and compared against the time taken for 
the implementation of the same systems using the traditional approach (see Figure 8.3). It 
was observed that the total time taken to develop and commission the systems could be 
reduced by approximately 50% using the component-based approach. This result is based on 
the assumption that the machine bui lder would be able to make use of the pre-developed 
components to compose the automation system and develop the system application. 
~ ~ +--------------------------------------
~ 25 +--------------______________________ __ 
-o 
o 
z 
Software Design Commissioning 
Activities 
• Assembly system - traditional approach 
DAssembly system - component-based approach 
Total 
I!! Transfer-line machine - traditional approach 
. Transfer-line machine - component-based approach 
Figure 8.3 Comparison of time taken to implement the case study automation systems 1231. 
8.2.2 Performance analysis of runtime environment 
8.2.2.1 Discussion of control performance 
The two CB-MAS implementation in Krause assembly system and Lamb Technicon 
transfer-line machining system have been able to function as according to the respective 
industrial requirements in Automatic, Manual as well as Sillgle-step operating mode. The 
robustness of both systems has been demonstrated with the commissioning checks conducted 
by the companies' commissioning engineers. The commissioning checks not only showed 
that the component-based automation system can operate automatically during normal 
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circumstances, but also proved that the system is capable of handling exceptIons arising from 
typical manufacturing operations and can subsequently be recovered safely to a known state 
where it could resume normal operation 
It is not the intention of this research to deliver a system that can achieve better runtime 
performance relative to traditional PLC-based systems (Le. faster throughput and shorter 
cycle time). However, a certain degree of performance optimisation can be observed in the 
CB-MAS, particularly in the Krause assembly system. This is due to the inherent nature of 
the distnbuted control system where automation components can concurrently execute their 
respective automation functions so long as their respective mterIocking conditions are 
satisfied. In the case of the component-based Krause assembly system, due to the loosely 
coupled relatlOnslup between the components, a better performance efficiency is therefore 
observed. 
8.2.2.2 Distributed networking and communication capability 
During the operation of the two case study machines, protocol analysers are attached to their 
control systems in order to capture the network traffic. TIns data can be used to provide a 
quantitative assessment of the performance of the systems. The results of these tests are 
shown in Table 8.2. It IS observed that the average size of a message (average package size) 
is less than 13 bytes. This includes approximately 10 bytes of addressing information. 
Consider a network design where the average packet size is 13 bytes (104 bits), and 
assuming the average number of bits between each packet is 48 bits. Each packet cycle 
therefore takes 152 bit-tune on a 78 kbps communication channel. The theoretical maximum 
rate at which packets can be sent the network is 525 packets ((78xl024)~152) at 100% 
bandwidth utilisation. Practically, a LonWorks control network is able to cope effectively at 
bandwidth utihsations of up to approximately 40% [151] before It expenences a high rate of 
message collision which will degrade the network performance significantly. It can be 
observed from the analysIs (see Table 8.2) that the bandwidth utIlisations for the two systems 
when running normally (I.e. with the machines operating in Automatic mode) do not exceed 
6%. This low level of network loading can be attributed to the use of event based message 
propagation, where messages are sent between the components m the network on an "as 
needed" basis. 
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The typical transaction time for a component to send a message ranges from 56 - 200 
milliseconds. This is the tune taken for a sender to send a message and to then receive the 
acknowledgement replies from all the recipients (In our case there would typically be 
between 4 to 11 recipients). As both machine systems are considered a type of discrete event 
system and the network IS typically used for the transmittmg of asynchronous discrete state 
messages where the response time could be as long as 500 milliseconds. These fmdmgs 
prove the feasibility and practicability of the component-based distributed control approach 
to adequately meet the performance and control requirements of manufacturing automation. 
However, If the network IS also reqwred to carry contmuous process data, e g. analogue 
sensor values, synchronous dnve positioning etc, where the data has to be delivered regularly 
within a deadline of 10ms or less, a LonWorks based network would not be able to meet this 
bandwidth requirement [152]. 
Table 8.2 Analysis of network performance ofthe CB-MAS 
Assembly System Transfer-line machining 
system 
Average package size 
(bvtes) 
12.82 11.75 
Averal!e Packets/sec 3907 9.75 
Network throughput 501.11 114.50 
Bvtes/sec 
Bandwidth utilisation (%) 5.13% 0.15% 
Typical transaction time 
(~) 56.7 - 200 
8.2.2.3 Scalability of the CB-MAS 
The CB-MAS needs to be scalable for implementation in practical industrial systems, i.e., 
the system should be capable of maintaining the performance or service under an increased 
network loading by adding components into the system. Based on the bandwidth utilisation 
of the two industrial implementations (§8.2.2 2), the system would statistically be able to 
accommodate at least 170 components in a LonWorks network before it reaches the 
bandwidth utilisation limit (40% for Lon Works network). Subsequently, network congestion 
might occur as too many components are trymg to communicate through the same medIUm. 
To further increase the total throughput and capacity of the network, network routers can be 
used to partition the communication network into different segments. Routers are active 
network devices which physically connects two separate communication channels. Each 
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router side can receive a network message and make a decision as to whether the message 
needs to be transmitted to the other side. Messages that are not intended for components at 
the other side of the router are not transmItted across, thereby reducing the loadmg on each 
segment of the network. 
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Figure 8.4 Network segmentation of a Transfer-line machine 
Figure 8.4 shows the possible network architecture of a component-based transfer-line 
machIne using network routers. The components for each machining station are connected to 
different network segments. The network segments for each machining station is linked 
together via network router to the transfer station. The segmentation of network would 
isolate most of the network traffic WIthin each machining station and reduce the overall 
network loading of the system, therefore ensuring that the CB-MAS is able to scale up to 
full-scale transfer-line machining systems typically consisting of a transfer station and 10 to 
12 machining stations. 
The component-based assembly automation system, on the other hand, generally consIsts of 
independent assembly stations, each containing typically 10 - 20 components. The stations 
are not networked together as components only communicate with other components within 
the same station. Each system would be able to cope well within the network limitation 
without the need for network routers. Therefore, the component-based assembly system 
presented ID the case studies can be scaled up to the complete assembly system using the 
same implementation methods without requiring further addition or modifications. 
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8.3 ADOPTION OF THE COMPONENT·BASED APPROACH 
Component-based control dtffers from tradttional approaches in many respects including the 
way control applications are developed and the distribution of control intelligence to local 
devices. The adoption of a component-based approach also has important social and business 
implications for the supply cham partners. This section reviews issues relevant to the 
industrial acceptabIlity of the component-based approach. 
8.3.1 Control application design and development 
In the CB-MAS, system behaviour is defmed by interlocking distributed components 
together. As a result of adopting this approach, the overall operational sequence of the 
system is not immedIately obvious, unless logic control elements are used to explicitly 
specifY and enforce sequences, as m the case of the sequence control elements used in Case 
Study 2 (§7.5.3). For automation systems that are highly uncoupled and do not have a clear 
sequence of operation, this approach IS able to provide a fast and intuitive way of application 
specification which existing machine builder can readtly relate to. For example, in the 
Krause assembly system in Case Study 1 (§7.4), the commencement of an operation (e.g. 
opening or closing of a STOP actuator) is primarily caused by the effect of a change of state 
of a sensor (when a part arrives at the station). There is no clearly defined operational 
sequence required in such cases and the behaviour of the system evolves naturally through 
the couplmg of components. 
For systems such as the transfer-Ime machine m Case Study 2 (§7.5) where control 
behaviour are primarily governed by sequences, sequence control elements are required to 
coordtnate operations in order to provide understandable and meaningful system execution 
behaviour. However, the intention of the CB-MAS approach IS that components wIll be 
developed by component supphers6 who are not partIcularly aware of the specific application 
of the targeted system where their components WIll be deployed. There might be 
circumstances when machine builders would need additional control functionality that is not 
provided by avrulable components. Therefore, the machine builder needs to have some 
method of implementmg addttional functionality into components without affecting the 
6 In practice the component supphers may be a dedIcated group WIthin the same company Wlth the machme 
bUIlders as well as external partners 
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performance of their existing embedded behaviour. One way to achieve this is for 
components to be delivered with other extra functions (control elements), in addition to the 
control elements required for controlling the associated automation hardware. These control 
elements can be developed such that their state transition behaviours can be configured to 
provide commonly need applicatIOn logic functionality, e.g. sequence control, timer and 
counters (§5.3 .2). 
8.3.2 Distribution of control intelligence to local devices 
The research project partners were generally receptive to the idea of distributing application 
mtelligence to local automatIOn devices. In particular the assembly machine builders Krause 
involved in Case Study I foresee the need to transfer the responSibilIty for programming 
low-level automation control devices to their component suppliers so that they can focus on 
designing, implementing and delivering control systems using the components obtained from 
these component supphers without worrying about the low-level programming details. 
However, Lamb Technicon, the transfer-line machining builders mvolved in Case Study 2, 
do not foresee adopting a component-based approach in the near future. Generally, they are 
satisfied with their current control architecture, where the control responsibility of the 
transfer-line machine has been distributed to the machining stations (wingbases) and is 
coordmated by a master transfer station. They expressed doubts about greater dtstribution of 
the control to local processors mstalled nearer to the actual points of control. The dtfference 
of opinion between the vendors of these assembly and metal cuttmg machines can be 
attributed to the following factors: 
• Control devices in assembly systems are generally sparsely distributed and loosely 
coupled. By distributing control from a centralised controller to a number of local 
computing units, a certain degree of parallelism and performance optunisation can be 
inherently achieved and the system is no longer subjected to a single pomt of failure. In 
the case of transfer-line based machining system, the control operations are much more 
rigid and coupled. Control devices are typically concentrated at each machining station 
(wingbase). Lamb Technicon engineers are generally satisfied with the current control 
configuration and see no potential benefits from further distributing the controls mto 
automation deVices. 
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• The manufacturing environment for assembly automation is comparatively cleaner than 
transfer-line based machining systems. Machining systems require hydraulIc power, 
coolant and lubricants for metal-cutting operations. The environment is therefore 
comparatively harsher. As a result, there are some doubts about movrng the application 
control to local components that wIll be subjected to harsh environment factors such as 
corrosion, heat and vibration. During the case study implementation, the transfer-line 
system was installed on site for nearly a year and durmg this time there were no reports 
of failure of the components due to environmental factors. Nevertheless, this is obviously 
not conclusive evidence and further studies will have to be conducted to assess these 
environmental issues more fully. 
8.3.3 Process specification using state·transition diagrams 
This research suggested the used of state-transItion diagrams for system designer to develop 
the control system application by defining the transitional conditions for interlocking the 
components. However, state-transItion notation is just a method of representation to descnbe 
the abstract control behaviour of the components and the associate behaviour of the 
automation system. Other representatIOn methods, for instance Petri Net [153, 154], could 
also be used for describing the component's control behaviour. Nevertheless, state transition 
representations are preferred because they are simple and easy to understand. Process 
definition software developed based on the state-transition representations combines the use 
of textual and graphical descriptions that enables a user to develop control application with 
maximum degree of simplicity and clanty. In contrast, system modelling usmg Petri Net 
representation is more complex as it uses more constructs for describing the behaviour. This 
is illustrated by the example m FIgure 8.5. Figure 8.5(i) shows a system represented using 
state transition diagrams of a four-state actuator and two two-state sensors. The system 
behaviour IS described using textual statements to detail the interlock between the actuator 
and the sensors. Whereas in Figure 8.5(ii), usmg Petri Net representation, additional 
graphical constructs are used to derme the interlocks between the actuator and sensors. It is 
visually more complex to model even a simple system in the above example. Therefore, for a 
system typically COnsISting of more than four interlockIng components, it can arguably be 
more difficult to descnbe, visualIse and understand automation system using Petri Net 
representation. Therefore, process definition software adopting the Petri Net representation 
for descnbing system application might have limited usability. However, the ability of Petri 
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Net as a mathematical tool for analysing concurrent system is acknowledged and should 
therefore be exploited. Formal analysis methods based on Petri Net can be used for verifying 
and analysmg the logical correctness of the CB-MAS prior to the installation of the physical 
system (see §9.2.2). 
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Figure 8.5 Description of a system using i) state-transition, and iI) Petri-net representation 
8.3.4 Socio-political impact of the component-based approach 
The implementation of the component concept descnbed in this research requires a pre-
defined component architecture so that components from different vendors can interoperate 
with one another. This is a major slnft from the tradIttonal way of control system 
development, from specific applicatIOn specification, development and implementation to 
that of generic component selection, system integration and COIIllllJssioning. Such a slnft 
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requires new working practices and creates new responsibilities for and relationship between 
the stakeholders. 
Based on the feedback from the project partners, it can be concluded that, in principle, all 
stakeholders (component suppliers, machine builders and end-users) appreciated the 
potential benefits of the component-based approach in enabling more agile manufacturing 
automation systems. The machine bwlders, in particular, are m favour of the component-
based approach and development method as it can sigmficantly improve their development 
process and greatly reduce the development time by encapsulating most of the complex 
unplementatlOn details by reusing common components instead of redeveloping them. 
The end users are more reserved about accepting the concept at this stage. They require 
assurance from the machine builders and the component suppliers about the viability of the 
technology. End users typically require Iow-risk technology with a high level of support. 
Component-based systems therefore need to be more mature and aVailable as standard 
products from major control system vendors before significant end-user adoption of the 
technology can occur. 
Other research work is currently being conducted in the MS! Research instItute to evaluate 
the non-techrucal aspects and the impact of the adoption of the component-based approach in 
the automotive sector [23]. ThIs research is studying the political and socio-techrucal impact 
of the approach on the stakeholders and aim to provide methods for the stakeholders to 
assess the viability of adopting the component-based approach. 
8.4 FULFILLING THE REQUIREMENTS OF MANUFACTURING 
AUTOMATION 
It has been demonstrated via the case studies that, relative to existing PLC-based approaches, 
the CB-MAS IS better able to meet the requirements of agile manufacturIng automation 
identified in Chapter 2 (§2.5) The main points are discussed below and also surnmansed in 
Table 8.3. The CB-MAS approach: 
• Utilises a distributed, heterarchical control architecture as the underlying enabler for 
implementing the component-based distributed control approach to manufacturing 
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automation systems. This control architecture enables the development of components 
which is capable of reacting autonomously to the states of the manufacturing system 
without requiring a central controller. It has been demonstrated through the two industrial 
case studies (I.e., the CB-MAS Krause assembly automation system and the Lamb 
Technicon transfer-line machine in Chapter 7) that such control architecture is able to 
meet the operational requirements of manufacturing automation systems. 
• Enables a high degree of reuse by mtegrating automation elements and their assocIated 
hardware/software together and embedding their generic control behaviour into 
components so that these components can be used/reused as common system building 
blocks for manufacturing automation systems. 
• Facilitates a low degree of coupling as the component-based approach separates 
component development from system integrations, allowing independent component 
suppliers to develop and provide pre-bmlt components for machine builders who can 
make use of the components' functionality directly. Therefore, the CB-MAS could 
enable the stakeholders i.e., component suppliers, machine builders and end-users, to 
capitalise on theIr individual core competencies whIlst at the same tIme, makIng use of 
each other's expertise to co-operatIvely develop, implement and operate manufacturing 
systems. 
• Adopts encapsulation and abstraction methodology so that component users, i.e., 
machine bUIlders can make use of the components to develop automation systems 
without worrying about the components' low-level Implementation details. 
• Integrates support capabilities such as best practice in control and dIagnostics within 
the component. However, the capabilities for lifecycle support of the components that 
has been dIscussed in the research (§5.3.1.2) have not been fully exploited and developed 
in this research. 
• Supports piecewise integration approach by allowmg components to be separately 
developed and fully validated before bemg integrated into systems. The ability to 
separate component development from system integration and to compose systems from 
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well-defmed, pre-tested components allows complex manufacturing automation systems 
to be developed, commissioned and validated incrementally. 
• Enables self-documenting hardware components through the components' local 
computing and data storage capabiltties. However, the research did not proceed further in 
this aspect due to time and resource constrain. More work is required to develop an 
information infrastructure to exploit the capabilities of self-documentmg hardware 
components to automatically generating system documentations. 
• Utilises common data representation to provide a consistent, common data model to 
support the various engineering activities associated WIth the development, 
implementation and operation of the manufacturmg automation systems. 
• Utilises an integrated process design environment, the PDE tools, developed in MS! 
Research Institute to integrate the various engineering activities required for developmg, 
implementing and operating manufacturing automation systems. However, the PDE tool 
is currently a proof-of-concept software suite at this stage, more development work is 
required to improve Its operational stability and the mtegration of its various applications 
within the suite. The tools also need to be enhanced to improve the user experience (e g., 
more intuitive user interfaces, integrated help support and user manuals). 
• Enables visual modelling and simulation of the automation system usmg the CB-MAS 
environments and integration framework (§6.3). The PDE modelling and simulation 
tools [102, 103] are able to utilise the integration framework to provide a visualisation 
environment for system integrators to validate, monitor and support the component-
based manufacturmg automation systems. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
9.1 RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENTS 
This research has contnbuted significantly to the body of knowledge in the field of 
manufacturing automation systems. This has been achieved through the conception, 
implementation and mdustrial evaluation of: 
1. a novel component-based distributed control approach which encapsulates low-level 
implementation details mto reusable components, 
2. a method of designing and implementing manufacturing automation systems by the 
parameterisation of pre-bUJlt components instead of developing proprietary 
application programs, and 
3. an integration framework that facilitates support for the engineering of component-
based automation systems by distnbuted engineering teams. 
The general achievements and fmdings of this research are tabulated in Table 9 1. The major 
technical innovations of the research which have been implemented and evaluated via the 
case studies are: 
• The decoupling of generic low-level automation hardware implementation from specific 
system application behaviour. This has been achieved through the encapsulation of 
implementation details into components and the abstraction of their control behaVIOurs 
using simple state-transItIon diagrams and configuratIon parameters (§5.2, §5.3). 
• The development and implementation of automation systems based on autonomous, 
"situation-aware" components whIch can react autonomously to the manufacturIng 
environment without the need for a central controller (§5.4). This can significantly 
reduce engineermg effort and allow engmeers to develop systems at a higher level of 
abstraction. Using the component-based approach, instead of developing proprietary 
control programs for every system applications, systems can now be developed and 
modIfied through the configuration of pre-developed components. This improves the 
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reusability at 1) the initial system design and unplementation phase and 2) the 
reconfiguration phase in the system engineering lifecycle. 
• The realIsatJon of an integrated process deSIgn environment for the design and 
unplementation of manufactJJring automation systems (§6.6). Whilst not the major focus 
of this thesis, the component-based approach and it's associated integration framework 
provide the key to the development of the PDE software suite which integrates the 
runtime, design, visualisation and HMI aspects of automation systems around a common 
data environment. This provides a common representation for automation systems and 
enables distributed engineering teams to more easliy develop, morutor and diagnose such 
systems. 
9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
9.2.1 Introduction 
The ultimate goal of this research initiative is to proVIde methods and tools to support the 
entire engineering lifecycle of component-based manufacturmg automation system design 
and Implementation. However, because of time and resource constraints, a number of aspects 
of the CB-MAS concept remain to be fully realised. In particular: 
• The concept of hybrid system simulation (§6.3.2.3) for the purpose of validating 
modifications to an existing system before making any physical changes has not been 
fully developed and tested. 
• Although prelimrnary assessment has been conducted to compare the traditional methods 
with the component-based approach to developing and implementing an automation 
system, no direct comparIson has yet been made m a rigorous experimental manner to 
assess the benefits of the component-based approach in improving manufacturmg 
flexibility, agility and usability. A formal experimental evaluation would enable a more 
detalied analysis to be made, such as time taken for designing and implementing the 
control system, the ease of using and modifying the system, the ease of reconfiguring the 
system etc. 
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• No fonnal analysIs and validation tool has been developed for checking the logical 
correctness of the system prior to system installation. However, this subject is in itself a 
major research topic. 
• The implementation of the system has so far been limited to the use of prototype system 
hardware and software in a smgle application domain, i.e., automotive engine 
manufacturing. 
9.2.2 Formal verification ofthe component-based system design 
The component-based control, being a class of distributed control system, inherits problems 
and issues commonly associated with concurrent systems [155, 156]. Incorrect interlocking 
of components can potentially lead to deadlocks and live-locks. Deadlock occurs when two 
or more components are unable to proceed because each is waitmg for one of the others to do 
something. Live-lock occ~en two or more components are involved in a perpetual cycle 
and without doing any useful work. The simple examples in Figure 9.1 illustrate the potential 
for creatmg a deadlock and a live-lock condition. In the Figure 9.1 a, the interlock for control 
elements Clamp 1 and Clamp 2 mutually prevent each other from moving at all. On the other 
hand, the control element Clamp 1 in Figure 9.1b might be cycling indefinitely through the 
state If the external condition (Clamp2 = EXTENDED) does not change. 
Although such design errors can be identified and trapped during control logic simulation 
using the simulation tools provided by the PDE software suite (§6.3.2.2), fonnal methods of 
verification using rigorous mathematical analysis [157] IS deSIrable to prove that the system 
has the required properties dunng design time. The system can be verified fonnally by 
conducting reachability analysis of the component-based manufacturing automatIOn system 
using methods such as Petri Net [153, 154]. In this case, the abstract control behaviour of the 
control elements (state transition diagrams) can be used directly to generate the equivalent 
Petri Net models. Inspiration can be drawn from the use of signal-net systems [158, 159] for 
the venfication of distributed control systems. The signal-net system is an extension of 
classical Petri Nets which allow modular modelling of systems based on the concept of 
mteraction of modules through event and condition inputs/outputs. Work reported by 
Vyatkin et. al. on the VEDA (Verification Environment for Distributed Applications) tool 
[158, 160] could provide concepts and mechanisms for modellmg a system of distributed, 
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mterconnecting modules and analysing the behaviour of the system by means of a 
reachability graph. 
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Figure 9.1 Example of a) deadlock and b) Iivelock 
9.2.3 Industrial Ethernet·based control system 
LonWorks has been used in this research implementation. It has been demonstrated via the 
industnal case studies that LonWorks is able to deliver the control and communication 
performance required by the component-based manufacturing automation system. However, 
there is a lack of acceptance of LonWorks in the automotive manufacturing domain. For 
widespread industrial adoption of CB-MAS, the control network used needs to be supported 
by major control vendors (e.g. Siemens, Rockwel1 Automation, Bosch Rexroth, Schneider 
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Automation). The proliferation of office Ethemet has created a demand for the use of 
Ethemet technologies ID manufacturing automatIon. The major automation vendors have 
therefore begun to promote the use of Industrial Ethemet as a communication network for 
industrial automation and process control applications in order to achieve a common 
communication protocol for office as well as automatIon applications. Ethernet-based 
products (e.g., industrial controllers, industnal-harden switches and cable connectors) and 
communication middleware (such as NDDS [122, 124]) have recently become available 
which are suitable for supporting the implementation of the CB-MAS approach. Therefore, 
future research work could investigate the issues and reqUIrements for the implementation of 
CB-MAS on an Industrial Ethemet platform. 
9.2.4 Integration of CB·MAS with emerging manufacturing paradigms 
PotentIally, the component-based manufacturmg automation system can constitute one of the 
building blocks in emerging distnbuted manufacturing paradIgms for agile manufacturing 
enterprises as dIscussed in §2.4.1. These emerging manufacturing concepts, i e., holonic, 
bionic and fractal manufacturmg, advocate the execution of manufacturing activities based 
on a set of distnbuted, autonomous manufacturing processes operating as a set of 
cooperating entities. Each entIty is capable of dynamically interacting WIth the others to 
achieve both local and global manufacturing objectIves, from the physical/machine control 
level on the manufacturing shop floor to the higher levels of manufacturing management 
systems and global networked enterprises [161]. 
The capabilities of the components to store and process lifecyc1e mformation autonomously 
will enable CB-MAS to support these manufacturing paradigms, essentially becoming one of 
the autonomous entIties that contribute actIvely towards the execution and management of an 
agile manufacturing enterprise. For instance, the diagnostic and lifecyc1e management 
capabilities of components can be exploited to support preventive and predictive 
maintenance of the system. Such diagnostic information can be used to facilitate 
manufacturing resource planning and execution processes, e.g., scheduling of next 
mamtenance operation, generating purchase order for replacement of automation devices that 
are near the end of their lifecyc1es, and dynamically reallocating manufacturing operations 
and resources to ensure continuous operation of manufacturing processes etc. 
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The integration of CB-MAS With emerging distnbuted manufacturmg paradigms can inter-
connect low-level manufacturing automation control with higher level manufacturing 
processes, business processes and enterpnse iuforrnation, providing the enterprise with an 
effective mfrastructure for collaborative manufacturing management [162, 163]. 
9.2.5 Application of the component-based concept to other domains 
Future research into the SUitability of implementing the component-based control approach 
outside the domain of automotive manufacturing should be considered. The MSI Research 
institute has already conducted a study of the application of the CB-MAS to warehouse 
packaging systems. It has been observed dunng this study that automation in warehouses has 
very similar requirement to automotive assembly automation. In particular: 
• The control elements are loosely coupled and sparsely distnbuted. 
• The automation systems are composed of many common control elements, for 
instance, conveyors, stops, parts sensors, identification Ullits and pushers (see Figure 
8.1). 
Warehousing is therefore considered to be an ideal application domain for the component-
based approach [164, 165]. 
SCANNER 
SENSOR 1 
Ir-- SENSOR 2 
CONVEYOR 1 
CONVEYOR 2 
SENSOR 8 - ___ ~~~~;~,~ SENSOR 7 I :ONIIEVClR 3 
Figure 9.2 Implementation of the component-based approach to warehouse automation In ASDA 
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Research description 
Primary 
research goal 
Secondary 
research goal 
Contribute an approach to the 
control, development and 
implementabon of a 
manufactunng automabon 
system capable of better 
supporting the requirements of 
agility 
Analyse the needs and 
requirements of manufactunng 
automation system,in 
particular, in the domain of 
automotive manufactunng 
Develop a component-based 
dlstnbuted control paradigm for 
manufacturing automation 
Propose an integration 
framework to support the 
activIties for the deSign and 
Implementation of Ule 
component-based 
manufactunng automation 
system 
Implement Ule component-
based approach to Industnal 
manufactunng automation 
systems 
Research achievements and findings 
A component-based distributed control approach to the design and implementation of manufacturing 
automation system has been proposed 
The component-based manufactunng automation system IS able to better support the requirements of 
manufacturlng agility. 
• The needs and requirements of manufactunng automation system has been reviewed 
The problems and current issues faced by the stakeholders dunng the development and Implementation of 
manufacturing system for automaton production have been investigated 
• A component-based dlstnbuted control paradigm has been developed 
• Further work is reqUired to determine the additional functlonalltles that could be embedded into components 
so that they could be genencally used to provide all possible functlonalltles reqUired by manufactunng 
automation 
• An integration framework integrating the runtlme, engmeenng, Visualisation and HMI environments to a 
common data enVironment is proposed to support Ule development, implementation and operation of 
component-based manufactunng automation system 
A PDE software sUite IS developed In MSI Research Institute to implement the environments. 
• Further development work on PDE software sUite Is required to improve Ule stability and usability 
• An CB-MAS assembly automation system has been successfully implemented In Krause Assembfy In 
Bremen, Germany 
• An CB-MAS transfer-Ime machlnmg system has been successfully Implemented In Lamb Technicon, 
Mlldenhalf, U K 
• LonWorks network IS not likely to be adopted for real Industrial Implementation of the CB approach 
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LONWORKS NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION 
A.1 INTRODUCTION 
TIlls appendix provides a brief overview of the LonWorks network that is adopted in this 
research for the implementation of the component-based manufacturing automation system 
detaIled in Chapter 7 (Industrial Case Studies). The material has been adopted from the 
resources (where indicated) with minor mowficabon. 
A.2 OVERVIEW OF LONWORKS NETWORK [1, 2] 
LonWorks stands for Local Operating Network and was introduced by the Echelon 
Corporation (USA) in 1990. The goal was to implement a dlstnbuted control network 
consisting of multiple, decentralised nncroprocessors that are able to communicate 
seamlessly WIth one another over a standarwsed communication interface, and carry out therr 
specific tasks independently and autonomously. Whtle most fieldbuses were conceived for a 
specific area of implementation and were only later incorporated into areas other than those 
onginally foreseen (for instance, CAN, Interbus, Profibus), Lon Works has been conceIved 
from the start for the widest spectrum of Implementation. LonWorks networks constitute a 
class of communication network that allows intelhgent devices such as actuators and sensors 
to communicate with one another usmg a standard protocol known as LonTalk protocol. In 
this way, the LonWorks network is suniIar to a local area network (LAN) that allows office 
computers to communicate WIth each other. indiVIdual network devices can communicate 
drrectly with one another, without the presence of a central or master controller. 
FIgure A.1 shows a schematic of a LonWorks device. In the heart of a LonWorks 
microcontroller is a Neuron Chip, a sophisticated VLSI device that combines t1tree 8-bit 
processors; the media access control (MAC) processor, network processor and the 
application processor. The flTSt two processors are dedicated to handle the first six layers of 
the OSI communication protocol, whtle the third handles the seventh layer, the application in 
the particnlar node. Data storage is possible both in the on-chip and off-cmp Flash memory 
on the LonWorks module. There are 11 YO pins to provide low-level control of field devices 
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in each module. The physical connection to the network is provided by the transceiver, 
winch will receive and send messages to the network through a variety of commurucatIon 
medium. 
In the LonWorks networks, the intellIgent communicatmg devices are called nodes. A node 
may be a basic wiring device, such as a binary sensor, an actuator or even a user mterface 
device like a keypad input or a display unit There are a wide variety of choices in the linking 
medium, from twisted parr cable, through power lines to radIO frequencies if the network is 
to cover long distances. 
• two'" commurnca on ne 
~ower source 
I 
EEPROMl I Co~"""'O" I I FLASHlROM transceiver I I 1 ; 
LonWoJ'ka® 
! NEURON H VO Cl""',,, I mIcroprocessor ! 
LonWork. nod. 1 
~ .~ 
Automabon hardware 
(e 9 sensor, actuating solenOid, motor) 
Figure A.I Schematic ora LonWorks module 
A.3 INPUT/OUTPUT (I/O) INTERFACES [3] 
The Neuron Clnp connects to application-specific external hardware via 11 110 pins, named 
100 - ID 10. These pl11S may be configured in numerous ways to provide flexible input and 
output functions WIth a minimum of external circuitry. The programming model (Neuron C 
language) allows the programmer to declare one or more pins as 110 objects to perform the 
actual mputloutput function durmg execution of the program. There are 34 dIfferent 110 
objects which enable application programs to control a WIde range of devices through 
vanous 110 mterfaces. 110 objects that are commonly used includes: direct 110 control (bit, 
byte, nibble), parallel 110 (modbus multlplexing, parallel port bidirectional handshaking) an 
senal 110 (fC, Neurowire 110, RS232 serial 110). 
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A.4 LONTALK COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL [3, 4] 
The communication protocol in which LonWorks devices communicate is known as the 
LonTalk protocol. The LonTalk protocol shares many similarities to Ethemet (TCPIIP). 
Ethemet protocol supports canier-sense multiple access with collision detection 
(CSMAlCD). This enables communicating devices to detect a collisIOn if they try to send a 
message to the communication mediwn at the same time. After detecting a collision, a 
device waits a random delay time and then attempts to re-transnnt the message. In the case of 
LonTalk procotol, fIrst, instead of Jwnping on the network as soon as it detects an open slot, 
the protocol automatically generates a random delay slot from the beginning (i.e. Collision 
Avoidance). Secondly, instead of a fixed nwnber of randomisation slots the nwnber of slots 
dynamically increases based on traffic load. As traffic increases the nwnber of 
randomization slots increase, as traffic decreases the nwnber decreases. This translates to a 
lmear response with increasing traffic load. Hence, even at bus saturatIon, the collision rate 
for is statIcally only 4%. So even under heavy loads messages will still get through instead 
of shutting down the entire network. 
The protocol processing on the Neuron Chip is media-independent. This allows the Neuron 
Chip to support a wide vanety of communications media, including twisted-pair, power line, 
radio-frequency, infrared, coaxial cable, and fIber optics. A LonWorks network may be 
composed of one or more channels, which can consist of up to 32.385 LonWorks nodes 
Typically, a large network IS sphtted into more than one channel which are physically 
connected together using routers. Routers are also used for bridging between multiple media. 
A single logical network can consist of many different media. 
Nodes in the network are logically arranged into the address hierarchy of domain, subnet, 
node, group and the node unique identifIer (ID). This allows for flexible ranges of peer-to-
peer communication from end-to-end unicast, to multicasting to a group of selected nodes 
and broadcasting to all the nodes in the domain. 
A.S APPLICATION PROGRAMMING [3, 5, 6] 
The primary programnung language used to write applicatIon for the Lon Works devices is a 
derivative of the C programming language called Neuron C. The Neuron C is based on ANSI 
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C [7, 8], where additional fimctionahtIes - local input/output (I/O) support, event processing 
and message processing - are augmented to provide event-based, networked distnbuted 
control. 
A.S.1 Network variables 
The application program declares a special class of static objects called network variables, 
winch may be of class input or output. Assignment of a value to a network output variable 
causes propagation of that value to all nodes declanng an input variable that is connected to 
-
the network output variable. Nodes that declare an input network variable need only refer to 
that variable to determine the latest value propagated across the network. The progranuner 
does not need to deal with message buffers, node addressing and other Iow-level details. 
At installation time, the output network variable of a Lon Works node is bound to the input 
network variable from other nodes. Binding is the process of logically connecting together 
network variables from dIfferent nodes. It is carried out using a network management device. 
The capability for "late-bindmg" of nodes, where the knowledge of logical mterconnection 
of date producer and consumer IS taken out of the development phases - allows 
independently progranuners to develop, implement and verify mdividual applicatIons first 
and integrate them together at a later stage. 
A.S.2 Scheduler 
The scheduling of tasks in the LonWorks applIcation is event-dnven; when a gIven condItIon 
becomes TRUE, a body of code tasks associated with that condition is then executed. User 
written tasks are executed in response to events or conditions specified in the 'when' clauses 
by the application program. The programming of LonWorks applIcation involves definItion 
of tasks that run as the result of certain events, such as a change in the state of an input pm, 
receiving an update for an input network variable, or the expiration of timer. 
Events generally consists of the following types (Figure A.2) 
I. System-wide events 
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These are generated by the native finnware corresponding to a change in state of the 
node - for example, when the node has been reset, power-on, put onImelofllme. 
2. Input! Output (I/O) events 
Changes from the state of I/O devices can be detected using these events. This is 
typically used to response to changes in the value of local feedback from the associated 
hardware deVIces. Such changed are implemented using the impliCItly defined I/O 
events such as io_changes and io_update_occurs. 
3. Message and Network Variable events 
When a network input variable bounded to the output network variable of another node 
has been updated, these events wIll evalnate to true. The network variable event, 
nv_update_occurs is commonly used to executed tasks cause by the change in the 
network variable. These events are typically used to handle event propagations from 
other nodes via their output network variables. 
4. Timer expIres event 
This event is evaluated to TRUE when the timer object declared in the apphcation has 
decrement to O. This IS generally used for generating a time-delay for the execution of 
timed functIons such as watchdog monitor, time delay and periodic checks. 
5. User specified events 
User can also specify custom expression in that could cause the function within the 
'when' clause be executed when it is evaluated to TRUE. 
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when (reset) 
{ 
system wide events 
.. node initialisation code 
} 
when (io_changes) 
{ 
} 
.. application code to be executed at a 
change ~n the values of input pin . 
•. Application code to be executed due to 
the change in the values of a input network variable 
when (timer_expires Timer) 
{ 
} 
.. execute operation due to the time up of timer object 
when «(express.!on) •• TRUE) 
{ 
} 
.. application code to be executed when user specified 
expression evaluates to TRUE 
Figure A.2 Illustration oC the event-based execution oC "when" Cunetion-block 
The scheduIer typically evaluates the 'when' clauses in a round-robin fasiuon, e.g. if it IS 
TRUE, the task associated with it is executed. Otherwise the scheduler moves on to examine 
the next 'when' clause. After the last 'when' clause in the application program has been 
evaluated, the scheduIer returns to the top (first 'when' clause) and moves through the group 
of 'when' clauses again. 
Additional library functions are also provided. This proVIdes a sufficient selections of 
functions for logical and mathematical computation, strings and bit manipulation, network 
management and execution control, error handling and different types of 110 handling. 
A.6 SAMPLE CODE FOR COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION 
The implementation code for a typical component can be classified mto 8 sub-groups as 
illustrated in Figure A.3, namely, 
1. Event Scheduling 
2. Control operations/executIOn 
3. Finite State Machine execution 
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4. Operation mode handlIng 
5. Control input/output (I/O) 
6. Configuration parameters handling 
7. Error Handling routine 
8. Lifecycle management 
r--' 
1--
r-
Event Scheduling t-----; 
Error Handling roubne ~ 
Operation Mode 
Handlll1g 
Fimte State Machine 
Control Operational 
execution 
ControllnpuUOutput 
_ .. --
-
Configuration 
Parameters 
-
'--; Lifecycle management 
Figure A.3 LonWorks implementation of a component 
Examples of the programming structures for each group are shown below: 
Event Scheduling Operatmg mode handling 
network output unsigned iot no_Seate. 
network input. unsigned lot ni_Interlock, 
When Inv_updaee_occura(ni_Operating_commandl) 
/1 Operator Commands 
network input ni_Operating_Mode. 
network input ni_Operating_Command, 
when (reset) 
( 
Initialise 0 1 
} 
when (online) 
when 
( 
/1 Switcb In error mode 
} 
( 
switcb (nI_Operating_Mode) 
( 
ca.e MANUAL 
Check_Manual_Interlock(), 
break. 
call" STEP 
if (ni_Operating_Command ._ STEP_FORWARD) 
( 
} 
break, 
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Error Handling 
when (timer_expires (tmTravelTimer» 
no_Error _ ERROR_TIMEOU'r1 
PSM _Mode _ CB: _ERROR. 
Initialise 0 
( 
11 Load configuration parameters 
/1 Establish current stats from feedback 
/1 Check initial position 
IIPairs check 
ConfiguratIOn Parameters 
caDst network output SNVT_Address nvoFileDir • 
&FileDirectory/ 
typedef .truct { 
unsigned long 
unsigned iot 
unsigned long 
unsigned long 
Heartheat_rate; 
Initial Posit1on; 
HOIIIe tri'vel time, 
work:travel:time, 
far offcbip eeprom struct 
type_confl.g..para cpActuator, 
} Component, 
void WriteCon!igParameter{void "dest, int offset, 
char· data, int length) 
( 
int i, 
for li_O, i< length, i++) 
( 
.Idest+ o!!set + 1) • Ichar) .. Idata + i), 
Control OperatlonlEx8Cutlon 
,id Control_Event_Feedback() 
111/0 error check 
/1 Internal condition to PSM 
Check_FSMII. 
void Execute_Operationlint IItate) 
{ 
switch (state) 
( 
calle ACT HOME 
Out _ Actui'tQr _Extend I 
LifeCycleMgnt_Incrementcount () • 
StartTraveITll11er() i 
break; 
break, 
ControllnputlOutput 
1o_0 output bit oHOME, 
10_1 output bit oWORK, 
10_4 input bit l.HOME, 
1o_5 input bit iWORK, 
{nt OUt_Actuator_Extend I) 
io_out(oHOMi, 0) J 
io_outloWORK, 1) i 
{nt OUt_Actuator_RetractO 
io out (oHOME, 1). 
io:outloWORK, 0) I 
when(io_changes (iHOME)) IIControl Feedback 
( 
ErrChk_Pairs I) , 
Control_Event_FeedbackO: 
whenlio_changesliWORK) ) 
( 
ErrChk Pairs I) , 
ControI_Event_Feedback (), 
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When (nv_update_occur8Ini_Interlockl 
( 
switch (ni_Operating_Mode) 
( 
ease MODE AUTOMATIC 
if Ini_Op;rating_command •• START) 
Cheek _ FSM Cl I 
default 
return, 
(nt Check_FSM() 
if I actMode 1_ CB_READY) return 0, 
switch (no Statel ( -
calle STATE HOMB 
tf IBxtern;l_conditioD_Snabled(}) 
) 
no_State. STATB_MOVING_TO_WORK11 
Bxecute_Operation(MOV_TO_WORX); 
LifeeycleManagementl), 
break, 
break, 
break, 
break, 
A.7 REFERENCES 
FSM Execution 
{OOlean External_Condition_Enabled 11 
switch (no State) ( -
case STATE HOMEI 
Ilcompare ~urrent interlocks 
if (Interlock Is True' return TRUE 
break, - -
case STATE WORK 
//compare ~urrent interlocks 
if (Interlock_Ill_True) return TROB 
break, 
return FALSE. 
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KRAUSE ASSEMBLY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 
B.1 INTRODUCTION 
Here, the specification detaIls of the Krause assembly system descnbed in Chapter 7 (§7A) is 
provided. The machine consists of a transport system and an assembly station The transport 
system moves pallets into the assembly station where pick -and-place operattons were 
performed on the pallet. After the operation, pallets exit the station and were sorted by a 
track diverter to two lanes. The pallets were buffered for a short period of time before 
released and transported again into the assembly statton for the next assembly cycle. Radio 
frequency data tags (RP Tags) were mounted below each pallet to carry information related 
to the pallet and result of the assembly operation. A total of eleven different types of 
components were developed - namely, Conveyor Drives, Pallet Sensor, Stop, Diverter, RF 
(radio frequency) identtfication unit, Indexing Umt, Gripper, Z-axis verttcal gantty, Y-axis 
honzontal gantty, Power supply unit and HMI control panel. These components were used to 
compose the entire assembly system consisting of22 components 
§B 2 provides a breakdown of the assembly system into subsystems, components and control 
elements. The physical layout of the system are shown in §B.3. §BA shows the input/output 
for each component. The logical behaviour of the control elements within the components is 
Illustrated in §B.5. Fmally, the control behaviour of the system is constructed by developing 
external conditions for coupling the components together as Illustrated in §B 6 
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8.2 SYSTEM COMPOSITION 
Subsystem Component Control Element 
Transport Power Supply Unit Power supply urut 
subsystem Monitor console Qperator console 
Subsystem morutor 
Dnve I Drive 
Drive 2 Drive 
Dnve3 Drive 
Dnve4 Drive 
Stop I Stop actuator 
Pallet sensor 
Stop 2 St~ actuator 
Pallet sensor 
Stop 3 StQpactuator 
Pallet sensor 
Diverter Dlverter 
RFTag RFTagID 
RFTa~Wnter 
Assembly Power Supply Urut Power supply unit 
Subsystem Monitor console Operator console 
Subsystem monitor 
Pre-stop Stop actuator 
Pallet sensor 
Stop Stop actuator 
Pallet sensor 
Fixing unit Fixmgurut 
SectIOn morutoring Enter station sensor 
At station sensor 
Leaving station sensor 
Left station sensor 
RFTag RFTagID 
RF Ta~ Writer 
Y-axis Operation 
Position 
Assembly operation control 
Movement status 
Z-axiS Operation control 
PosItion 
Gri~per Gripper 
Ultrasonic sensor Ultrasonic sensor 
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B.3 PHYSICAL LAYOUT 
B.3.1 Assembly system layout 
B.3.2 Transport system layout 
"""'. 
'" 
-
.... , 
... , 
... , 
..... , 
... , 
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8.4 COMPONENT INPUT/OUTPUT (I/O) SPECIFICATION 
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Component: STOP 
Control voltage 
(24V) 
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-
OUT SWItch IQ lane 2 
TwIsted-pair network 
communication 
lonWoi1(s controller 
i 
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.E 
Component TRACK DIVERTER 
Control voltage 
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communication 
Control voltage 
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TwIsted-pair network 
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lonWorks controller 
>--
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>--
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Control voltage >--
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TwIsted-pair network >--
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lonWorts controller 
Component RF Tag 
RS232 
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-
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"""""'-
(24V) 
LonWorb controller 
MUXBUS 
Component Subsystem Monrtor 
Control voltage 
C24V) 
TWlsted-palf networl< 
communication 
Control voltage 
C24V) 
Twisted-pair network 
communication 
Control voltage 
C24V) 
TWlsted-palf network 
c;:ommunlcabon 
LonWorks controller 
Component Indexing Unit 
LonWorks controller 
Component· Gripper 
LonWorks controller 
~ 0 Raise 
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." IN Raised ~ -
E 
-
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Control voltage 
(24V) 
TWisted-pair network 
commumcatlon 
Control voltage 
(24V) 
TWisted-pair network 
communlcabon 
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)--
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)--
r-+ 
LonWorks controller 
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Component: Y aXIs 
LonWorks controller 
Component. Z aXIs 
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B.5 CONTROL ELEMENTS BEHAVIOUR 
~ OFF I j IN ON 
I ON I 
I IN OFF 
Control Element. StopActuator Control Element: Stop Pallet Sansor 
--1 OFF I 
Extema' condftion 
I ON I 
Externa' condftion 
Control Element. Track dlverter actuator Control Element: Drlve.Actuator 
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Control Element Indexing Unltaetuator Control Element Gripper actuator 
~ TAG I ABSENT ~-----' 
1 
Control Element RFTag Sensor Control Element. RFTag Program ID 
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Control Element' PSU Control 
Control Element Ultrasonic 
Senior sensor 
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D""'" 
--
._aI 
--
.1 Moveto~ 
I poo .... 
--I "-'" ~ L 
, ~"' 
.I LowoMg~ 
. , Fa'" 
AI'" 
...-
.1 .......... 1 
~'" 
Lowllnld 81 
..... 
Control Element: z.u. .. Poaltlon 
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B.6 COMPONENT INTERLOCKS 
11 CLoseD I 
I Slop 1 Pallet Sensor. ON & Slop 2 Stop actuator. CLOSED 11 Dlvertera LANE 1 OFF I OPENING I I IN ON I IN Opllfled I I OPENED I ON I IN OFF j SlOp' Pallet Sensor DOFF 
I CLOSING 1 
I IN NOTOpened 
Stop t Stop Actuator Stop 1 Pallet .. nsor 
System/SUbsystem TransporflTransport 
Component Name Stop 1 
Inhented from componenL Stop 
-
EJemenVtype. Slop Actuator/actuator 
Pallet sensor/sensor 
11 CLOSED I 
I Slop 2.Pallet Sensor. ON & Slop 1 Slop actuator • CLOSED 11 Drverter· lANE 2 OFF I OPENING I I IN ON I IN Opened I I OPENED I ON I IN OFF j Slop 2 Pallet Sensor. OFF 
I CLOSING I 
I IN NOTOpen&d -
Stop 2. Stop Actuator Stop 2. panet HII$Or 
SyslemlSubsyslam Transport/Transoort 
Component Name Stop 2 
Inherited from component Stop 
Elementttype Slop Actuator/actuator 
Pallet sensorlsef1sor 
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rl CLOSED I 
Stop 3 Pallet Sensor • ON & 
{(RFTag ProgramlD -1 I RFTag Program 10.3) & 
-{ OIverter = lANE 1} I OFF {(RFTag ProgramlO· 21 RFTag Program 10.4) & 
Divert« -lANE 2) I IN ON l OPENING I I ON IN Opened 
I IN OFF I OPENED I 
Slop 3 Pallet Sensor • OFF 
I CLOSING I 
I IN NOT Opened 
Stop 3. Stop Aetu.tor Stop 3 Pallat Mllsor 
SystemlSubayslem Tr.,sportlTransporl 
Component Name . .,., 
Inhented from component . .,. 
E ..... ..",. Slop Actuator/actuator 
Palialsensor/sensor 
-1 TAG I ABSENT -1 UNKNOWN ~ 
J 
--1 1 ~ I TAG I PRESENT 
--1 2 r--
-
--1 3 r--
--1 4 r--
RFTIg Sensor RfTag Progl1lmlD 
SystemlSiJbsyslem TransporttTransport 
Component Name RFTag 
Inhanted from component RFTag 
E ..... ..",. RF Tag sensor/sensor 
RFTag.ProgramIO/sensor 
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Stop 3.Pallet Sensot - ON & 
(RFTag ProgramlD. 21 RFTag Program ID _ 4) 
IN atLANE2 
I LANE2 I 
Stop 3 Pallet Sensot - ON & 
(RFTag ProgramlO - 11 RFTag Program 10.3) 
1 MOVING TO 1 
LANE 1 
IN not at lANE 2 
Divm.r actuator 
SystemlSubsystem TransportlTransport 
Component NarM 0._ 
Inherited from componenL Track dlverter E __
OlVerter Actuator/actualor' 
-1 OFF I 
PSU Control- POWER ON 
I ON l 
PSU ContmI- POWER OFF I 
PSU Control- POWER ON CHECK 
Drive actu.tor 
Systam/Subsystem TranspoNTransport 
Component Name DrIve 1. Onve 2, Onve 3. OrlVe 4 
Inh8nted from component Conveyor drive 
Elementltype Onveiactuator 
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rl CLoseD I 
Prestop Pallet sensor. ON & 
Section Monitonng Panet entemg station. OFF & 
-1 Section Monitonng Pallet at po$Ibon • OFF & OFF Section Monllonng. Pallet leavlIlg staboo • OFF & Stop Pallet HnSOI' • OFF & 
I Stop Slop actuator. ClOSeD IN ON I OPENING I 
I ON IN Opened 
I IN OFF I OPENED I 
Pre-Stop Pallet sensor. OFF 
I CLOSING I 
I IN NOTOpen&d 
Pre-Stop.Stop Actuator Pre-Stop Pal&ll senaor 
SyslemlSubsystem Assembly/assembly 
Component Name Pre.5IOP 
Inhented from component Stop 
E""","UIype Slop Actuator/actuator 
Pallet sensor/sansor 
---1 CLOSED I 
Slop Pallet sensex'. ON & 
Section Monltonng Pallet leaving station '" OFF & 
rl Section Monitoring Pallelleft ,tabon • OFF & OFF Indexing Unltaduator. LOWERED & 
Y axls.Assembly OPl- FINISHED I I OPENING I IN ON 
I ON IN Opened 
I I OPENED I 
IN OFF 
Stop Pallet sensor. OFF 
Section Monllonng Pallet leaving station. ON 
I CLOSING I 
I IN NOTOpen&d 
Stop Stop Actuator Stop.Pallet a_or _ 
System/Subeystem Assemblylassembly 
Component Name Stop 
Inhented from componenL Stop E __
Stop Actuator/actuator 
Pallet sensorlsensor 
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-1 LOWERED I 
Slop Pallet sensor" ON & 
SIop.actuator .. CLOSED & 
RFTag Sensor .. PRESENT & 
Section Monitoring Assembly Ops -IDLE 
I RAISING I 
IN Raised 
I RAISeD I 
Y axls.Assembly Ops .. FInished 
r LOWERING l 
IN lowe<od 
Indexing UnH.actuator 
SystemlStJbsystem Assembly/assembly 
Component Name Indexsng Unit 
Inhented from component Indexing Unit 
E_!/type Indexsng Actualorfactualor 
rl RELEASEOl 
Section MonItoring.Assembly Cp. -IN OF'S & 
(UltrasoniC sensor sensor .. PART PRESENT & 
Z-8XII POSIbon" AT RACK) I 
-(U1trasonlc sensor sensor .. PART PRESENT & 
Z-axlaPosltion -AT PALlET) 
I GRIPPING I 
delay 500 trill 
I GRIPPED I 
SectIon Monitomg.AssenD/y Ops -IN OF'S & 
(Ultrasonic sensor sensor .. NO PART & 
Z-axIs PosdIon .. AT RACK) I 
(Ultrasonlc sensor sensor .. NO PART & 
Z-axIs PosItIon .. AT RACK) 
r RElEASINGl 
delaySOOms 
Grlpper actu.tor 
SystemlSubsysIam 
_h_ 
ComponenlNam8 Gripper 
Inhented from component G, .... 
Elementltype Gripper actuator/actuator 
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--1 OFF I --1 OFF I r-1 OFF I --1 OFF I 
IN ON I IN ON I IN ON I IN ON 
I ON I I ON I I ON I I ON I 
IN OFF I IN OFF I IN OFF I IN OFF 
SectIon Monitoring Pallet SectIon MonJtortng.Paflet In SectIon Monltorlng Pallet SectIon Monitoring Pallet left 
entering station poslUon I •• vlng atation station 
--1 OFF I 
Indexlng UnlLaclualor· RAISED & 
Slop Slop actualof • CLOSED & 
Slop Pallel sensor· ON & 
Z-axis. RAISED & 
Y-axis PosItion· AT INIT POSmON 
I INOPS I 
Y-axis Operallon. GOING TO INIT POSITION & 
Z-axis PosIbon· AT INIT POSmON 
loPS I FINISHED 
Indexing unlLactuator. LOWERED & 
Stop Stop actuator c OPENED 
..... 00 
Monttortng.Auembly Ope 
SystemlSubsystem A8sen'tIIy/assembly 
Component Name SectIon Momlof 
Inhented from component S""", 
EJementJtype Pallel entenng stabon/SeRSOr 
Elementltype. Pallet In po8ll1on1sensor 
Elementttype Pallet lelMng stallon/sensor 
ElamentJtype Pallelleft station/sensor 
Elemenl/type" Assembly OpslProc:eu 
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IINPOSmoNI 
Z-axis.PosIbon" AT INlT POS & 
Z-axis POSition .. AT INIT POS & Z-axis Poslbon" AT INIT POS & GI'wer actuator .. RELEASED & 
Gnpper actuator .. RElEASED & Gripper ac:tuatot .. RElEASED & (RFTag ProglD -, & 
(Rna" PrugramlD -1 & V- (RFT", ProgramlD - 2 & V- Z-axis PoIIIion" AT IN1T POS & V 8XlS.Counter c 2) I 
IXIS Counter-'I axes Counter·, I Gnpper IlCUaIor .. GRIPPED & Z-axis PO$IbOn .. AT lNIT POS & (RFTag ProglD - 2 & 
RFTag ProgramlD" 3 & v- RFTag ProgramlD" 4 & v- (RFTag ProgramlD .. 21 V axis Counter .. 2) I 
axIS Counter -, I axes Counter .. , I RfTag ProgramlD" 4) GrlII* actualor" GRIPPED & (RFTag ProglD" 3 & 
RFTag ProgramlD - 3 & v- RFTag ProgramlD" 4 & V- (RFTag Program ID .. 1 I v axls.Counter .. 3)1 
axIS Counter .. 2, axis Counter = 2 ) RFTag.ProgramID .. 3) (RfTag ProgID" 4 & Y PIS Counter .. 3) 
1 ~ADE~ I I ~~E~O I l~iol I GQINGTO I I G<>NG:Q I EMPTY INIT RACK PAllET PAllET POSmON 
at IcJadMJ rack at IcJadMJ Pallet It empty rack 
,,_ ..... 
""'-
Y-axIs Opemlon 
-L 1 J 
1 Y-a:ds.OpetabM .. GOING TO EMPTY PAllET I V-axIS.OpetabM" GOING TO EMPTY RACK 
I 2 I 
I V...-xtI.OperatJon. GOING TO EMPTYPALLET I V-llXis.Ope/atbJ .. GOING TO EMPTY RACK 
I 3 I 
I v .... OpelllbM .. GOING TO /NIT POSITION 
V-axla Counter 
'''-
Assembly/assembly 
"""-...... V..,.. 
lnhented from component. y-
E_ Opera'onIactuaIor 
"-
--, EIomooUlype. 
""""""'" 
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J In Position I 
SectIon MonIonng.Assembly Ops c IN OPS & 
Y-axis OpenItIon _IN POSITION & 
{Gnpper actualor • RElEASED & 
UUrasonlc.sensor" PART PRESENT & 
(Y-axis PosItion .. AT RACK 11 
Y-axil PO$ibon" AT RACK 21 
V-exla Position .. AT RACK 31 
Y-axis Position-AT RACK41 
Y-axla PO$!btIn- AT RACK51 
Y-axil Posibon" AT RACK 61 Section MonlonngAssembly Ops -IN OPS & {Gripper actuator = GRIPPED & Y-ax. PosIbon-AT RACK71 Gnppet actuator .. GRIPPED & UttJasonlc sensor" NO PART} I Y-axis Posrbon -AT RACK8)}1 (Y -8XI$ Posruon" AT PI>U.ET 11 {Gripper actuator .. REtEASED & Ultrasonic sensor .. PART PRESENl} 
(Gnppe!' IICtuaIor .. GRIPPED & Y-axis PosItion -AT PALLET 2) 
Ultrasoolc.sensor" NO PART & 
(Y-aKiS PoSItion .. AT RACK 11 
Y-axis Poslbon .. AT RACK21 
Y-axis POSIbon" AT RACK 31 
Y-axil POSIbon .. AT RACK 41 
Y-axlI PosIbon .. AT RACK 5 I 
Y-axis POSIbon .. AT RACK e I 
y -ex. Position .. AT RACK 71 
Y-IIXII Posrtion .. AT RACK 8)) 
I LOWERING I 
TO RACK 
I LOWERING I 
TO PALLET l~~I~IVj POSmON 
At_ AtP_ At fntt1a1 posif1on 
Z-ul .. Opel1ltlon 
SyslemlSubsystern Assembly/assembly 
Component Name Z~. 
Inhented rrom oomponenl Z~. 
6~_ 
Openabonlacluatcw 
E1ementltype POSIbofVsensor 
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LAMB TRANSFER MACHINE SPECIFICATION 
C.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides the specification of the component-based Transfer Machine described 
in Chapter 7 (§7.5). 
The machine is made up of three subsystems - Transfer subsystem, wingbase subsystem and 
fixture subsystem. The physical layout of the machIne IS shown in §C.2. §C.3 provides the 
decomposition of the system into components and their constituent control elements. The 
input/output specification of the components are given in §CA. The control behaviour of 
each component are illustrated using state-transition diagram as illustrated in §C.5. Finally, 
§C.6 shows the specification of the operation of the transfer-lme machining system Via the 
interlocking of the components. 
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C.2 LAYOUT 
Flxturo 
C",", --'''''' 
Port seated sellSOI'$ 
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C.3 SYSTEM DECOMPOSITION 
Subsystem Component Control Elements 
Transfer Subsystem Monitor console Operator control 
Subsystem kernel 
Transfer raise/lower Hydraulic actuator 
Transfer advance/return Hydraulic actuator 
Transfer sequence 
HYdraulic servIces Hydrauhc supply 
Airllubrication services Air supply 
LubncatlOn supply 
FIxture Subsystem Clamp Hydraulic actuator 
Part seated sensors Sensor I 
Sensor 2 
• Sensor 3 
Sensor 4 
Wingbase Morutor console Operator control 
subsystem Subsystem kernel 
Head/Cross slide Cross slide hydrauhc 
actuator 
SOIndle drive 
Servo drive (Z-axis) Servo drive control 
Servo drive posItion 
Machining sequence 
Power Supply Urut 
C.4 COMPONENT INPUT/OUTPUT (I/O) SPECIFICATION 
.>--Control voltage 
(24V) ,>--
>--TWlSted-palr network 
communication 
'>--
.-;-Control voltage 
(24V) 1-;-
-;-
TWIsted-paIr network 
communication 
'-;-
LonWorks controller 
DCP04 
(J81) 
lonWorks controller 
DCP04 
(J82) 
r-
~ f--- • a 
0 
~ .. 4!! 
" .E 
L-
r-
'5 
~ ~ 
Q 
0 
l+- .. 4!! 
" .E 
L-
OUT Soft start g OUT Start hydraulic 
IN H""'raullc level OK 
IN Tank hne hvdraullc nressure OK 
, IN Hydraulic filler drrty 
.--
IN AlrOK 
OUT Start AIr 
-? OUT Start Lube 
'-' 
IN Lube levsl OK 
, IN lube filter dirty 
.--
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Control voltage >--
(24V)>--
Twisted-pair network >--
communicabon >--
Control voltage 
(24V) 
Twlsled-palr network 
communlcabon 
>--Control voltage 
(24V) 
'>--
TWlSted-palr network 
communlcabon 
Control voltage 
(24V) 
Twlsted-pair network 
communicabon 
>-
>-
LonWorks controller 
TLON 300 
(JB3) 
LonWorks controller 
TlON 300 
(JB4) 
lonWorks controller 
TLON 300 
(JB7) 
WAGO 
LonWorks controller 
(JBO) 
OUT advance cross-shde 
OUT retract cross-sllda 
'--<--<l AosloglIEl 10 cmss:sUds PQSllIaO 
OUT start spindle 
IN Bett breakage sensor 
IN Status 
Analogue OUT speed control 
--<l Analogue IN POsll1on transducer 
r-
E IN Part seated 1 
~ i E IN Part seated 2 
m 
~ IN Part seated 3 k- -i! E .. IN Part seated 4 
.5 E 
'--
• .. , 
~ 
g 
0 
'" ~ 
C.5 CONTROL ELEMENTS BEHAVIOUR 
""'"""""" ........ 
"'""'-
--, 0-
cl """""""''' -, .. 
-
""""-
..-
..... -
..... -
..... -
~ 
~ Of <~ Jl~ 
ni~ ~-] 
Corl&rol ElelTMlnl Alr/Lube 
Servk:4ls tube Control ElMltnt AlrlLube S.....,k: •• .Alr 
Control Element. Hydl'llullc 
S.rvicea.Hydl'llulic 
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Control Element: HydtaunC Act\lator Connl E1.mMt Part Seated Sensor 
Control ElemenL Z-axle 
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C.6 COMPONENT INTERLOCKS 
1 
..... 1 -I 
1 Tranlf ... MqUence. CYClE W1NGBASE 
r, ...... ""'1 
1 Spindle. START & Z-axis. HOME 
r .=.-;1 
1 CWSI Illd •• POS 1 
I ~I 
I Z-axIt. END FEED 1 __ .... 1 
I Z-axiI- AT FEED POSITION 
1.=.",1 
1 Cross slide. POS 2 
r ~l 
1 Z-axis. END FEeD 
r-.... l 
I Z-axis -AT FEED POSITION 
r .;::.. l 
1 Transfer AdVance retum. ADVANCING 
Machlnlng uq--. 
SystemlSublyatem OP1M'ingbase 
_,- , _ 
Inherited tom c:omporoent 
-
E __
Maehln~ aeql.l8OCel'Proces 
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I u~ 1 1 ""'~ 
Clamp. UNCLAMPED 
I =:-1 
T,..fer Raise l.oYIIw" RAISED 
1 -~I ..... 
T....t'er Mwonc:e return. ADVANCED 
1 =1 
Transfer Raise Lower" LOWERED 
I Clamp ftldura I 
Clamp • CLAMPED 
10:::- I 
Part Seated Sensor 1 .. ON & 
PIIrt Seated Sensor 2 ., ON & 
Part Seated Sensor 3 .. ON & 
Part Seated Sensor 4 .. ON 
1 -=-1 
Maehi'l1ng sequence .. CYa..E COMPlETED 
Transfer 8equenctl 
Sy$temlSubsystem OP1rrransfer 
"""""""'-
Transfer AdvIn<» .. un 
IntIerited tom eomponenl 
-
"_ Transfer MqUIfICCWProc::esa 
--1 RETURN I l. A_,t. intttdQ<:k Man!!al inler1rx;k 
-I _fer Sequence .. ADVANCE TRANSFER & TllIfISfer Raise lower" RAISED & l(Machlnlng Sequtnee .. CYCLE COt.1PLETED I Clamp " UNClAMPEO & Machining Seq~ .. RESET) & 
z"axII HOME Tl1IIISfer Raise-l.ower- RAISED 
I AOVANCINGl - ------ ---- ---
""""'on h.-
--I ADVANCED I 
!rranafer SeqUIH'ICI .. CYCLE WlNGBASE & Transfer Raise lower" LOWERED & Z-axis HOME 
Mllehinlllg Sequence "INITlAUSAnON 
I RETURNING I 
--
--
Tr.,..,., AdvMc. Retum 
SystemfSublystem OP1/Transfllr 
Component Name Tr.",'. AdVance-Retum (T AA) 
inherited from IXIfflPOIMIIlt 
-"""''''' Elamentltype Transfw Advance-Retum/Actuatof 
Transfer sequenee.1"roc::esa 
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----1 Wl'ERED I Autprnalk; lnter!oQ, Manila! inler10rt 
Transfer Sequence '" RAISE TRANSFER & (TQUlSfEll" advance retum· RETURNED I 
(Mad1i1*1g SeqUllllO!l. CYClE CONPLETED I Transfer adVance retum .. ADVANCEO)&. Zaxll"'HOME& Machining Sequence" RESET) C18JTlI" UNCLAMPED 
I RAISING I 
P,"",,,-!, """., ......,. 
I RAISED I 
(Transf. adYanceretum .. RETURNEO I 
Tranaflll" Sequence .. LOWER TRANSFER Tranaf. ~nc. Ntum .. ADVANCED)& Z-axis ., HOME & 
I LOWERING I -------- 1- _. Clamp" UNCLAMPED 
""''''''','' 
...., 
--
TrM.r.r RaJ .. '--
System/Subsystem OPlrrl'llnsfer 
Component NaIl'Ml Transfer Raise Lowet (TAR) 
inhetlled tom component: Hydraulic Actuator 
Elemen\ltype Transfer Raise Lower/Actuator 
----1 U..:LAMP I ~Ijtamall!: imll:k:!I:;Ir; MIIDllal int~ 
T_f. Sequ.ne. .. CLAMP FIXTURE & Transfer Ralae Iow..-" RAISED & r,..,. RaIse bwer" RAISED ~. UNCtAMPEO '" 
l-axll * HOME 
I ClAMP~G I 
-"'-""""'" I aNdPED I 
!Transfer Sequence .. UNCLAMP FIXTURE & Transfer Raise loWer- LOWERED & 
Transfer RaIse bwer" LOWERED l-axlI- HOME 
--IUNClAM~N~1 
_.h 
..-
~ 
C ..... 
Systern/$ubsyslam OP1/Flxture 
Com...- ...... 
C_ 
HIented from eomponent Hydraullt: Actuator 
ElemenVtype ClamplActuator 
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SytlemlSubsystern OP11f"lxture 
Component Name Pert SNted Sensor. 
EJemenIftype Part Seated Sensor 1/Sensor 
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AUTOMATIC INTERlOCK 
j HOME I I 
I (Mach Inn; Nquence" ADVANCE. FEED 11 ~-- Machining sequence .. ADVANCE FEED 2) & Oamp .. ClAMPED 
I ~I~ I I~~I 
Machining sequence .. RETURN FEEO 2 I Intemll frJedback 
ATFEEO I 
POSITION 
I (Machining sequence" ADVANCE FEED 11 In/tJmIIJreedb8ck Machining sequence .. ADVANCE FEED 2) & Clamp" CLAMPED 
I ~~ I I FEED I ADVANCE 
I 
--
IAT END FEEDJ 
I Machining sequence" RETURN FEED'I Mach"*'; MqUItIlI:)e .. RETURN FEED 2 
z.ul. 
MANUAL INTERLOCK 
I HOM' I I 
.. _- I Tr.mer Raised ~ .. LOWERED 
I ~~ I I RAPID I ADVANCE 
Cross aIide .. ?OS , I I /nI,"'" fHdback CrOM $IIde .. POS 2 
ATFEED I 
POSITION 
-
.. _- I TraMfer Raised Lowered" LOWERED & (CION ,Iide .. POS 1 1 Crou slide .. POS 2 ) 
I ~~ I I ~'t::.1 
I Infernal fHdback 
jAT END FEEDI 
I Transfer Ral$ed lowered" LOWERED & (CroII ,b .. POS 1 I Cross ,11de .. POS 2 ) 
z.ul. 
SY'temlSubsystem OPI.wingbaM 
Component Name <-uO 
W1erited tom componenL ........... 
._- Z-axISIadualor 
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rl l I. A"Iomrui< '''''''''''' MROIIQ"ntgr1Qd POS1 
Machnng 5IIQIIeI'IOe • MOV TO POS 2 & Z-axis" HOME & 
:(Z-axIs" HOME I Z-axis" FEED POS) SpIndle .. STOP 
I M~~G,r°l I 
PosIIIoII fnlh8ducer 
--I POS2 l 
MachNlg S8qIJenI;lI. MOV TO POS 1 & 
Z-axis .. HOME & (Z.axb" HOME I loaxla" FEED POS) 
'SpIndle .. STOP 
r MOVINGTOl 
POS1 
-I C*"~ 
rl STOP l 
1 Mad'l1r*Ig sequllrll* -INITlAUSATlON 
r START l 
I Mach"'log sequence .. CYClE COMPLETED 
8p1nch 
SystemlSubsystem OP11W1ngbase 
Component Neme en..., .. 
inherited tom c:ompooenl 
"""'""-" 
E __
CrosHJldal'actuator 
E_ SI*'dIeladuaIor 
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